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Abstract
Stereoscopic three-dimensional (3D) services have become more popular recently
amid promise of providing immersive quality of experience (QoE) to the end-users
with the help of binocular depth. However, various arisen artifacts in the stereo-
scopic 3D processing chain might cause discomfort and severely degrade the QoE.
Unfortunately, although the causes and nature of artifacts have already been clearly
understood, it is impossible to eliminate them under the limitation of current stereo-
scopic 3D techniques. Moreover, their influence on the perceived quality is not well
understood. Therefore, quality evaluation, both subjective assessment and objec-
tive metrics are necessarily required to understand, measure and eventually, model
and predict stereoscopic 3D quality. The thesis, composed of six collected papers,
contributes to the field of quality evaluation of stereoscopic 3D media in three
aspects.

First, quality evaluation of crosstalk perception was carried out on polarized
stereoscopic display, since crosstalk is one of the most annoying artifacts in the
visualization stage of stereoscopic 3D and can not be completely eliminated with
current technologies. The subjective tests were customized for crosstalk percep-
tion with varying independent parameters of scene content, camera baseline and
crosstalk level. An objective metric for crosstalk perception was proposed based
on our findings of perceptual attributes of crosstalk perception, namely shadow
degree, separation distance and spatial position of crosstalk. Furthermore, subjec-
tive crosstalk assessment methodologies for auto-stereoscopic displays at arbitrary
viewing positions in a specified area were suggested, supported by a head and score
tracking system.

Second, an extension from crosstalk perception to QoE in the simplest stereo-
scopic system was studied, since QoE is often referred as a criterion for the accep-
tance of any commercial system and determines the success or not. In addition
to crosstalk level, other requisite factors of the simplest stereoscopic system, in-
cluding scene content, camera baseline, screen size and viewing position have also
been investigated on their relationships to perceptual attributes of QoE. Specifi-
cally, those perceptual attributes are crosstalk perception and depth enabled visual
comfort, which cover the main negative and positive aspects of stereoscopic QoE.
By modeling these perceptual attributes separately and combining them thereafter,
an objective QoE metric was proposed.

Third, further work on the complex stereoscopic system was carried out by in-
vestigating the influence of coding artifacts on QoE. This work was done under
the context of assessing 3D video compression technologies within MPEG’s effort
for standardizing 3D video coding techniques. However, the subjective scores can
be used as ground truth dataset for proposing QoE model which will incorporate
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both the coding artifacts and configurations of the complex stereoscopic system.
Meanwhile, since the subjective tests were conducted at 13 laboratories around the
world with large amount of test sessions, it can be used for defining a process for
certification of subjective test campaigns.
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1 Introduction
Stereoscopic three-dimensional (3D) technique is based on simultaneously capturing
a pair of two-dimensional (2D) images and then separately delivering them to re-
spective eyes. Consequently, 3D perception is generated in the human visual system
(HVS). Thus, it can present observers with true 3D views of a real world scene. By
having the ability to add a new (third) dimension by means of stereopsis, stereo-
scopic 3D further blurs the lines between the real and virtual worlds. Thereby,
stereoscopic 3D is believed to be a logical next step forward in the evolution of
multimedia communication system towards greater realism and richer quality of
experience (QoE), after introducing audio, black-and-white visual content, color
visual content and high resolution. It can be expected that future stereoscopic 3D
media services will transform the way people live, play and work.

However, stereoscopic 3D is not a new coming technique, it has been around
over a century but not yet accepted widely by the masses. Although a successful
market introduction of stereoscopic 3D is believed to be just a matter of time and
has been compared to the transition from black-and-white to color TV, it has not
happened because of the safety and health issues related to stereoscopic 3D displays
[54]. Some common complications, such as eye strain, visual discomfort and even
headache may occur when watching stereoscopic 3D media. They primarily origin
from the artifacts in various stages in the stereoscopic 3D processing chain [8].
Among those, the essential ones are those unnatural for the human vision [102],
such as crosstalk caused by imperfect image separation, limited comfort zone of
display caused by excessive screen disparity and mismatch between convergence
and accommodation. All the artifacts might modify the observer’s perception of
the depicted scene, result in the degradation of the perceived quality, or inducing
the complications. Unfortunately, although the causes and nature of artifacts have
already been clearly studied, it is impossible to eliminate them due to the limitation
of current stereoscopic 3D techniques. Moreover, their influence on the perceived
quality is not well understood.

Thus, quality evaluation is required during design and development of the end-
to-end stereoscopic 3D media services, since the success of any commercial services
depends heavily on the quality offered to users. Besides, quality evaluation is one of
the most important aspects which has a significant impact on all the other aspects
of the stereoscopic 3D processing chain. Although many quality evaluation methods
have been proposed to assess the perceptual quality of traditional 2D images, no
similar effort has been widely devoted to evaluating the perceptual quality of stereo-
scopic 3D media. Therefore, quality evaluation on stereoscopic 3D is required to
benchmark the performance of production techniques as well as to provide a means
to optimize the parameters of different algorithms. In particular, both subjective
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1 Introduction

Figure 1.1: Paper overview to quality assessment on stereoscopic 3D.

assessment and objective metrics need to be adopted for stereoscopic 3D quality
evaluation considering the special characteristics of stereoscopic 3D perception.

The focus of this thesis is towards reliable stereoscopic 3D quality evaluation as
depicted in Figure 1.1. In particular, the simplest system consists of acquisition
and visualization stages supporting two/multi videos format only. While the com-
plex system contains representation, coding, delivery, decoding, conversion stages
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as well, in addition, the acquisition and visualization stages support other formats,
such as video plus depth. We emphasized on those artifacts in the simplest sys-
tem which can not be eliminated completely, such as crosstalk (Paper A, Paper B,
Paper i and Paper ii) and configurations of the simplest stereoscopic system which
are critical to QoE (Paper C, Paper D, Paper E, Paper iii and Paper iv). Quality
evaluation, both subjective tests were conducted and objective metrics were pro-
posed for crosstalk perception and QoE in the simplest system, with more details in
Figure 1.1. Particularly, the ground truth datasets were released to public through
Paper v. Coding artifacts in the complex stereoscopic systems were investigated
by subjective assessment (Paper F), which provides the possibility to extend the
objective metrics for the simplest system to the complex system.

The introduction is organized as follows. First, a general stereoscopic 3D back-
ground is presented in Chapter 2. Then the main quality issues arising from distor-
tions introduced in the processing chain of the simplest and complex stereoscopic
system are overviewed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 outlines state-of-the-art survey on
subjective assessment and objective metrics of stereoscopic 3D quality evaluation,
starting from the counterparts of 2D. Chapter 5 provides the outline and short sum-
maries of the published papers and identifies their specific contributions. Finally,
concluding remarks and a list of future work directions are provided in Chapter 6.
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2 Background on Stereoscopic 3D
This chapter gives a short background for the work presented in this thesis. First,
stereoscopic 3D history and applications are presented in Section 2.1. Then, Sec-
tion 2.2 presents the mechanisms behind the human vision depth perception. The
simplest stereoscopic system from binocular cue is introduced in Section 2.3, while
the complex stereoscopic system with various stages of typical stereoscopic 3D pro-
cessing chain are described in Section 2.4.

2.1 History and Applications

Figure 2.1: The mirror stereoscope invented by C. Wheatstone. (From Optics in
[101]. This image is public domain.)

As early as in 1838, C. Wheatstone first invented stereoscopy and stereoscope
[101]. He originally used his stereoscope, a rather bulky device with a pair of
mirrors at 45 degree angles to the user’s eyes, each reflecting a drawing located
off to the side, as shown in Figure 2.1. Later in 1890, 3D motion pictures using
stereoscope were first patented. In 1915, first 3D footage in cinema using anaglyph
glasses was made. Soon, shutter based technique and polarization based projection
were introduced in 1922 and 1936 respectively. Due to the invention of television,
came the golden era of 3D movies in 1952-1955. Later in the 1980s and 1990s,
3D movies experienced a worldwide resurgence driven by IMAX high-end theaters
and Disney themed-venues. Throughout the 2000s, 3D entertainments became
more and more successful. In 2003, J. Cameron shoot the first full length 3D
feature film for IMAX screens, and later in 2009 he made a unprecedented success
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of 3D presentations of Avatar. It is also worthy to mention that animation “Polar
Express” made 14 times more revenue in 3D than 2D in 2004. Moreover, music (e.g.
U2 3D 2008 and In Concert 3D 2009), documentary (e.g. Biodiversity 2009), sports
(e.g. NBA ALL Star Game 2009, Six Nations Cup 2009, FIFA World Cup 2020),
games (e.g. 19 PS3 titles in 2010) as well as 3D blu-ray achieve great successes.
More recently, stereoscopic displays (3DTV) and cameras have been introduced to
the public consumer market and come into daily life of those people having fancy
in or willingness to try new technologies.

In addition to the multimedia entertainments, stereoscopic 3D techniques have
been quite successful for particular niche applications, such as aerial photography,
minimally invasive telesurgery, undersea operations and so on. Specifically, stereo-
scopic 3D has potential benefits in performing tasks a) through visual clutter or
noise, b) under conditions of complex and non-rectangular shapes and unfamiliar
orientations, c) having floating objects that do not touch ground plane, d) requiring
ballistic motions, e) with high penalty for errors and irreversible actions, f) in poor
visibility or image quality.

2.2 Depth Perception
The HVS consists of eyes, especially the retina, visual pathways and visual cortex.
Eyes are the optical part of the visual perception, it controls the amount of light
by iris and brings the image into focus by lens, followed by information captured
by retinal cells. The captured information about the image is transmitted to the
brain along the visual pathways. Finally, visual cortex is responsible for processing
the visual image. Among which, primary visual cortex responds to low level visual
information such as frequencies, color and direction, while dorsal and vental streams
are dealing with motions and objects. Thus, our vision is active, not passive.

One of the major functions of HVS is to construct a 3D representation of the
world surrounding us. Based on the two 2D retinal images at the back of your eyes,
which do not preserve 3D information in the scene, it is the brain that reconstructs
this 3D information by inferring the size, shape, and spatial positions of objects out
there in the world. In order to provide an accurate, consistent, and useful percept
of the physical environment, HVS relies on and reduces ambiguity by combination
of different depth cues. The depth cues used in different layers in human vision are
static pictorial cues (occlusion, linear perspective, size gradient, texture gradient,
depth of focus, cast shadows), dynamic cue (motion parallax, dynamic occlusions,
motion perspective), oculomotor cues (accommodation, convergence, myosis) and
binocular cue (retinal disparity) [70]. Their relationships are summarized in Figure
2.2.

2.2.1 Monocular Cues
These kinds of cues can be extracted directly from monocular 2D pictures, either
static or dynamic. That is why we can still perceive and judge depth in the real
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2.2 Depth Perception

Figure 2.2: Relationship of depth cues.

world even if we close one of our eyes. This kind of characteristic enables people to
perceive good depth when viewing 2D images or videos in traditional 2D display. In
particular, static pictorial cues include occlusion, linear perspective, size gradient,
texture gradient, depth of focus, cast shadows, and so on, while motion based cues
include motion parallax, dynamic occlusions, motion perspective and so on. These
monocular cues are effective for longer distances than binocular cue, especially
motion based cues are very important for a wide range of scene depths. Although
the monocular cues are possible to appreciate the relative location of objects, it is
impossible to discriminate acute depth as binocular cue does.

2.2.2 Oculomotor Cues
These are achieved by muscles attached to the eye itself and the lens. In particular,
accommodation is the ability of the eye to change the focal length of the lens to focus
on objects at various distances (typically less than 2 meters). Convergence is the
ability of the eye to rotate towards each other for closer objects, typically effective
for distances less than 10 meters. And myosis is the ability of the eye to determine
both amount of light and depth of field (DOF) by controlling its pupil size. All of
them are weak depth cues for short distances and their importance quickly decreases
when the distance increases. Moreover, oculomotor cues are dependent on and
interactive with each other. They are affected unconsciously by monocular and
binocular visual depth cues.

Accommodation and myosis: Adjusting accommodation to perceive a sharp
image is not always necessary, since our eyes can tolerate small amount of retinal
defocus, which is described by DOF of myosis. Specifically, the range of DOF
depends on many factors [54], including target attributes (e.g. contrast, luminance,
and spatial frequency) and eye/brain attributes (e.g. pupil size and age). Although
the typical DOF is approximately 0.2 to 0.5 diopter, it can range from 0.04 to 3.50
diopter in the maximum.
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Figure 2.3: Accommodation and convergence are modeled as two dual parallel feed-
back control systems that interact via crosslinks. (Reproduced from Figure 1 in
[54])

Accommodation and convergence: Accommodation and convergence are
generally modeled as two dual parallel feedback control systems that interact via
crosslinks, as depicted in Figure 2.3. Accommodation and convergence are primar-
ily driven by retinal blur and disparity, respectively, while both of them respond to
proximity information (e.g. monocular and binocular depth cues) as well. Specif-
ically, small degree of retinal defocus within the DOF does not drive the accom-
modation controller, only when it exceeds DOF. Likewise, small retinal disparity
within fusional area does not drive the convergence controller, only when it is out-
side fusional area. Each system also includes a tonic component which accounts for
slower adaptations to altered viewing situations. Furthermore, both systems inter-
act via reflexive crosslink interactions. The gains of the crosslink interactions are
described by the AC/A ratio (i.e., the change in vergence due to accommodation
per change in accommodation in the absence of retinal disparity) and the CA/C
ratio (i.e., the change in accommodation due to vergence per change in vergence in
the absence of blur). Finally, the summed output of the controller, the proximal
component, the tonic component, and the crosslink describes the overall system’s
response and provides negative feedback to the input stimuli to obtain a stable
state.

2.2.3 Binocular Cue
This is a consequence of both eyes observing scene from two slightly different angles,
since human eyes are separated horizontally in a range of 50 to 70mm, by 63mm
on average [16]. The field of view (FOV) of each eye is approximately 140 degrees,
which results in a total FOV of 160 to 208 degrees and stereoscopic field of 120 to
180 degrees [66], as illustrated in Figure 2.4.(a). For those objects in stereoscopic
field, two slightly different retinal images are formed as shown in Figure 2.4.(b).
Specifically, the mechanism of binocular depth estimation consists of convergence
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and stereopsis [8]. Convergence is the process that both eyes take a position which
minimizes the difference of the visual information projected in both retinae. Exis-
tence of the difference in retinal images leads to binocular disparity, which is used
in the process of stereopsis to estimate the relative depth between the convergence
point and its surrounding area. This binocular cue is the most important depth
cue for medium viewing distances.

Figure 2.4: Stereoscopic vision.

Figure 2.5: Horopter and panum’s fusional area.

Panum’s fusional area: A small volume of visual space around where both
eyes are fixating is projected onto the retina. Those points stimulate the retinal
points lying in a surface which is called horopter, they have zero retinal disparity
(e.g. point A and F in Figure 2.5). While others have retinal disparity, either
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negative retinal disparity (e.g. point B in Figure 2.5) if the points located in
front of the horopter or positive retinal disparity (e.g. point C in Figure 2.5) if
behind. Panum’s fusional area is the region around the horopter of binocular single
vision. Outside the panum’s fusional area, double vision occurs. In particular,
the retinal disparity limits of panum’s fusional area are not constant but increase
along the fovea to periphery, as illustrated in Figure 2.5. Typically, the retinal
disparity limit at the fovea is 0.1 degree, while it can be 0.33 or 0.66 degrees
[76] at an eccentricity of 6 and 12 degrees, respectively. Moreover, convergence
movements [126], stimulus durations, stimulus properties [74], temporal modulation
of retinal disparity information [85], exposure duration, amount of illuminance [86],
and individual differences [82] are found to have effect on the fusion limit. Usually,
long stimulus durations and convergence eye movements, large moving objects and
the addition of peripheral objects to the fixation object can increase the fusion
limits. For example, if the retinal disparity of the reconstituted object surpasses
panum’s fusional area, convergence movements relocate the retinal disparity within
panum’s fusional area and as such, increase fusion limits (i.e., motoric fusion).

Individual differences: A person’s stereo acuity determines the minimum im-
age disparity they can perceive as depth. Stereo acuity depends on the individual
differences. It is believed that approximately 5% of people are stereoscopically la-
tent [39, 10], and up to 30% of people have very weak stereoscopic vision [108],
which prevents them from depth perception based on binocular cue. However, it is
possible to improve the stereo acuity by orthoptics treatment.

2.3 From Binocular Cue to the Simplest Stereoscopic
System

Binocular cue is especially activated in stereoscope [101], invented by Sir Wheat-
stone in 1838. This device uses additional instruments (e.g. mirrors) to separate the
left and right viewing channels, thus each eye receives the corresponding view re-
spectively. This basic principle of stereoscope is the ancestor of modern stereoscopic
device. The original images for the “stereoscope”, which differed only in horizontal
disparity, were drawings, since photography was not yet available. Nowadays, in-
stead of drawings, stereoscopic images are captured by two cameras placed in either
toed-in or parallel configuration.

Figure 2.6 depicts the principle of the simplest stereoscopic system. First, two
cameras are used to record the views from left and right positions of eyes in the
acquisition stage. Then, these recorded images are delivered to the left and right
eyes respectively in the visualization stage. As illustrated in Figure 2.6, the requisite
factors of the simplest stereoscopic imaging system consists of a) camera baseline:
the distance between the cameras, b) convergence distance: the distance away from
the cameras at which the optical axes of the cameras intersect, c) camera field of
view: determined by the camera imaging sensors’ format size and the lens focal
length, d) viewing distance: the distance between the viewer and the display, e)
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Figure 2.6: Principle and requisite factors of the simplest stereoscopic imaging sys-
tem. (Adapted from Figure 1 in [118])

screen size: mainly measured by screen width and f) eye separation: the distance
between the viewer’s eyes.

Through this simplest system, binocular disparity is first represented by image
disparity in a pair of left and right images, and later represented by screen disparity
when the image pairs are shown in the stereoscopic display, finally recovered to be
binocular disparity when the image pairs are viewed by left and right eyes. In this
way, a stereoscopic imaging system is able to create an illusion of depth sensation by
adding binocular disparity information. However, with different settings of requisite
factors in the simplest stereoscopic system, the binocular disparity reconstructed in
the virtual world may be different from the binocular disparity directly viewed in
the real world. The imperfect duplication of HVS also includes a) accommodation
is not implemented, b) image separation is not perfect and so on, which is due
to the limitation of acquisition and visualization techniques. Therefore, the main
techniques used to implement the simplest stereoscopic system will be introduced
in the following subsections, followed by its quality issues in next chapter.

2.3.1 Acquisition
The most direct way to create pairs of views for the left and right eyes is to set up
two/multi cameras for synchronized capturing. No representation or conversion is
required for final visualization.

Two-camera system: The configurations of two cameras can be either toe-in
or parallel. In particular, in toe-in camera configurations, the cameras are each
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rotated inwards from parallel, thus the lens optical axes are converged. While,
in parallel camera configurations, the center of each imaging sensor of cameras is
moved away (outwards) from the lens optical axis, but the lens optical axes are
still kept parallel. It is important to have matching cameras, in terms of pho-
tography(white balance, sensitivity, shutter speed, aperture), optics(focal length),
geometry(distance, angle) and synchronization in capturing. In practice, it is im-
possible to make them exactly match, and 3D post-processing are usually needed,
including geometric alignment, color adjustment and so on. Moreover, it is better
to record all the intrinsic (focal length, image format, and principal point) and
extrinsic (position of the camera center and the camera’s heading in world coor-
dinates) camera parameters together with the captured video sequences in case of
further use. Practically, these parameters are not easy to measure. While it is not
the case in computer-generated imagery (CGI) approach, where the parameters of
virtual cameras can be set easily. With 3D models in hand, it is easy to create the
two/multi video sequences by setting up two/multi virtual cameras. However, it is
usually time-consuming to create the 3D models.

Multi-camera system: The two-camera system can be easily extended to
multi-camera system by adding more cameras. These cameras can be organized
in line, circle and array. A multi-camera system consists of 100 cameras was intro-
duced in a real-time free viewpoint television (FTV) system [103]. In this way, a
more precise 3D representation is provided.

2.3.2 Visualization
After acquiring stereoscopic sequences, stereoscopic 3D displays are required to
transfer those stereoscopic sequences separately to left and right eyes of the view-
ers. There are all kinds of stereoscopic display techniques to display two images
exclusively. Usually they are classified into two categories, stereoscopic and auto-
stereoscopic display, depending on needing an eye wear or not.

Stereoscopic displays: Special glasses such as anaglyph glasses, polarized
glasses and shutter glasses for multiplexing two images are needed in stereoscopic
displays. The anaglyph glassess consist of different color filters on each eye which
separate the displayed images. Those color filters should have different colors whose
color spectra do not overlap and match the spectrum of the displayed images, typ-
ically red and cyan, so that each eye receives on its single 2D intensity image. The
anaglyph 3D system is easy to set up due to cheap glasses, no need for special
monitor and easy creation of displayed images. However, it has poor color quality
and accompanies obvious ghosts because full-color anaglyph based stereograms are
impossible. Therefore, either polarization or shutter based system is preferred in
current stereoscopic 3D cinema because of better color quality and stereo effect.

Specifically, polarization based system is based on the fact that light is an elec-
tromagnetic wave and its direction can be controlled by polarizing filters. First,
the images for the left and the right eyes are differently polarized by the polarizing
filters and simultaneously displayed on a sliver screen in superposed form. Then,
polarized glasses with matching polarization properties are required to filter out
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each image and deliver it to the corresponding eye. The polarization forms can be
either linear or circular and both can provide full color stereoscopy.

However, shutter based systems are based on time-multiplexed display of right
and left eye images. Those two images are displayed alternately usually in a fre-
quency of 140-200 images per second. Meanwhile, shutter glasses are synchronized
to the displayed image by turning opaque and transparent correspondingly with
the help of an electronically remote control system.

Auto-stereoscopic displays: No special eye-wear is required in auto-stereoscopic
displays. There are two common technologies for auto-stereoscopic viewing: lentic-
ular and barrier. Both technologies first display a single image by fusing the two
captured stereo images on a conventional 2D display, and then extract the single
image back to be two images by mounting an additional sheet on the 2D display. In
particular, a barrier is like a fence consisting of opaque and transparent stripes while
a lenticular consists of tiny cylindrical lenses in either vertical or slanted stripe. Im-
portantly, a close match of the geometry between the underlying 2D display and
the barrier or lenticular is needed. This ensures that the eyes of the observer at
a particular location in front of the display receives their own different left and
right images. Therefore, there is a specific range of positions, namely “sweet spot”,
where observer’s eyes receive the intended separate right and left images correctly.
If the observer is not in this “sweet spot”, there is no 3D perception.

Extension of auto-stereoscopic display to support more than two views by us-
ing the aforementioned technologies is straightforward, which leads to multiview
auto-stereoscopic display [17]. Typically there are five, eight or nine views having
slight difference from a narrow horizontal viewing angle, usually 20-30 degrees. An
observer, located at a particular viewing angle, receives one pair of two images cor-
responding to that viewing angle. If the observer moves right or left, another pair
related to the new viewing angle is received. Therefore, the horizontal parallax
is visible in the multiview auto-stereoscopic display, which creates more natural
viewing experience. However, multiview auto-stereoscopic suffers from the “sweet
spot” as well.

2.4 The Complex Stereoscopic System with
Processing Chain

As shown in Figure 2.7, in addition to two/multi videos format, the acquisition
and visualization stages of the complex stereoscopic system support other formats,
such as video plus depth as well. Moreover, the complex stereoscopic system has
various stages (e.g. representation, coding, delivery, decoding, conversion) which
usually are needed in practical stereoscopic 3D communication applications (e.g.
3DTV, FTV, telesurgery). Therefore, the complex stereoscopic systems have more
complexities in different scenarios, and various techniques are available in different
stages of the content processing chain.
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Figure 2.7: 3D processing chain: the simplest system versus the complex system.

2.4.1 Acquisition/Visualization

Instead of capturing two/multi video sequences directly, the video plus depth sensor
approach captures one video sequence by a normal RGB camera and its depth
map by a depth sensor. Specifically, the depth map is a gray image that contains
information related to the distance of the surfaces of scene objects from the depth
sensor, usually with 0 denoting the farthest depth value and 255 the nearest. By
making use of the depth map, another video sequence from a slightly different
viewpoint can thereby be generated. Therefore, the video plus depth format needs
less data amount than two/multi videos format and is more suitable when virtual
views need to be synthesized.

In 2D to 3D conversion approach, usually a depth map is first inferred based on
exploiting the monocular cues in a 2D video sequence, then the same method in
the video plus depth sensor approach is used to generate the other video sequence.
Since there is so much available content in 2D, this is the fastest way to generate
stereoscopic 3D without re-capture. However, it is an ill-problem as automatic
conversion is difficult and may cause artifacts. Semiautomatic conversion based on
computer vision technologies is often used for best tradeoff between efficiency and
quality.

Commercial stereoscopic displays usually support several aforementioned data
formats. Whatever the data format is, final two/multi views need to be generated
just before displaying. The generation is prerequisite to both the video plus depth
format and 2D alone format, and normally displays apply generation algorithms
automatically. It may be also optional to two/multi videos, in cases when certain
number of views are needed for a particular display or characteristics of two/multi
videos needed to be changed to fit the viewing conditions.
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2.4.2 Representation/Conversion

Both representation and conversion stages are responsible for formats changing.
Specifically, representation stage mainly aims for better coding efficiency and less
delivery data, while conversion stage is for format match between the delivered data
and display. Furthermore, these two stages should be considered in a systematic
way depending on the various available formats of acquisition and visualization
stages. For example, if the acquisition and visualization format matches, we may
think of avoiding format change to reduce additional artifacts, even though more
data maybe required for delivery.

2.4.3 Coding/Decoding

The coding schemes for stereoscopic 3D typically utilize inter-channel similarities
of two/multi videos in addition to the temporal and spatial similarities in each
channel to further reduce redundancy [98]. Nowadays, there are several available
H.264 coding standards for two/multi videos, such as simulcast, stereo supplemental
enhancement information (SEI) and multiview video coding (MVC), where the
inter-channel similarities are explored to some extents. In simulcast approach,
several video sequences are individually and independently encoded, delivered and
decoded, which means any 2D video coding standard can be used and inter-channel
similarities are not considered at all. However, H.264/AVC SEI message exploits
inter-view dependencies of stereo video by inter-field prediction and H.264/AVC
MVC exploits temporal as well as inter-view reference pictures for motion- and
disparity-compensated prediction, respectively.

In addition, MPEG-C part 3 and H.264/AVC auxiliary picture syntax support
for video plus depth format. The former standard specifies a container format
for simulcast coding with video plus depth by defining a representation format for
depth maps and additional parameters for interpreting the decoded depth values at
the receiver side. This allows encoding depth maps as conventional 2D sequences
which is independent of the video sequences. The latter standard specifies extra
monochrome pictures sent along with the main video stream, but it does not support
different coding settings for video and depth. Since the depth map has different
characteristics compared with the color video sequences and it is usually more
important than the color video sequences, special care should be taken when it is
encoded.

Recently, MPEG is working on defining a 3D Video Coding (3DVC) standard
[40] for multiview plus depth data format by conducting subjective tests to assess
various 3D video compression technologies. With this effort, it is possible to realize
the targets defined in [40]: a) enabling stereo devices to cope with varying display
types and sizes, and different viewing preferences, including the ability to vary
the baseline distance for stereo video, b) facilitating support for high-quality auto-
stereoscopic displays by generating many high-quality views from a limited amount
of input data, e.g. the video data of 2-3 cameras and additional depth maps.
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2.4.4 Delivery
The evolution of 3D video transport technology follows the same path as its 2D
counterpart, namely, analog broadcast, digital video broadcasting (e.g. DVB-S,
DVB-C, DVB-T, DVB-H) and streaming over the internet protocol (e.g. IPTV)
[56]. There is no doubt that streaming over IP provides a more flexible means
of delivery where optimization for specific needs of stereoscopic signals is feasible.
Some feasible near future scenarios include unicast and multicast transmission,
where peer-to-peer, as well as, server-to-client delivery can be considered. However,
in the case of IPTV a common problem is burst packet losses. Therefore, congestion
control mechanisms should be included in the streaming protocols to reduce packet
losses, and resilience and error concealment algorithms should further be used to
mitigate the impact on the video if packet losses are inevitable.
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Although the aforementioned principle of stereoscopic 3D sounds straightforward,
it is rather difficult to implement in practice. A review of human factors issues
that arise when designing stereoscopic displays is provided in [75]. The defects
of technology and various signal processing in 3D processing chain [12] lead to an
unnatural stereo-pair with artifacts presented to the eyes. Moreover, HVS is quite
vulnerable to and not prepared to handle these binocular artifacts (only be per-
ceived when a stereo-pair is displayed but not a single image). This can easily lead
to perceptual issues and may further cause nausea and simulator sickness or cyber
sickness. However, optometric test variables of viewers seem no clinically significant
change after they read words on 3D displays [21]. Most artifacts are reviewed in
[8, 62, 52, 118]. In cases that the positive part (naturalness, sense of presence) does
not surpasses the negative part (eye strain, visual discomfort, headache) when view-
ing stereoscopic 3D media, its overall QoE is often not comparable to conventional
2D media.

3.1 Artifacts in the Simplest Stereoscopic System
Viewing stereoscopic 3D media on the simplest stereoscopic system may not be
exactly the same as viewing a natural scene. These discrepancies are recognized as
artifacts, which may result in degradation of the perceived quality. Those artifacts
maybe geometrical artifacts in depth perception (depth-plane curvature caused by
keystone, puppet-theater effect and cardboard effect), optic asymmetries (shift,
rotation, magnification, blur), filter asymmetries (luminance, color, contrast), tem-
poral asymmetries, static display artifacts (crosstalk, limited comfort zone), dy-
namic display artifacts (shear distortion, picket fence effect, image flipping). Among
which, geometrical artifacts can be introduced in acquisition stage, static and dy-
namic display artifacts can be introduced in visualization stage, while optic, filter
and temporal asymmetries can be introduced both in acquisition and visualization
stages. The causes and nature of artifacts will be described in the following.

3.1.1 Geometrical Artifacts
Geometrical artifacts are related to the camera configurations, such as depth plane
curvature by keystone and puppet-theater effect may exist only in the toed-in cam-
era configuration, while not in the parallel camera configuration, as concluded in
[118, 121]. However, both camera configurations may produce cardboard effect
as stated in [121]. The main benefit of the toed-in camera configuration is that
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Figure 3.1: Geometrical artifacts. ((a) and (b) are generated by 3D-MAP developed
by Andrew Woods, the link is http://www.andrewwoods3d.com/spie93pa.html,
(c) is reproduced from Figure 9 in [121], and (d) is generated by
the rendering framework developed by Danilo Hollosi, the link is
http://sp.cs.tut.fi/mobile3dtv/download/)

it does not require post-production shift or charge-coupled device (CCD) shift to
achieve image convergence. However, practically, in case of the toed-in camera
configuration, post-productions for correcting the geometrical distortion and ver-
tical disparity are still required to achieve the same quality as the parallel camera
configuration. Thus, the parallel camera configuration is used in preference to the
toed-in camera configuration nowadays.

Depth plane curvature caused by keystone: Keystone distortion causes
vertical parallax and horizontal parallax in the stereoscopic image due to the imag-
ing sensors of the two cameras being located in different planes. As shown in Figure
3.1.(a), in one of the cameras, the image of the grid appears larger on one side than
the other, and in the other camera, this effect is reversed. Thus, the amount of ver-
tical parallax is greatest in the corners of the image. The vertical parallax increases
with increased camera baseline, decreased convergence distance and decreased fo-
cal length [62]. Keystone is the source of depth plane curvature [62, 118], which
is a curvature of the depth planes, as shown in Figure 3.1.(b). The depth plane
curvature could lead to wrongly perceived relative object distances on the display
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that objects at the corners of the image appearing further away from the viewer
than objects at the center of the image [118]. It also disturbs image motions during
panning of the camera system [118].

Puppet-theater effect: People looks like either larger or smaller animated
puppets with puppet-theater effect. This effect is caused by relative size differences
that occur among shooting objects inside the image space and arise from the fact
that the reproduction magnification of the objects differs between the foreground
and background. Some examples of ratio of real size to apparent size of 3D objects
shot under different toed in camera configurations are illustrated in Figure 3.1.(c).
The authors of [121] showed that orthostereoscopic parallel shooting and display
conditions (i.e., simulating human viewing angles, magnification, and convergence
in the most natural way possible) do not cause the puppet-theater effect. The
author of [31] describes a display technique which reduces the puppet-theater effect.
An auto-stereoscopic display with collimation optics enables a large volume of depth
and thus allows a larger image to be presented at a greater distance behind the
screen so that the puppet-theater effect is not perceptible. Novel display techniques
seem to be promising to avoid or reduce the puppet-theater effect which contributes
to an unnatural appearance of a 3D image.

Cardboard effect: It is the phenomenon in which the observers of stereoscopic
images get the impression that individual objects in the images are flattened like a
cardboard, as shown in Figure 3.1.(d). A cardboard effect can be caused by image
acquisition parameters (e.g., lens focal length, camera baseline, and convergence
distance) or compression parameters resulting in a coarse quantization of disparity
or depth values [122, 84]. To avoid or reduce the cardboard effect, camera param-
eters need to be tuned such that the thickness of objects can be perceived [122], or
compression ratio should be adequately low to maintain relative accurate disparity
and depth values [84].

3.1.2 Optic, Filter and Temporal Asymmetries
Stereoscopic 3D system requires the acquisition and visualization parameters for
left and right images to be same. However, it is impossible to make them exactly
match in practice, thus asymmetries arise [52].

Optic asymmetries: The left and right images may differ by misalignment of
optics, such as shift, rotation, magnification, and blur. In particular, the misalign-
ment can be left and right cameras in acquisition stage or projectors in visualization
stage.

Filter asymmetries: Imperfection of filters and lens in acquisition system or
specific visualization system may make the left and right images differ in their
luminance, color, sharpness and contrast. For instance, color asymmetries can be
introduced by imperfect filter in the camera (e.g. semi-transparent mirrors) or
specific 3D visualization technique (e.g. anaglyph glasses).

Temporal asymmetries: The desynchronization in acquisition and visualiza-
tion stages can induce temporal asymmetries, such as temporal mismatch in recod-
ing or time-sequential stereoscopic display.
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Figure 3.2: Visualization-related artifacts. ((a) is from Paper A, (b) is from Paper
C, and (c) is generated by 3D-MAP developed by Andrew Woods, the link is
http://www.andrewwoods3d.com/spie93pa.html)

3.1.3 Display Artifacts
The display artifacts are caused by the defects of planar stereoscopic displays, which
are not able to simulate HVS completely. The defects include imperfect separation
of left and right views, limited comfort zone because of excessive screen dispar-
ity and accommodation-convergence mismatch, and particular viewpoint for sweet
viewing. Unfortunately, the aforementioned defects cannot be avoided because of
the limitations of current planar stereoscopic displays.

Crosstalk: Crosstalk is produced by imperfect view separation that causes a
small proportion of one eye’s image to be seen by the other eye as well. It is per-
ceived as ghost, shadow, double contours (Figure 3.2.(a)) and even a relative small
amount of crosstalk can lead to headaches [72]. Therefore, crosstalk is probably
one of the main perceptual factors which degrade image quality and visual comfort
[91, 118]. However, the descriptive and mathematical definitions of crosstalk and
related terms remain ambiguous in the stereoscopic literature as reviewed in [119].
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Crosstalk occurs in various stereoscopic displays, while the mechanisms behind
can be significantly different. The author of [117] reviewed the mechanisms be-
hind time-sequential 3D, anaglyph 3D, polarized 3D projection, micro-polarized
3D LCDs, and auto-stereoscopic displays, in order to characterize and measure the
components contributing to crosstalk. Take polarized 3D projection for example,
the components which affect crosstalk include the optical quality of the polarizers,
the projection screen and incorrect orientation of the coding or decoding polariz-
ers. Auto-stereoscopic displays suffer from crosstalk mainly due to the latency in
directional lenses to support motion parallax.

Owing to the different mechanisms of various 3D stereoscopic technologies, crosstalk
measurement should be designed differently depending on specific 3D mechanism.
For example, crosstalk occurs differently in time-sequential 3D LCDs than it does
in other displays. Therefore, grey-to-grey crosstalk measurement was recently pro-
posed in [94]. Other crosstalk measurement methods were proposed in [71, 4] for
shutter type stereoscopic 3D display. While traditionally by displaying full-black
and full-white in opposing eye-channels of the display, black-and-white crosstalk
measurement uses an optical sensor to measure the amount of leakage between
channels.

Crosstalk reduction can be achieved by reducing the effect of one or more of
the above components. Since it is not possible to completely eliminate crosstalk
of displays with current technologies, researchers attempted to conceal crosstalk
using image processing methods before display [53, 57, 51, 43]. Such methods
are usually categorized into crosstalk cancelation. Crosstalk cancelation does not
always perform efficiently in all situations. In fact, none of the aforementioned
methods can completely eliminate crosstalk artifacts.

In some cases, crosstalk may also have beneficial effect on perceived quality and
visual comfort. Some auto-stereoscopic multiview displays intentionally introduce
a certain amount of crosstalk to avoid picket fence effect and to minimize image
flipping [54]. Small screen disparities limited to the foreground and background
regions combined with crosstalk are perceived as blur instead of ghost [97] while
perception of depth is still preserved.

Limited comfort zone: The comfort zone of stereoscopic display is limited in a
depth range where objects can be reconstructed on a planar screen without inducing
visual discomfort, as shown in Figure 3.2.(b). The image located inside the comfort
zone remains sharp and can be fused without decoupling of accommodation and
convergence. Thus, comfort zone is mainly constrained by screen disparity and
accommodation-convergence mismatch.

Screen disparity is a representation of image disparity captured by the left and
right cameras, leading to the binocular disparity information in the final visual-
ization. However, screen disparity may not be identical to the original binocular
disparity viewed by eyes directly since it depends on acquisition and visualization
configurations. Panum’s fusional area defines the limits of screen disparities in
stereoscopic displays for binocular single view. Specifically, it describes a disparity
offset of the whole retinal image of one eye relative to the other, which is absolute
screen disparity. Lambooij et al. [54] pointed out that the fusion ability is mainly
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determined by the disparity of the fixation objects within the retinal images, which
is called relative screen disparity. In other words, the absolute screen disparity can
be large, as long as the relative screen disparity are under the fusion limits.

In natural vision, accommodation and convergence are always reflexively coupled,
as shown in Figure 3.3.(a). However, for nowadays planar stereoscopic displays, all
points in the image focus at the same plane regardless of convergence point, as
shown in Figure 3.3.(b). Thus, accommodation-convergence mismatch occurs. In
particular, by the convergence-driven accommodation, accommodation may shift
away from the display towards the reconstituted object. However, as long as the
accommodation shift remains within the DOF, accommodation is able to focus the
reconstituted object sharply on the retina [29], thereby still in the zone of clear
single binocular vision. Otherwise, negative accommodation feedback stimulates
accommodation-driven convergence which results in the convergence away from the
reconstituted object, thereby it may cause either loss of fusion resulting in double
vision, loss of accommodation resulting in a blurred image or both [54]. As stated
in [54], although the accommodation-convergence system can handle the conflict
within the DOF, viewers are still under stress and may experience eye strain, visual
discomfort or even headache. Moreover, the negative effects may increase with a
prolonged viewing. Therefore, the accommodation-convergence rivalry has often
been theorized as a significant factor underlying the occurrence of visual discomfort
and is widely thought as a major limiting factor for stereoscopic displays.

However the authors of [20] argued that the convergence-accommodation conflict
present in current stereoscopic systems. They made a simultaneous measurement
of the vergence and accommodation with observers viewing a real scene and its
stereoscopic reproduction. They concluded that the accommodation is not fixed
at the position of the stereoscopic screen but follows the position of the recon-
structed 3D object in the stereoscopic scene. The conflict between accommodation
and vergence is related to the DOF of the eye. Some other researchers have the

Figure 3.3: Accommodation and convergence in human vision and stereoscopic dis-
play.
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same arguments. In [32], it was shown that the fixation of accommodation and
convergence were almost equal when viewing 2D and 3D images respectively.

Several methods from different view points are used to define the comfort zone
by providing thresholds, but lacking of consensus yet. A traditional rule-of-thumb
threshold for disparity is a maximum of 70 minutes of arc, which was computed from
the human eye’s aperture and DOF. This threshold was confirmed in [120]. Thresh-
old from DOF alone was recommended to be ±0.3 diopters in ITU-R BT.1438 Rec-
ommendation [41] and ±0.2 diopters in [125] in a more conservative way. In [54],
with respect to accommodation-convergence thresholds, a DOF of 0.3 diopters and
a clear and single zone of 1 degree were defined, respectively. As these two thresh-
olds were reported to resemble each other, 1 degree for disparity was proposed as
a general threshold.

Shear distortion, picket fence effect and image flipping: These three arti-
facts are perceived when observers move their head laterally in front of the display.
In particular, shear distortion is typically experienced with stereoscopic displays,
while picket fence effect and image flipping are typical multiview auto-stereoscopic
display artifacts. However, they can be avoided if head tracking methods are used
to update the displaying images in real time.

Shear distortion is aroused because only one correct viewing position is allowed
in stereoscopic display [118, 72]. Stereoscopic images appear to follow the observer
in a way that images out of the monitor will appear to shear in the direction of
the observer, while images behind the surface of the monitor shear in the opposite
direction, as shown in Figure 3.2.(c). Shear distortion can result in wrongly per-
ceived relative object distances such that the images on the left view would falsely
appear closer than images on the right. This will cause false perception of motion
in the image [118].

The picket fence effect is the appearance of vertical banding in an image due
to the black mask between columns of pixels in LCD. Image flipping indicates the
noticeable transition between viewing zones which leads to discrete views and is
experienced as unnatural compared to the continuous parallax experienced in the
real world [92]. Display techniques can be improved such that both artifacts are
less visible. For instance, in the work [107], a tilted lenticular sheet was put in
front of the LCD such that a constant amount of the black mask is always visible.
Owing to habituation, an observer actually does not perceive the picket fence effect
anymore and image flipping is softened.

3.2 Artifacts in the Complex Stereoscopic System
Due to various data formats, display types, storage and transmission requirements
in practice, additional processing stages are needed in the complex stereoscopic
system, as shown in Figure 2.7. Artifacts might be introduced because of technical
issues in various stages and further result in the degradation of the perceived quality
when compared with the simplest stereoscopic system.
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3.2.1 Representation/Conversion-related Artifacts
These artifacts are related to data format changes. The depth map based formats
(e.g. 2D to 3D conversion, video plus depth) should be converted to two/multi
videos format before displaying. Sometimes, two/multi videos format also need to
be converted to adapt viewing condition, where a depth map is usually first inferred
and then used to generate the synthesis view. Through this process, intrinsic
lack of occlusion layer information and the precision of depth map may affect the
quality of final synthesis view. The synthesis artifacts are the difference between the
original view and synthesis view. In particular, for the occluded areas, inpainting
is required, otherwise, disocclusion artifacts can be introduced [8]. These artifacts
can be eliminated partially by using layered depth images (LDI) or multiview video
plus depth encoding [2, 48]. View synthesis is in progress for FTV in MPEG [25].

3.2.2 Coding/Decoding-related Artifacts
While exploiting spatial, temporal and inter-view redundancies in 3D coding schemes,
various 2D and 3D artifacts may be introduced. Typical 2D coding artifacts include
blocking, mosaic patterns, staircase effect, ringing, color bleeding, mosquito, etc.,
which might destroy depth cues and thus impact 3D vision. Specific 3D artifacts
include depth bleeding in depth map coding and cross-distortion in asymmetrical
two/multi videos coding [8]. In particular, depth bleeding can be mitigated by us-
ing structural information of the 2D scene. Cross-distortion can be easily avoided
without spatial or temporal sub-sampling of one channel in two/multi video chan-
nels, while higher bitrate is usually required. There are different view points re-
garding asymmetrical coding. On the one hand, the authors of [52] think that
cross-distortion induces view asymmetries, thus have potential impact on visual
discomfort and visual fatigue. On the other hand, the authors of [60] found that
a greater weight is assigned to an un-degraded channel than a degraded one and
have no degradation of perceived quality. Therefore, the effect of cross-distortion
needs to be thoroughly studied. Special characteristics of depth map and inter-view
similarity in two/multi videos, and binocular vision attributes should be explored
when designing 3D coding algorithms.

3.2.3 Delivery-related Artifacts
Digital wireless transmissions are subject to packet losses. In DVB-H transmission,
burst errors always occur [79], which results in packet losses distributed in tight
groups. The presence of artifacts generated in the transmission stage also heavily
depends on the employed coding algorithms and how the decoder copes with the
transmission errors. With MPEG-4 encoders packet losses might result in propa-
gating or non-propagating errors, depending on both where the errors occurred in
respect to previous I-frames and the ratio between I- and P-frames. Resilience and
error concealment algorithms may introduce artifacts as well. Artifacts in the tem-
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poral domain (e.g. motion blur, display persistence) will affect the motion parallax
depth cues.
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4 Stereoscopic 3D Quality Evaluation
As introduced in previous chapters, the causes and nature of artifacts and their
phenomena have been adequately studied. However, it is still unclear how the ar-
tifacts quantitatively affect user perception and QoE under various settings of the
simplest stereoscopic system. Thus, quality evaluation in stereoscopic system is an
urgent and important issue. The evaluation of perceived quality can be classified
into two categories: subjective assessment and objective metrics. Subjective as-
sessment is the most direct and fundamental way to evaluate the quality, in which
a number of subjects are asked to watch the test images or videos and to rate
their quality. Subjective tests must be carefully designed in order to create signifi-
cant and reliable results. In addition, the tests should be carried out with certain
number of participants. This makes subjective assessment usually time-consuming
and unsuitable for real-time applications. To overcome these drawbacks, objective
metrics that can predict the human subjects’ judgment with high correlation are
desired. To develop good objective metrics, the perception mechanisms need to be
well studied and taken into account. However, this is usually fairly difficult. This
chapter starts with the descriptions of common methodologies for designing subjec-
tive assessment and objective metrics in 2D, followed by state-of-the-art overview
of subjective assessment and objective metrics in stereoscopic 3D.

4.1 Subjective Assessment
The quality assessment study on 2D image and video is relatively mature, while
on emerging 3D image and video is still in its early stages. New characteristics
of stereoscopic 3D need to be measured in addition to the picture quality of each
view, including both negative aspects (e.g. binocular artifacts, fatigue, eye strain,
headache) and positive aspects (e.g. binocular depth, naturalness, sense of pres-
ence). In this section, we first review standardized ITU recommendations for evalu-
ating picture quality in 2D, then both ongoing activities towards recommendations
and explorative studies for quality assessment on stereoscopic media are presented
and discussed.

4.1.1 Recommendations for 2D Quality Assessment
A number of standards or recommendations have been made by the ITU for sub-
jective quality assessment on audio, visual and audio-visual. Among which, ITU-R
BT.500-“Methodology for the subjective assessment of the quality of television pic-
tures” is one of the most widely used recommendation. It was first published in
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1974, revised several times later and the latest version is ITU-R BT.500-11 pub-
lished in 2002 [42]. Recommendation ITU-R BT.500 describes in extensive details
the methodologies for evaluation of television picture quality, including test en-
vironment, test material, test method, and processing of subjective data. With
the aforementioned full description of the experiment, a subjective test should be
reproducible and experimental results should be more reliable.

Test environment: Different environments with different viewing conditions
can affect the experimental results. ITU-R BT.500 distinguishes laboratory and
home environment respectively. In particular, the environment luminance (room
lighting and chromaticity of background), screen luminance, display brightness and
contrast calibration, display resolution, viewing observation angle and viewing dis-
tance in both environments are specified.

Test material: The preparation includes selection of source signals, test mate-
rials, range of conditions and anchoring.

- Source signals: The source signals provide the reference picture directly and the
input for the system under test. It should be of optimum quality for the television
standard used. The absence of defects in the reference part of the presentation pair
is crucial to obtain stable results.

- Selection of test materials: The number and type of test scenes should be
confirmed to address particular assessment problems. New systems frequently have
an impact that depends heavily on the scene or sequence content. Thus, the test
materials should be selected so as to provide a reasonable generalization to normal
programming. Measurement of spatial and temporal perceptual characteristics of
a scene can be used to indicate the complexity of the scene.

- Range of conditions and anchoring: Because most assessment methods are sen-
sitive to the variation in the range and distribution of conditions, judgment sessions
should include a full range of varying factors or extreme examples as anchors to
cover a large quality range.

Test method: Information regarding test observers, instruction for the assess-
ment, grading scale, training session, test session and presentation of test material
should be provided. Importantly, several test methods are offered in ITU-R BT.500
for different assessment problems.

- Observers: At least 15 non-expert observers should participate. Prior to a
session, they should be screened for visual acuity, color vision and other visual
anomalies.

- Instruction of the assessment: Assessors should be carefully introduced with the
method of assessment, the types of impairment or quality factors likely to occur,
the grading scale and timing. Training sequences demonstrating the range and the
type of the impairment to be assessed should be used with scenes other than those
used in the test, but of comparable sensitivity.

- Test session: A test session should last up to half an hour. “Dummy pre-
sentations” should be introduced to stabilize the observer’s evaluation. If several
sessions are necessary, a random order should be used for the presentations. How-
ever the test condition order should be arranged so that any effects on the grading
of tiredness or adaption are balanced out from session to session.
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Figure 4.1: Recommended rating scales. Top: non-categorical and numerical. Bot-
tom: categorical.

In general, four different methods are proposed to assess the overall images qual-
ity of still images or short video sequences: the double stimulus continuous quality
scale method (DSCQS), double stimulus impairment scales (DSIS), single stimulus
methods (SS) and stimulus comparison methods (SC). Another two test methods
are proposed to assess longer video sequences with time duration from 60 seconds to
20 minutes: single stimulus continuous quality evaluation (SSCQE) and simultane-
ous double stimulus for continuous evaluation (SDSCE). The recommended rating
scales, both non-categorical and categorical, for the above six methods are shown
in Figure 4.1.

- DSCQS: Observers assess the overall image quality for a series of image pairs.
Each pair consists of an unimpaired (reference) and an impaired image (test) with
a length of 10 seconds per image. These two images are presented one by one twice.
In the second time of image presentation, observers are asked to rate the overall
quality of each image. The presentation structure is illustrated in Figure 4.2 and
corresponding non-categorical grating scale is shown in Figure 4.1.(b).

- DSIS: There are two variants to the structure of presentations. The Variant II
is the same as the DSCQS that the reference and test pairs are presented twice as
is shown in Figure 4.1.(b). While Variant I only presents the reference and test pair
once. Thus, Variant II is more time-consuming than variant I, but it is needed when
the discrimination of very small impairments is required or moving sequences are
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Figure 4.2: Presentation structure of DSCQS and DSIS Variant II according to
ITU-R BT.500-11. (Reproduced from Figure 5 in [42])

under test. Both DSIS and DSCQS are double stimulus and similar in presentation
structure, but DSIS uses categorical impairment scales as shown in Figure 4.1.(g).

- SS: A single image without a reference is presented and observers assess the
overall image quality or image impairment. The rating scales can be either non-
categorical (Figure 4.1.(a)) or categorical (Figure 4.1.(f) for image quality and Fig-
ure 4.1.(g) for image impairment).

- SC: Similar to SS, SC is single stimulus without a reference. While in SC, the
presented stimuli are a series of image pairs, including all possible combination of
two images in the stimulus set or just a selected sample of all possible image pairs.
Observers are asked to compare the two images for each image pair and assign their
relationship by comparison scale as shown in Figure 4.1.(c) or Figure 4.1.(h).

- SSCQE: Observers continuously assess the picture quality of a long video se-
quence by moving a handset slider as shown in Figure 4.1.(d). SSCQE is used to
assess video that contains scene-dependent and time-varying impairments.

- SDSCE: Similar to SSCQE, but SDSCE presents two stimuli at the same time.
It is used to compare the quality between the reference and test video sequence.
The rating scale is similar as that of SC, but with slider that can be adjusted in
real time, as shown in Figure 4.1.(e).

Results presentation: Presentation of results must cover details of the test
configuration, details of the test materials, types of picture source and display
monitors, number and types of the assessors, reference system used, the grand
scores for the experiment, original and adjusted mean opinion scores (MOS) and
95% confidence interval (CI).

- MOS and CI: All mean scores must be associated with a CI which is derived
from the standard deviation and the size of each sample [59, 99]. With a probability
of 95%, the absolute value of the difference between the experimental MOS and the
true MOS (for a very high number of observers) is smaller than the 95% CI, in the
condition that the distribution of the individual scores meets certain requirements.
CIs for the MOSs are usually calculated using student’s t-distribution. The t-
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distribution is appropriate when only a small number of samples are available [99].
As the number of observations increases, CI decreases.

- Outlier removal: Before calculation of MOS and CI, it is necessary to screen
the observers, as described in Section 2.3 in [42]. In the screening procedure, an
expected range of values is calculated for each model. A subject is not rejected
for always being above the expected range or always being below the expected
range but for being erratic on both sides of the expected range. This procedure is
appropriate to reduce the variability of the data in small sample sets. The MOSs
and their relative CIs should be calculated from the data excluding the rejected
test subjects.

4.1.2 Stereoscopic 3D Quality Assessment
Recommendations: The specification of ITU-R BT.500 does not cover the fea-
tures of assessing stereoscopic media. For assessing stereoscopic television pic-
tures, ITU-R BT.1438-“Subjective assessment of stereoscopic television pictures”
was published in 2000 by ITU [41]. In particular, these test methods in ITU-R
BT.1438 are adapted from the ITU-R BT.500 recommendation for conventional
2DTV, but some special stereoscopic 3D characteristics are taken into considera-
tion, such as assessment factors, viewing conditions, observers and test materials.

- Assessment factors: Besides the general factors applied to monoscopic televi-
sion pictures (e.g. resolution, color rendition, motion portrayal, overall quality,
sharpness), new factors peculiar to stereoscopic television system should be added,
such as depth resolution, depth motion, puppet-theater effect, cardboard effect.

- Viewing conditions: The display frame effect (e.g. windows violation), inconsis-
tency between accommodation and convergence (maximum value of depth of focus
as ±0.3 diopters) and camera parameters (camera baseline, camera convergence
angle, focal length of lens) should be taken into account in determining viewing
conditions.

- Observers: Besides vision tests mentioned in ITU-R BT.500, stereopsis test
should be used to screen the observers. The test materials for screening observers
are recommended as well.

However, ITU-R BT.1438 still lacks of specifications of many new characteristics
of stereoscopic 3D and how to access them. The authors of [11] have summarized
the lacks in the form of additional requirements. Moreover, there are ongoing
activities for stereoscopic 3D quality assessment at ITU-R WP6, ITU-T SG9 and
Video Quality Expert Group (VQEG).

Explorative study: Besides the international standardization activities, in the
last decade, many explorative studies towards better understanding and assessment
of the stereoscopic 3D quality have been done. These studies have been mainly
focused on how various acquisition and visualization configurations and artifacts
affect the perceptual attributes, such as specific artifact perception, spatial per-
ception, image quality (texture quality and sharpness), perceived depth (amount
and quality of depth), visual strain (visual discomfort, eye strain, visual annoy-
ance), naturalness, presence and enjoyment, overall QoE (viewing experience, over-
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Figure 4.3: 3D viewing experience model. ((a) is reproduced from Figure 7 in [91]
and (b) is reproduced from Figure 6.1 in [90])

all image quality, visual experience). Some of the relationship among perceptual
attributes are described in the QoE model in Figure 4.3.(a) and Figure 4.3.(b) by
Seuntiens [91, 90].

The acquisition and visualization configurations affect the final depth perception
and viewing experience. In [91], two natural scenes varying in camera baseline and
crosstalk level were investigated to know how they influence perceived image distor-
tion, perceived depth, and visual strain. The same author [89] also investigated the
influence of camera baseline and JPEG compression ratio on overall image quality,
perceived depth, perceived sharpness and perceived eye-strain. In [23], a 3D video
database with varying scene contents and camera baselines and corresponding MOS
regarding overall image quality was built. In [37], the effects of stereoscopic filming
parameters (camera baseline, convergence distance, and focal length) and display
duration on observers’ judgements of naturalness and quality of stereoscopic images
were investigated. In [38], the investigated factors were image motion, stereoscopic
presentation and screen size, and the measured perceptual attributes were presence,
vection, involvement, and sickness, as well as observers’ lateral postural responses.
In [46], a series of pairs of stimuli with varying distance were shown, the subjects
were asked to decide which one is closer in each pair of stimuli, and the results were
analyzed to understand the the perceptual distance and the constancy of size and
stereoscopic depth. The authors of [73] tried to determine the relationship between
(supra)threshold perception for position offset and stereoscopic depth perception
under conditions (increasing the interline gap and dioptric blur) that elevate their
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Table 4.1: Explorative studies on acquisition and visualization configurations

Investigated factor Perceptual attribute Test
method Ref.

scene content, camera
baseline, crosstalk level

perceived image distor-
tion, perceived depth, vi-
sual strain

SS [91]

scene content, camera
baseline, compression
ratio

overall image quality, per-
ceived depth, perceived
sharpness, perceived eye-
strain

SS [89]

scene content, camera
baseline overall image quality SS [23]

filming parameters, dis-
play duration

naturalness, quality of
depth SS [37]

image motion, screen size,
stereoscopic presentation

presence, vection, involve-
ment, sickness, lateral
postural responses

SS [38]

objects distance
perceptual distance, the
constancy of size, stereo-
scopic depth

SC [46]

interline gap, dioptric blur

(supra)threshold percep-
tion for position offset and
stereoscopic depth percep-
tion

SC [73]

camera setting puppet-theater and card-
board effects SS [121]

scene content, camera
baseline, screen size,
viewing position

QoE SS Paper C,
Paper D

respective thresholds. The authors of [121] conducted a subjective experiment to
compare the impact of camera settings to the puppet-theater and cardboard effects.

In Table 4.1 a summary of the studies presented regarding acquisition and visu-
alization configurations is presented. While these studies strengthen our knowledge
about stereoscopic perception mechanism, a comprehensive understanding of how
the influence factors in the simplest stereoscopic system, namely, requisite factors,
affect stereoscopic QoE is still missing. Although in [118] the grid patterns distorted
by the stereoscopic display system were visualized for a rectilinear grid in front of
the camera system under various settings of most requisite factors, no subjective
tests were conducted. Therefore, influence of requisite factors (scene content, cam-
era baseline, screen size and viewing position) on the perceived quality for human
subjects was evaluated quantitatively in our Paper C and Paper D.
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Table 4.2: Explorative studies on specific artifact: Crosstalk

Investigated factor Perceptual attribute Test
method Ref.

contrast, disparity crosstalk visibility SS [72]
contrast, disparity crosstalk perception SS [110]

scene content, camera
baseline, crosstalk level

perceived image distor-
tion, perceived depth, vi-
sual strain

SS [91]

monocular cues, contrast
ratio, disparity crosstalk perception SS [35]

crosstalk level image quality indicator,
ghost image SS [34]

edges, contrast crosstalk perception SS [58]
blur, vertical disparity crosstalk perception SS [52]
scene content, camera
baseline, crosstalk level crosstalk perception SS Paper A,

Paper i
scene content, crosstalk
level, viewing position crosstalk perception SS Paper B

In the aforementioned studies, some of them focus on the technique parameters
regarding to specific artifact, such as crosstalk level [91] or compression ratio [89].
In addition, many studies have been done on perception of specific artifact and its
impact on final viewing experience.

Crosstalk perception is an active research area, since crosstalk is probably one
of the most annoying distortions in 3D displays. Some of the research are listed
in Table 4.2. The author of [72] demonstrated that the annoyance of crosstalk
increases with increasing contrast and disparity values in gray scale patches. The
author suggested that the crosstalk of a display should not cross a threshold of
0.3%. In [110], images consisting of a single character and varying in contrast and
disparity were computer-generated to measure crosstalk perception and an analyt-
ical formula was further proposed to predict crosstalk perception. As mentioned
earlier, the authors of [91] investigated more realistic scenarios where natural scenes
varying in crosstalk levels and camera baselines affect the perceptual attributes of
crosstalk. However, only two, rather similar, natural scenes were used in their ex-
periments. Moreover, the authors of [35] found out that monocular cues of images
also play an important role in the crosstalk perception, in addition to contrast ratio
and disparity. Later, they [34] studied the factors of stereo-images with different
crosstalk levels that may affect stereopsis. In [58], it was shown that edges and
high contrast of computer-generated wire-frames make crosstalk more visible when
compared to natural images. This means that crosstalk can be more efficiently
concealed on images with more texture or details.

These observations partially suggest a hypothesis that scene content is an im-
portant factor impacting user perception of crosstalk. Therefore, scene content,
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together with other three requisite factors (camera baseline, crosstalk level, view-
ing position) were investigated for their impact on crosstalk perception in Paper
A, Paper B and Paper i. Although other artifacts, e.g. blur and vertical disparity
as investigated in [52], may also have impact on the crosstalk perception, they can
be often corrected by post-processing techniques. Moreover, crosstalk itself may
further impact other perceptual attributes, such as perceived image quality [45],
viewing experience [91], task performance and workload [69].

In addition to crosstalk, stereoscopic 3D displays also suffer from their limited
comfort zones, which are closely related to the visual discomfort and visual fatigue.
Table 4.3 lists some of the work related to limited comfort zone. It was confirmed
in [105] that at increasing screen disparities beyond 1 degree, the oculomotor sys-
tem operates under increasing stress to preserve fusion and provide sharply focused
images. In [30], stereoscopic stimuli were presented with various convergence and
accommodation distances, from which two-thirds of the distances were conflicting
(ranging from 0.33 diopter to 1.33 diopters). A questionnaire following an orien-
tation detection task significantly indicated more visual discomfort for conflicting
stimuli than for the nonconflicting ones. The study in [67] verified that stereoscopic
stills with large parts of the images perceived beyond the DOF, received much lower
scores in terms of visual comfort in contrast to stereoscopic stills perceived within
the DOF. In [125], changes of accommodation and convergence were performed to
evaluate subjective fatigue level after 1 hours of stereoscopic content viewing. The
authors of [19] proposed that the change on fusional amplitude and accommodation
response is a valid indicator of visual fatigue. It was found in [96] that negative

Table 4.3: Explorative studies on specific artifact: Limited comfort zone

Investigated factor Perceptual attribute Test
method Ref.

screen disparity oculomotor system oper-
ates under stress SS [105]

various convergence and
accommodation distances visual discomfort questions [30]

parallax distribution visual comfort, sense of
presence SC [67]

changes of accommoda-
tion and convergence visual fatigue SS [125]

fusional amplitude, ac-
commodation response visual fatigue SS [19]

sign of accommodation
and convergence, viewing
distance

discomfort, fatigue SS [96]

stimuli in various range of
comfort zone

QoE (visual discomfort in-
directly) SS Paper C,

Paper D
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accommodation-convergence conflicts (stereo content behind the screen) are less
comfortable at far distances and that positive conflicts (content in front of screen)
are less comfortable at near distances.

Visual discomfort and visual fatigue were indirectly studied in Paper C and Paper
D, since different settings of requisite factors in stereoscopic system inevitably make
test stimuli in various range of comfort zone and further impact the QoE which is a
concept containing all the aspects of stereoscopic viewing, including visual strain.
Specifically, the most important factors of QoE should include the most negative
factors (crosstalk, visual strain) and most positive factor (binocular depth), which
can be summarized from Figure 4.3.(a) and Figure 4.3.(b).

Stereoscopic coding artifacts and their impact on quality have been allocated
much attention to in standardization organizations and researchers, summarized
in Table 4.4. As mentioned earlier, in [89], by applying four compression ratios of
JPEG coding to both the left and right stereo image separately, possible symmetric

Table 4.4: Explorative studies on specific artifact: Coding artifact

Investigated factor Perceptual attribute Test
method Ref.

compression ratio, scene
content, camera baseline

overall image quality, per-
ceived depth, sharpness
and eye-strain

SS [89]

eye dominance, asymmet-
ric view coding 3D viewing experience SS [44]

asymmetric compression
ratio

overall image quality,
depth perception SS [28]

blurring, JPEG compres-
sion, JPEG2000 compres-
sion, JPEG & JPEG2000
compression

overall image quality SAMVIQ [9]

JPEG, JPEG2000 com-
pression, blur filtering overall image quality SAMVIQ [6]

gaussian blurring, JPEG
compression, JPEG2000
compression, white noise

QoE DSCQS [127]

depth image compression 3D experience DSCQS [55]
color and depth image
compression 3D experience SC [104]

texture and depth image
compression QoE SC [3]

scene content, AVC and
HEVC in different coding
bit rates

viewing experience SS Paper F
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and asymmetric coding combinations were formed. Their effects on image quality,
sharpness, depth and eye strain were investigated. In [44], bounds of an asym-
metric stereo view compression scheme by H.264/AVC and their relationship with
eye-dominance were examined based on user study. In [28], subjective tests were
performed to determine the overall image quality and depth perception of a range
of asymmetrically coded video sequences (two/multi videos and video plus depth)
using different quantization parameters (QP) in joint scalable video model (JSVM).
In [9], distortions caused by blurring, JPEG compression, JPEG2000 compression,
JPEG & JPEG2000 compression were added to both images of the stereo pair,
and assessed by the subjects. In [6], subjective tests on JPEG, JPEG2000 com-
pression, and blur filtering added stereo pair were conducted. In [127], four types
of distortions (gaussian blurring, JPEG compression, JPEG2000 compression and
white noise) were applied to right eye images, while the left eye images were kept
undistorted, followed by a subjective quality experiment.

In addition to the two/multi videos format, there are some quality evaluations
on video plus depth format as well. In [55], the authors investigated the impact
of depth image quality and compression on the perceived 3D experience. They
found that motion and complexity of the depth image have strong influence on
the acceptable depth quality in 3D videos. The results indicated that depth image
can be compressed significantly, up to 0.0007 bits per pixel, without affecting 3D
perception significantly. In [104], different bit budgets for the color video and
the depth were tested, followed by a small scale subjective tests supplement the
objective measurements on virtual view. The results showed that for similar overall
quality numbers, observers favorably trade off lower depth quality for higher color
quality and that depth distortions are perceived but considered less significant than
the color distortions. In [3], four subjective experiments were designed with coding
artifacts by using different QPs.

In Paper F, subjective tests were launched among 13 international test laborato-
ries for evaluating the merits of proposed 3D data formats and associated compres-
sion technology and view synthesis algorithm. The test stimuli were two classes
(1920×1088p 25fps and 1024×768p 30fps, 4 scene contents for each), two scenarios
(2-view input configuration and 3-view input configuration), two coding categories
(AVC and HEVC, in 4 different bit rates). Synthesized views were produced using a
view synthesis algorithm for all sequences in all classes and all test scenarios, based
on the decoded output and displayed in stereoscopic display (Hyundai S465D 46”)
and auto-stereoscopic display (Dimenco BDL5231V3D 52”) respectively for final
quality evaluation by subjects. The results were presented in two ways: MOS and
CI values for each proponent and MOS versus the target bit rate.

Furthermore, with the increasing demand on sharing datasets (both test stimuli
and MOS scores), several stereoscopic 3D quality datasets are freely available. For
instance, LIVE released a 3D image quality database phase I [63] containing sym-
metrically distorted stimuli by compression using the JPEG and JPEG2000 com-
pression standards, additive white gaussian noise, gaussian blur and a fast-fading
model based on the Rayleigh fading channel. They plan a phase II release with
both symmetrically and asymmetrically distorted stimuli with the same distortion
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types. In the dataset track at QoMEX 2012, the authors of [106] published datasets
with coding and spatial degradations, such as block-based coding, wavelet coding,
resolution reduction, and edge enhancement algorithms. Besides, they reviewed the
availability of 3D sequences and assessed the variety of the selected sequences in
terms of spatial, temporal and depth. However, all the aforementioned datasets are
for coding degraded stereoscopic 3D stimuli. To best of our knowledge, [23] is the
only free available dataset for acquisition and visualization degraded stereoscopic
3D stimuli. Specifically, the influence of camera baseline on the perceived 3D im-
age and video quality was studied. Furthermore, in addition to camera baseline,
other requisite factors (e.g. scene content, crosstalk level, screen size, viewing po-
sition) in the simplest stereoscopic system were investigated for their relationships
to crosstalk perception and QoE in our work and released to public through Paper
v.

4.2 Objective Metrics
After obtaining the ground truth MOS scores in subjective assessment, objective
metrics are usually designed to automatically predict the perceived image and video
quality for three purposes [112]: a) monitoring image quality for quality control
systems, b) benchmarking image and video processing systems and algorithms,
c) optimizing the algorithms and the parameter settings of an image and video
processing system. In conventional 2D imaging systems, image quality models have
been proposed to predict 2D image quality. However, the principles of modeling 2D
image quality can be used to obtain insight into modeling stereoscopic 3D quality.
In this section, we will first review 2D metrics for evaluating the picture quality,
and then introduce pilot work on 3D quality metrics.

4.2.1 2D Metrics
Depending on the availability of required information about the original image and
video signals, objective 2D metrics can be classified into three categories [112]:
full-reference (FR), reduced-reference (RR) and no-reference (NR). Most of the
proposed objective quality metrics in the literature are FR, which assume that
the undistorted reference signal is fully available. However, the reference images or
video sequences are often not accessible in many practical video service applications.
Thus, NR which evaluates image and video quality blindly is highly desirable.
However, proposing NR metric turns out to be a very difficult task, although human
observers can effectively and reliably assess the quality of distorted image or video
without using any reference. There exists a third type of image quality assessment
method RR, in which the original image or video signal is not fully available.
Instead, certain features are extracted from the original signal and transmitted to
the quality assessment system as side information to help evaluating the quality of
the distorted image or video.
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Currently, there are no widely-recognized reliable objective metrics for image and
video quality assessment because of both the complexity of image and video systems
and HVS, and the lack of standardization. Pixel-based metrics such as mean-
squared error (MSE) or peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) are the most widely used
FR metrics. They are simple to understand, easy to compute, but not correlative
with perceived quality very well.

Pixel-based metrics: These metrics are based on error sensitivity, which as-
sume the loss of quality is directly related to the strength of the error signal. The
MSE is the mean of the squared differences between the gray-level values of pixels
in two pictures, which is defined as follows

MSE =
1

M ∗ N

M∑
y=1

N∑
x=1

[IMr(x, y) − IMd(x, y)]2 (4.1)

where IMr and IMd are the pictures to compare, reference image and distorted
image, respectively, M and N are the dimensions of the image in the horizontal
and vertical directions, x and y are the pixel index.

PSNR is defined as:
PSNR = 10 log10

L2

MSE
(4.2)

where L is the dynamic range of the pixel values. For an 8 bits/pixel monotonic
signal, L is often set to 255.

Technically, MSE measures image difference, whereas PSNR measures image
fidelity, i.e. how closely an image resembles a reference image, usually the uncor-
rupted original one. The interpretation is that the larger PSNR the better the
quality of the distorted image IMd; that is, the closer the distorted image IMd is
to the original reference image IMr [95].

More complicated and reliable objective metrics have been designed according
to the following two approaches [115]: psychophysical approach and engineering
approach. In particular, psychophysical approach basically models various factors
of the HVS which are essential for visual perception, such as frequency selectiv-
ity, contrast and orientation sensitivity, spatial and temporal masking effects, color
perception and so on. Since HVS is complex, those metrics are often very com-
plex and computationally expensive, but usually correlate very well with human
perception and are usable in wide range of applications. However, engineering ap-
proach is primarily based on extraction and analysis of certain features or artifacts
in the image/video, such as structural elements (e.g. contours) or specific artifacts
that are introduced by a particular compression technology or transmission link.
It does not mean that such metrics disregard human vision, as they often consider
psychophysical effects as well. However, image analysis rather than fundamental
vision modeling is the conceptual basis for their design. Engineering-based metrics
usually involve a lower computational complexity than psychophysical models.

Psychophysical approach: Properties of HVS are simulated in psychophysical
approach. A generic block diagram of HVS based metrics [115] is illustrated in
Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Block-diagram of a typical HVS-model. (Reproduced from Figure 5.2
in [115])

- Color processing: The first stage in the processing chain of HVS-models con-
cerns the transformation of image into an adequate perceptual color space, usually
based on opponent colors. After this step the image is represented by one achro-
matic and two chromatic channels carrying color difference information. This stage
can also take care of the so-called luminance masking or lightness nonlinearity [87],
the non-linear perception of luminance by the HVS. Such nonlinearity is inherent
to more sophisticated color spaces such as the Lab color space, but needs to be
added to simple linear color spaces.

- Multi-channel decomposition: It is widely accepted that the HVS bases its
perception on multiple channels which are tuned to different ranges of spatial fre-
quencies and orientations. Measurements of the receptive fields of simple cells in the
primary visual cortex revealed that these channels exhibit approximately a dyadic
structure [15]. This behavior is well matched by a multi-resolution filter bank or
a wavelet decomposition. An example for the former is the cortex transform [113],
a flexible multi-resolution pyramid, whose filters can be adjusted within a broad
range. Wavelet transforms on the other hand offer the advantage that they can
be implemented in a computationally efficient manner by a lifting scheme [14]. It
is believed that there are also a number of channels processing different object
velocities or temporal frequencies. These include one temporal low-pass and one,
possibly two, temporal band-pass mechanisms in the human visual system [27, 22],
which are generally referred as sustained and transient channels, respectively.

- Contrast and adaptation: The response of the HVS depends much less on the
absolute luminance than on the relation of its local variations to the surrounding
background, a property known as Weber-Fechner law [87]. Contrast is a measure of
this relative variation, which is commonly used in vision models. While it is quite
simple to define a contrast measure for elementary patterns, it is very difficult to
model human contrast perception in complex images, as it varies with the local
image content [77, 78, 116]. Furthermore, the adaptation to a specific luminance
level or color can influence the perceived contrast.

- Contrast sensitivity: One of the most important issues in HVS-modeling con-
cerns the decreasing sensitivity to higher spatial frequencies. This phenomenon is
parameterized by the contrast sensitivity function (CSF). The correct modeling of
CSF is especially difficult for color images. Typically separability between color
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and pattern sensitivity is assumed, so that a separate CSF for each channel of the
color space needs to be determined and implemented. Achromatic CSFs were sum-
marized in [5], and color CSF measurements were described in [33, 26, 64]. Take
the contrast masking properties for example, it can be integrated into PSNR in a
way described in [80]. The human contrast sensitivity also depends on the temporal
frequency of the stimuli. Similar to the spatial CSF, the temporal CSF has low-pass
and slightly band-pass shape. The interaction between spatial and temporal fre-
quencies can be described by spatio-temporal contrast sensitivity functions, which
are commonly used in vision models for video [13]. For easier implementation, they
may be approximated by combinations of components separable in space and time
[47, 124].

- Masking: It occurs when a stimulus that is visible by itself cannot be perceived
due to the presence of another. Sometimes the opposite effect, facilitation, occurs: a
stimulus that is not visible by itself can be perceived due to the presence of another.
Within the framework of image processing it is helpful to consider the distortion or
coding noise being masked (or facilitated) by the original image or sequence serving
as background. Masking explains why similar distortions are more disturbing in
certain regions. Several different types of spatial masking can be distinguished
[50, 65, 114], but this distinction is not clear-cut. The terms contrast masking,
edge masking, and texture masking are often used to describe masking due to
strong local contrast, edges, and local activity, respectively. Temporal masking is a
brief elevation of visibility thresholds due to temporal discontinuities in intensity,
e.g., at scene cuts [93]. It can occur not only after a discontinuity, but also before
[1].

- Pooling: It is believed that the information represented in various channels
within the primary visual cortex is integrated in the subsequent brain areas. This
process can be simulated by gathering the data from these channels according to
rules of probability or vector summation, also known as pooling. However, little
is known about the nature of the actual integration taking place in the brain, and
there is no firm experimental evidence that these rules are a good description of
the pooling mechanism in the human visual system [81, 22, 61]. This summation is
often carried out over all dimensions in order to obtain a single distortion rating for
an image or video, but in principle any subset of dimensions can be used depending
on what kind of results are desired. For example, pooling over pixel locations may
be omitted to produce a distortion map for every frame of an image while they are
hardly noticeable elsewhere.

All aforementioned psychophysical HVS features can be used to develop objective
metrics. Taking the contrast masking properties for example, it can be integrated
into PSNR in a way described in [80].

Engineering approach: It is based on the extraction and analysis of high-level
content features (structural elements) or distortions (blockiness, blur, etc) that can
arise in the impaired signal but do not belong to the original reference signal. SSIM
[111] is one of the most famous metrics in the engineering approach. It is based on
the hypothesis that the HVS is highly adapted for extracting structural information
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from the content of a still image or image sequence. It assumes that degradation of
still images or image sequences equals to perceived structural information variation.

In particular, the structural similarity measure is constructed based on the com-
parisons of three components: luminance, contrast, and structure, between an orig-
inal image, which is supposed to have perfect quality, and its distorted version.
Supposing that x and y are two image signals, the luminance comparison function
l(x, y) is defined based on the comparison of the mean intensities (μx and μy) of
two images, as follows in (4.3).

l(x, y) =
2μxμy + C1

μ2
x + μ2

y + C1
(4.3)

in which the constant C1 = (K1L)2, and K1 � 1 is used to avoid instability
when μ2

x + μ2
y is very close to zero. L is the dynamic range of the pixel values (e.g.

255 for 8-bit grayscale images). The contrast comparison function c(x, y) takes a
similar form, based on the standard deviation of the two signals, δx and δy,

c(x, y) =
2δxδy + C2

δ2
x + δ2

y + C2
(4.4)

Again, the constant C2 = (K2L)2, and K2 � 1 is included to avoid instability
when δ2

x + δ2
y is very close to zero. The third component, structure comparison

function s(x, y), is defined as:

s(x, y) =
δxy + C3
δxδy + C3

(4.5)

To avoid instability when δxδy is very close to zero, a constant C3 is incorporated.
The general form of the SSIM index between signals x and y is:

SSIM(x, y) =
(2μxμy + C1)(2δxy + C2)

(μ2
x + μ2

y + C1)(δ2
x + δ2

y + C2)
(4.6)

In practice, one usually requires a single overall quality measure of the entire
image. A mean SSIM (MSSIM) index is used to evaluate the overall image quality:

MSSIM(x, y) =
1

M

M∑
j=1

SSIM(x, y) (4.7)

Objective quality metric validation: The goal of objective quality assess-
ment is to design algorithms whose quality prediction is in good agreement with
subjective scores obtained from human observers. There are different attributes
that characterize an objective quality model in terms of its prediction performance
with respect to MOS [109]. Three of these attributes are average difference, accu-
racy and monotonicity which are explained as follows.
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- Average difference: The difference per pixel is averaged and given by the root
mean squared error (RMSE):

RMSE =
√

MSE (4.8)

- Accuracy: It is the ability of a metric to predict subjective ratings with mini-
mum average error and can be determined by means of the Pearson linear correla-
tion coefficient. For a set of N data pairs (xi, yi), it is defined as follows:

Pearson =
∑N

i=1(xi − x)(yi − y)√∑N
i=1(xi − x)2

√∑N
i=1(yi − y)2

(4.9)

where x and y are the means of the respective objective and subjective data. This
assumes a linear relation between the data sets, which may not be the case. There-
fore, in this thesis psychometric functions will be used to take into account the
HVS behavior such as saturation effects. Then, linear correlation will be used to
obtain relative comparisons between subjective and objective data.

- Monotonicity: It measures if increases (decreases) in one variable are associated
with increases (decreases) in the other variable, independently of the magnitude
of the increase (decrease). Ideally, differences of a metric’s rating between two
sequences should always have the same sign as the differences between the corre-
sponding subjective ratings. The degree of monotonicity can be quantified by the
Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient, which is defined as:

Spearman =
∑N

i=1(χi − χ)(γi − γ)√∑N
i=1(χi − χ)2

√∑N
i=1(γi − γ)2

(4.10)

where χi is the rank of xi and γi is the rank of yi in the ordered data series. χ
and γ are the respective mid-ranks. The Spearman rank-order correlation makes
no assumption about the relationship between xi and yi.

4.2.2 Stereoscopic 3D Metrics
2D image quality models are not adequate to measure 3D visual experience since
various 3D characteristics are not incorporated. These 3D characteristics include
at least the most positive factor (binocular depth) and negative factors (crosstalk,
visual discomfort) in stereoscopic 3D. Thus, a 3D visual experience model (Figure
4.3) should be multidimensional incorporating aforementioned factors, allowing for
a weighting of the factors based on perceptual importance. In fact, an effective
quality metric can not be proposed without a deep understanding of the perception
mechanism of stereoscopic 3D presentations, and the development of objective 3D
quality models is still in its early stages.

Researchers first started with exploring whether or not traditional 2D metrics
can be applied to stereoscopic quality assessment with coding artifacts [28, 9, 127].
In [28], PSNR/SSIM/VQM scores of the coded color video, as well as average
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PSNR/SSIM/VQM of the rendered left and right views generated using the coded
color plus depth sequences, were used in predicting perceived quality attributes of
3D. It was shown that the VQM scores and average VQM have higher correlation
than others. In [9], each of 2D video objective quality metrics (SSIM, UQI, C4 and
RRIQA) for left and right images was combined using average approach, main eye
approach, or visual acuity approach for the quality assessment of the stereo image.
No significant performance difference was observed between the three approaches.
It was also noticed that among the tested metrics, RRIQA is the metric that better
represents the perceived degradation of the stereo pair because of blurring. The
C4 metric is the metric showing the best performance for evaluating the perceived
distortion on the stereo pair. However, none of the metrics performs acceptably for
all kinds of distortions. The authors of [127] further introduced some well-known
2D image quality metrics (PSNR, SSIM, MSSIM, VSNR, VIF, UQI, IFC, NQM,
WSNR, PHVS, JND) and investigated their capabilities in stereoscopic image qual-
ity assessments.

As one of the most important attributes of stereoscopic images, disparity is often
combined into 2D metrics for stereoscopic 3D quality metric. In [6], quality metrics
for the assessment of stereopairs using the fusion (globally and locally) of 2D quality
metrics (SSIM, C4) and of the disparity information were proposed. It was shown
that C4 alone and enhanced SSIM with local disparity distortion measure have
high correlation with the MOSs. In [127], a study on integration of the disparity
information to the aforementioned well-known 2D image metrics in three ways
(global correlation coefficient (GCC), mean square error (MSE), and mean absolute
difference (MAD)) was presented. The experimental results demonstrated that
better performance can be achieved if the disparity information and original images
are combined appropriately in the stereoscopic image quality assessment.

Subsequently, a few objective metrics that take into account the characteristics
of stereoscopic images have been proposed. The authors of [123] found out that the
noise added to the relatively large absolute disparity affects the stereo sense more.
Therefore, a metric called stereo sense assessment (SSA) based on the disparity
distribution condition was proposed. The authors of [24] used the new stereo band
limited contrast(SBLC) algorithm to rank stereoscopic pairs in terms of image
quality. SBLC accounts for HVS sensitivity to contrast and luminance changes at
regions of high spatial frequency. In [83], it was assumed that perceived distortion
and depth of any stereoscopic image are strongly dependent on the local features,
such as edge, flat and texture. Therefore, the blockiness and zero crossing rate
within the block of the images were evaluated for artifacts and disparity, and finally
integrated into a metric. In [88], the authors made use of the observation that
serious difference between views in edge regions causes eye fatigue [100]. Thus,
blocking artifacts and degradation in edge regions were detected using conventional
video quality assessment models. In addition, it detected video quality difference
between views using disparity information. The weights of three items were further
obtained for the final evaluation. In [7], a cyclopean image was used for assessing
the trivial monoscopic perceived distortions caused by blur, noise, contrast change
etc., and a perceptual disparity map and a stereo-similarity map were defined for
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assessing the perceived degradation of binocular depth cues. These maps were
derived in a mulstiscale manner and measured by SSIM in each scale. Monoscopic
and stereoscopic quality measurements for different scales were combined in one
compound Qm and Qs separately. Coding scheme’s distribution of artifacts at
different depths within the stereoscopic images were modeled in a single metric
[68].

However, most of the existing objective metrics as aforementioned are designed
to assess quality degradations caused by lossy compression schemes. To the best of
our knowledge, only one objective metric that considers non-compression quality
degradations, introduced during acquisition and visualization stages of stereoscopic
system, was proposed in [49]. This metric is modeled by a linear combination
of three measurements, which evaluate the perceived depth, visual fatigue and
temporal consistency, respectively. Based on our conducted subjective assessment
regarding crosstalk perception and QoE and findings to their perceptual attributes,
we further proposed objective metrics for crosstalk perception (Paper A and Paper
ii) and QoE (Paper C, Paper E, Paper iii and Paper iv).
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5 Thesis Contributions
A total of 19 research papers Paper A-F and Paper i-xiii have been published during
the doctoral program. The relationship of all 10 first-author research papers (Paper
A-E and Paper i-v) and 1 co-authorship research paper (paper F) are depicted in
Figure 1.1. In this thesis Paper A-F are included.

It can be seen from Figure 1.1 that the focus is mainly on the quality issues
in the simplest stereoscopic system. They are more urgent and important when
compared to the quality issues in the complex stereoscopic systems. In fact, the
simplest stereoscopic system is the basic and essential part of the complex system
such that the quality issues in the simplest stereoscopic system continuously exist
and are crucial in the complex system. In particular, crosstalk artifact which can
not be eliminated completely in the simplest system was measured (Paper A, Paper
B, Paper i) and modeled (Paper A, Paper ii), respectively, in top block of Figure
1.1. The impact of requisite factors in the simplest stereoscopic system to QoE was
studied in Paper C and Paper D, then objective metrics were proposed in Paper
C, Paper E, Paper iii and Paper iv, as shown in middle block of Figure 1.1. While
the Paper v in left block of Figure 1.1 is the datasets of our conducted subjective
tests in Paper A, Paper B and Paper D. The bottom block of Figure 1.1 only
includes Paper F where coding artifacts in the complex stereoscopic systems were
investigated by subjective assessment. The abstracts of the included papers in the
thesis are first listed, then their contributions are further summarized.

5.1 Abstract of Included Papers
Paper A. Stereoscopic 3D services do not always prevail when compared to their

2D counterparts, though the former can provide more immersive expe-
rience with the help of binocular depth. Various specific 3D artifacts
might cause discomfort and severely degrade the QoE. In this paper, we
analyze one of the most annoying artifacts in the visualization stage of
stereoscopic imaging, namely, crosstalk, by conducting extensive subjec-
tive quality tests. A statistical analysis of the subjective scores reveals
that both scene content and camera baseline have significant impacts
on crosstalk perception, in addition to crosstalk level itself. Based on
the observed visual variations during changes in significant factors, three
perceptual attributes of crosstalk are summarized as the sensorial results
of the HVS. These are shadow degree, separation distance and spatial
position of crosstalk. They are classified into two categories: 2D and 3D
perceptual attributes, which can be described by a SSIM map and a fil-
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tered depth map, respectively. An objective quality metric for predicting
crosstalk perception is then proposed by combining the two maps. The
experimental results demonstrate that the proposed metric has a high
correlation (over 88%) when compared to subjective quality scores in a
wide variety of situations.

Paper B. Crosstalk is one of the most annoying distortions in the visualization
stage of stereoscopic systems. Specifically, both pattern and amount
of crosstalk in multiview auto-stereoscopic displays are more complex
because of viewing angle dependability, when compared to crosstalk in
2-view stereoscopic displays. Regarding system crosstalk there are ob-
jective measures to assess it in auto-stereoscopic displays. However, in
addition to system crosstalk, crosstalk perceived by users is also im-
pacted by scene content. Moreover, some crosstalk is arguably beneficial
in auto-stereoscopic displays. Therefore, in this paper, we further as-
sess how crosstalk is perceived by users with various scene contents and
different viewing positions using auto-stereoscopic displays. In particu-
lar, the proposed subjective crosstalk assessment methodology is realistic
without restriction of the users viewing behavior and is not limited to
the specific technique used in auto-stereoscopic displays. The test was
performed on a slanted parallax barrier based auto-stereoscopic display.
The subjective crosstalk assessment results show their consistence to the
system crosstalk meanwhile more scene content and viewing position re-
lated crosstalk perception information is provided. This knowledge can
be used to design new crosstalk perception metrics.

Paper C. Stereoscopic 3D services are becoming more and more popular recently
due to their capability to provide richer QoE to the end-users. In prac-
tice, stereoscopic QoE can be influenced by a complex combination of
different factors. In this work, we focus on minimum stereoscopic system
(including capturing and displaying stages only) and its requisite fac-
tors. A subjective stereoscopic quality assessment is conducted to inves-
tigate the influence of several requisite factors, including scene content,
camera baseline, screen size and viewing position, on stereoscopic QoE.
Moreover, crosstalk level is recognized as another requisite factor in the
minimum stereoscopic system based on my previous work on crosstalk
assessment. Thereafter, two perceptual attributes of stereoscopic QoE,
namely, crosstalk perception and depth enabled visual comfort, are sum-
marized as the sensorial results of the HVS. Their relationships to the
requisite factors are explored and modeled in equations, respectively.
These equations of perceptual attributes are further combined into an
objective quality metric for predicting stereoscopic QoE. The experimen-
tal results demonstrate that the proposed metric has a high correlation
(over 85%) when compared with subjective quality scores in a wide vari-
ety of situations.
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Paper D. The stereoscopic 3D industry has fallen short of achieving acceptable
QoE because of various technical limitations, such as excessive disparity,
accommodation-convergence mismatch. This study investigates the ef-
fect of scene content, camera baseline, screen size and viewing location on
stereoscopic QoE in a holistic approach. 240 typical test configurations
are taken into account, in which a wide range of disparity constructed
from the shooting conditions (scene content, camera baseline, sensor res-
olution/screen size) was selected from datasets, making the constructed
disparities locate in different ranges of maximal disparity supported by
viewing environment (viewing location). Second, an extensive subjective
test is conducted using a single stimulus methodology, in which 15 sam-
ples at each viewing location were obtained. Finally, a statistical analysis
is performed and the results reveal that scene content, camera baseline,
as well as the interactions between screen size, scene content and camera
baseline, have significant impact on QoE in stereoscopic images, while
other factors, especially viewing location involved, have almost no signif-
icant impact. The generated MOS and the statistical results can be used
to design stereoscopic quality metrics and validate their performance.

Paper E. Stereoscopic QoE is the result of a complex combination of different influ-
encing factors. Previously we had investigated the effect of factors such
as scene content, camera baseline, screen size and viewing position on
stereoscopic QoE using subjective tests. In this paper, we propose two
objective metrics for predicting stereoscopic QoE using bottom-up and
top-down approaches, respectively. Specifically, the bottom-up metric is
based on characterizing the significant factors of QoE directly, which are
scene content, camera baseline, screen size and crosstalk level. While
the top-down metric interprets QoE from its perceptual attributes, in-
cluding crosstalk perception and perceived depth. These perceptual at-
tributes are modeled by their individual relationship with the significant
factors and then combined linearly to build the top-down metric. Both
proposed metrics have been validated against our own database and a
publicly available database, showing a high correlation (over 86%) with
the subjective scores of stereoscopic QoE.

Paper F. Subjective quality assessment is widely used to understand and to study
human perception of multimedia quality and as a basis for developing
objective metrics to automatically predict the quality of audiovisual pre-
sentations. There are several recognized international protocols and pro-
cedures for reliable assessment of quality in multimedia systems and ser-
vices, with emphasis on speech, audio and video modalities. However, the
aspect of certification is not yet well understood in this context. This pa-
per discusses various issues regarding certification of multimedia quality
assessment. To be concrete, the discussion is illustrated by the proce-
dure implemented to assess 3D video compression technologies within the
MPEG effort for the definition of a 3D video coding standard. Selected
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results from four laboratories, Acreo, EPFL, NTNU and UBC, which
participated in the assessment are presented. This case study is used in
an early attempt to define a process for certification of subjective test
campaigns, based on a cross-validation of the test results across different
laboratories, towards the ultimate goal of QoE certification.

5.2 Summary of Contributions
The main contributions of the thesis include the understanding, measurement (sub-
jective tests) and eventually, modeling and prediction of (objective metrics) stereo-
scopic 3D quality. In particular, subjective assessment have been conducted regard-
ing crosstalk perception and QoE under different requisite factors of the simplest
stereoscopic system, since crosstalk is probably one of the most annoying distor-
tions in 3D display and QoE contains all the aspects of stereoscopic viewing, in
addition to crosstalk perception. Furthermore, an objective metric for crosstalk
perception was first proposed by our understanding on its perceptual attributes,
namely shadow degree, separation distance and spatial position of crosstalk. Then,
by combining crosstalk perception with other perceptual attributes of QoE (binocu-
lar depth and visual discomfort), viewing experience was predicted by our proposed
objective metric for QoE. A further step on quality assessment of 3DVC coding arti-
facts was conducted in the complex stereoscopic system. The detailed contributions
of each included paper are summarized in the following.

Paper A. • Subjective tests were conducted for crosstalk perception on stereo-
scopic images on polarized display, and consequently, a compre-
hensive database was created. Specifically, we followed the test
methodologies in recommendations [42, 41, 11] and further cus-
tomized them for crosstalk perception. For instance, measurement
of system-introduced crosstalk was also included in the test environ-
ment, and stereo acuity vision was tested for the participants. The
test stimuli for crosstalk perception varied in scene contents, cam-
era baselines and crosstalk levels. Subjective scores were obtained
in test sessions by SS method after the training sessions.

• Perceptual attributes of crosstalk were summarized as the sensorial
results of the HVS, including shadow degree, separation distance
and spatial position of crosstalk. The former two belong to 2D per-
ceptual attributes, while the last one is 3D perceptual attribute.
These perceptual attributes bridge the gap between low-level signif-
icant factors and high-level user perception on crosstalk.

• Subjective user perception of crosstalk is predicted using an objec-
tive metric based on a rigorous analysis of perceptual attributes of
crosstalk. In particular, the 2D and 3D perceptual attributes were
described by a SSIM map and a filtered depth map, respectively,
followed by an objective quality metric combining these two maps.
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Paper B. • Methodologies for subjective crosstalk assessment in auto-stereoscopic
displays were proposed. The proposed methodology is realistic with-
out restriction on user viewing behaviors and is not limited to the
specific technique used in auto-stereoscopic displays. Specifically, a
head and score tracking system was developed for supporting the
aforementioned features. A study case of crosstalk measurement
on slanted parallax barrier based auto-stereoscopic display was per-
formed, with various scene contents and arbitrary viewing positions
in a specified area of 2m×2m. The subjective crosstalk assessment
results show their consistence to the system crosstalk. Meanwhile,
more scene content and viewing position related crosstalk percep-
tion information are provided. The results can be further used to
design new crosstalk perception metrics.

Paper C. • Influence of requisite factors in the simplest stereoscopic system
to QoE was studied in subjective tests. In addition to system-
introduced crosstalk level, the investigated requisite factors included
scene content, camera baseline, screen size and viewing position. A
comprehensive database with MOS for QoE under the aforemen-
tioned requisite factors was created.

• The perceptual attributes for QoE were identified, including crosstalk
perception and depth enabled visual comfort. In particular, depth
enabled visual comfort tok both binocular depth and visual discom-
fort into consideration, based on the understanding that both the
ratio of stimuli disparity located in the comfort zone of the display
system and their disparity amplitude reflects the stereoscopic QoE.

• An objective QoE metric was thereby proposed by modeling these
perceptual attributes respectively and combining them linearly there-
after. Specifically, the crosstalk perception model was adopted from
Paper A, while depth enabled visual comfort model was newly pro-
posed in this paper. The experimental results demonstrate that the
proposed metric has a high correlation when compared with MOS
both in our own subjective database and a public available database.

Paper D. • It is the basis for the Paper C regarding the subjective assessments.
The impact of requisite factors, namely scene content, camera base-
line, screen size and viewing position, on QoE were investigated in
a holistic approach. Moreover, significant factors influencing QoE
were identified by a statistical analysis to subjective scores obtained
in the subjective tests.

Paper E. • It is the basis for the Paper C regarding the objective metrics. A
bottom-up metric was proposed based on the similarity of signifi-
cant factors between disparity and QoE, while a top-down metric
was proposed by interpreting QoE from its perceptual attributes,
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including crosstalk perception and perceived depth. Although they
exhibit similar performance, the top-down metric which is more un-
derstandable from perceptual view point was further adopted and
improved in Paper C.

Paper F. • Towards certification of 3D video quality assessment. A case study
of assessing 3D video compression technologies within the MPEG
effort for standardization of 3D video coding techniques was adopted
for defining a process for certification of subjective test campaigns.
The comprehensive database enables us a possibility to extent the
previous QoE metric to include the compression artifacts in the
coding stage as well.
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6 Conclusion and Possible Future
Work

This thesis contributes to the field of quality evaluation on stereoscopic 3D media
in three aspects.

First, quality evaluation of crosstalk perception was carried out on polarized
stereoscopic display, since crosstalk is one of the most annoying artifacts in the
visualization stage of stereoscopic 3D and can not be completely eliminated with
current technologies. The subjective tests were customized for crosstalk percep-
tion with varying independent parameters of scene content, camera baseline and
crosstalk level. An objective metric for crosstalk perception was proposed based on
our findings of perceptual attributes of crosstalk perception. Furthermore, subjec-
tive crosstalk assessment methodologies for auto-stereoscopic displays at arbitrary
viewing positions in a specified area were suggested, supported by a head and score
tracking system. Future work includes generalization of the proposed crosstalk
metric to other types of stereoscopic displays, and the obtained subjective scores
of the auto-stereoscopic display can be used for this purpose.

Second, an extension from crosstalk perception to QoE in the simplest stereo-
scopic system was studied, since QoE is often referred as a criterion for the accep-
tance of any commercial system and determines the success or not. In addition
to crosstalk level, other requisite factors of the simplest stereoscopic system, in-
cluding scene content, camera baseline, screen size and viewing position have also
been investigated on their relationships to perceptual attributes of QoE. Specifi-
cally, those perceptual attributes are crosstalk perception and depth enabled visual
comfort, which cover the main negative and positive aspects of stereoscopic QoE.
By modeling these perceptual attributes separately and combining them thereafter,
an objective QoE metric was proposed. Analysis of the obtained subjective scores
and understanding the perceptual attributes should be continued to further propose
updated metric with better performance.

Third, further work on the complex stereoscopic system was carried out by in-
vestigating the influence of coding artifacts on QoE. This work was done under the
context of assessing 3D video compression technologies within MPEG’s effort for
standardizing 3D video coding techniques. However, the subjective scores can be
used as ground truth dataset for proposing QoE model which will incorporate both
the coding artifacts and configurations of the complex stereoscopic system. Mean-
while, since the tests were conducted at 13 test laboratories around the world with
large amount of test sessions, it can be used for defining a process for certification
of subjective test campaigns. Issues such as tolerable levels of variation among the
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test scores and its relationship to the complexity of the test and factors involved
should be further investigated for future certification.

Although this thesis and many other efforts has been dedicated to the quality
assessment on stereoscopic 3D media, the current research is still at an early stage
when compared to either the speech/audio quality assessment or 2D visual quality
assessment. There are several potential directions for future research on stereo-
scopic 3D quality assessment [18, 36]. For the subjective 3D quality assessment,
the directions include: a) standardized protocols for stereoscopic 3D quality evalua-
tion are needed, considering 3D perception, source of binocular distortions, display
characteristics, viewing conditions, different dimensions of perceived video qual-
ity in 3D and so on, b) user centered evaluation is needed to characterize various
quality factors for 3D video, c) visual fatigue and motion sickness need long-term
studies, d) quality evaluation should be conducted in realistic usage scenarios with
relevant content. For objective quality metrics, the trends are: a) ground truth
subjective dataset reflecting the essence of 3D QoE should be created, such as
quantifying the influence of 3D distortions originating from every step within the
whole processing chain, incorporating information about scene content and system
configuration, b) it is not the signal itself (which is the case in 2D for quality predic-
tion) but rather the rendered version should be analyzed in stereoscopic 3D because
3D video presents significantly different quality issues that are not encountered in
2D, c) more accurate models for 3D human visual perception are needed, d) in-
teraction between monocular and binocular depth cues needs to be considered, e)
convergence-accommodation conflict and focus of attention need to be considered.
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Abstract
Stereoscopic three-dimensional (3D) services do not always prevail when compared
to their two-dimensional (2D) counterparts, though the former can provide more
immersive experience with the help of binocular depth. Various specific 3D arte-
facts might cause discomfort and severely degrade the quality of experience (QoE).
In this paper, we analyse one of the most annoying artefacts in the visualization
stage of stereoscopic imaging, namely, crosstalk, by conducting extensive subjective
quality tests. A statistical analysis of the subjective scores reveals that both scene
content and camera baseline have significant impacts on crosstalk perception, in
addition to crosstalk level itself. Based on the observed visual variations during
changes in significant factors, three perceptual attributes of crosstalk are summa-
rized as the sensorial results of the human visual system (HVS). These are shadow
degree, separation distance and spatial position of crosstalk. They are classified
into two categories: 2D and 3D perceptual attributes, which can be described by
a structural similarity (SSIM) map and a filtered depth map, respectively. An
objective quality metric for predicting crosstalk perception is then proposed by
combining the two maps. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
metric has a high correlation (over 88%) when compared to subjective quality scores
in a wide variety of situations.



A Assessment of Stereoscopic Crosstalk Perception

A.1 Introduction
Stereoscopic three-dimensional (3D) imaging is based on simultaneously captur-
ing a pair of two-dimensional (2D) images, and then separately delivering them
to respective eyes. Consequently, 3D perception is generated in the human visual
system (HVS). Although stereoscopic 3D services introduce a new modality (binoc-
ular depth) that can offer increasingly richer experience (immersion and realism) to
the end-users, they do not always prevail when compared to their 2D counterparts.
One of the major drawbacks of stereoscopic 3D services is visual discomfort, which
can potentially cause users to feel uncomfortable and severely degrade the viewing
experience.

The importance of various causes and aspects of visual discomfort is clarified
in [13]. Especially, 3D artefacts are considered to be one of the most prominent
factors contributing to visual discomfort. Such artefacts can be introduced in each
stage from the acquisition to the restitution in a typical 3D processing chain [3].
In particular, crosstalk is one of the most annoying distortions in the visualization
stage of a stereoscopic imaging system [19]. Crosstalk is produced by imperfect
view separation that causes a small proportion of one eye image to be seen by the
other eye as well. Crosstalk artefacts are usually perceived as ghosts, shadows, or
double contours by human subjects.

Nowadays, crosstalk exists in almost all stereoscopic displays. However, the
mechanisms behind occurrence of crosstalk can be significantly different across dif-
ferent stereoscopic display technologies. These mechanisms have been analysed in
order to characterize and measure the components contributing to crosstalk. There-
fore, crosstalk reduction can be achieved by reducing the effect of one or more of
these components. Since it is not possible to completely eliminate crosstalk of dis-
plays with current technologies, researchers attempt to conceal crosstalk of a 3D
presentation using image processing methods before display. Such methods are usu-
ally categorized into crosstalk cancelation. Crosstalk cancelation does not always
perform efficiently in all situations. These issues have been widely investigated in
the literature, e.g. see a review in [23]. However, neither of the aforementioned
methods can completely eliminate crosstalk artefacts.

Therefore, it is beneficial to study how users perceive crosstalk of 3D presenta-
tions. Comparatively few research efforts have been devoted to this topic. In [16],
a visibility threshold of crosstalk for different amounts of disparity and image con-
trast ratios in gray scale patches is provided. It shows that the visibility of crosstalk
increases with increasing image contrast and disparity. However, a stereoscopic pre-
sentation is the result of a combination of different contrasts and disparities per
pixel over an entire image and it is more practical to know how much crosstalk can
be perceived when it is visible. Therefore, the authors of [19] investigated more re-
alistic scenarios where natural scenes varying in crosstalk levels (0, 5, 10, and 15%)
and camera baselines (0, 4, and 12cm) affect the perceptual attributes of crosstalk
(perceived image distortion, perceived depth, and visual discomfort). However,
only two, rather similar, natural scenes were used in their experiments. More scene
contents with different depth structures and image contrasts should be taken into
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account when designing a subjective experiment, because depth structure of scene
content together with camera baseline can in principle determine the disparity, one
of the most major factors impacting crosstalk visibility [16]. Moreover, the authors
of [7] found out that monocular cues of images also play an important role in the
crosstalk perception, in addition to contrast ratio and disparity. In [14], it is shown
that edges and high contrast of computer-generated wire-frames make crosstalk
more visible when compared to natural images. This means that crosstalk can be
more efficiently concealed on images with more texture or details. These obser-
vations partially support a hypothesis that scene content is an important factor
impacting users’ perception of crosstalk. Although other artefacts, e.g. blur and
vertical disparity as investigated in [12], may also have impact on the crosstalk
perception, they can be often corrected by post processing techniques.

Although subjective test is the most reliable way to evaluate the perceived qual-
ity, it is time-consuming, expensive, and unsuitable for real-time applications. To
deal with these drawbacks, objective metrics that can predict the human subjects’
judgment with a high correlation are desired. To develop good objective metrics,
the perception mechanisms need to be well understood and taken into account.
However, this is usually fairly difficult. Therefore, development of objective 3D
quality models is still in its early stages. Researchers first started with exploring
whether or not traditional 2D metrics can be applied to stereoscopic quality assess-
ment [1, 26]. Subsequently, a few objective metrics [15, 6, 17] that take into account
the characteristics of stereoscopic images have been proposed. However, most of
the existing objective metrics are designed to assess quality degradations caused
by lossy compression schemes. To the best of our knowledge, only one objective
metric that considers non-compression quality degradations, induced during acqui-
sition and display stages of stereoscopic media, has been proposed in [11]. This
metric is modelled by a linear combination of three measurements, which evaluate
the perceived depth, visual fatigue and temporal consistency, respectively.

In this paper, subjective tests [24] have been conducted to collect the evaluation
scores on crosstalk perception of a wide range of 3D stimuli, including different
scene contents, camera baselines and crosstalk levels. Thereby, a comprehensive
database of crosstalk perception for a wide variety of situations has been created.
Furthermore, based on a statistical analysis of subjective scores, scene content,
camera baseline and crosstalk level are found to have significant impacts on the
perception of crosstalk. By changing the amplitude of the significant factors, three
perceptual attributes of crosstalk in the HVS have been observed. These perceptual
attributes are further used to design an objective quality metric [25] for crosstalk
perception.

The main contributions of the paper are twofold: first, our subjective tests pro-
vide a comprehensive database for crosstalk perception in stereoscopic images. Sec-
ond, users’ subjective perception of crosstalk is predicted using an objective metric
based on a rigorous analysis of perceptual attributes of crosstalk.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section A.2, we present
the subjective tests on crosstalk perception as well as a statistical analysis of the
subjective scores. In Section A.3, perceptual attributes of crosstalk are explained by
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an observation on the visual variations of stimuli when several significant factors
change. Furthermore, a perceptual objective metric for crosstalk perception is
proposed by describing the perceptual attributes of crosstalk and the experimental
results are reported in Section A.4. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section
A.5.

A.2 Subjective Tests on Crosstalk Perception
Several recommendations for subjective evaluation of visual stimuli have been issued
by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), e.g. the widely used ITU-
R BT.500 [10] for television pictures. For subjective evaluation of stereoscopic
television pictures, ITU-R BT.1438 [9] has made a few first steps, but it still lacks
many details. The authors of [4] have summarized the lacks in the form of additional
requirements. In this subjective test, we followed these methodologies and further
customized them for the crosstalk perception. In the following, we will provide some
details about laboratory environment where the subjective tests were conducted,
how test stimuli were prepared, which test method was adopted, as well as what
results were obtained from the subjective tests.

A.2.1 Laboratory Environment
A.2.1.1 Display System

Polarization technique was used to present 3D images, as illustrated in Figure A.1.
Specifically, two Canon XEED SX50 projectors with resolution of 1280×960 were
placed on a Chief ASE-2000 Adjusta-Set Slide Stacker. The stacker can be adjusted
with +/ − 7◦ swivel, +/ − 20◦ tilt and +/ − 7◦ leveling ranges. Two Cavision linear
polarizing glass filters with size of 4in×4in were installed orthogonally in front
of the projectors. In this way, two views were projected and superimposed onto
the backside of a 2.40m×1.20m silver screen. The projected distance between the
projectors and the silver screen was about 2 meters, forming a projected region
occupying the central area of the silver screen with a width of 1.12m and height
of 0.84m. Images up-sampled by a bicubic interpolation method were displayed in
full screen mode. The subjects equipped with polarized glasses were asked to view
3D images on the opposite side of the silver screen. The viewing distance was set
to about five times the image height (0.84m×5), as suggested in [10]. The Field of
View (FOV) was thus 15◦.

A.2.1.2 Alignment of Display System

Prior to the tests, the display system was calibrated to align the two projectors.
In particular, the positions of two projectors were adjusted to guarantee that the
center points of projectors, projected region, and silver screen, positioned in the
same horizontal line (center horizontal line as shown in Figure A.1) and the line
was perpendicular to the silver screen. Moreover, the angles of stackers and the
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Figure A.1: The polarized display system used in subjective tests.

keystones of the projectors were adjusted with the help of projected Hermann grid
images. The adjustment of display system was finished once the two Hermann grid
images from the left and right projectors were exactly overlapped.

A.2.1.3 Measurement of System-introduced Crosstalk

After the alignment, the system-introduced crosstalk was measured immediately.
As introduced in [23], the terminology and mathematical definitions of crosstalk are
diverse and sometimes contradictory. We adopt the definition of system-introduced
crosstalk as the degree of the unexpected light leakage from the unintended channel
to the intended channel. In particular, we measured the leakage in a situation when
the left and right test images have the maximum difference in brightness. The
system-introduced crosstalk is measured mathematically as follows,

Pl =
LxGL(WB) − LxGL(BB)
LxD(WB) − LxD(BB)

(A.1)

where WB denotes a pair of test images (the left image is in white completely
whilst the right in black), and BB is another image pair both in black. LxD de-
notes the luminance measured on silver screen and LxGL denotes the luminance
after the right lens of polarized glasses which is cling to the silver screen. Therefore,
Pl denotes the system-introduced crosstalk from the left channel to the right, which
is approximately 3% in our experiments. The consistence of the system-introduced
crosstalk of polarized display has also been verified over the display, between pro-
jectors, and among different combinations of brightness between left and right test
images.

A.2.1.4 Room Conditions

The test room had the length of 11.0m, width of 5.6m and height of 2.7m. During
the subjective tests, all the doors and windows of the test room were closed and
covered by black curtains. In addition, the lights in the room were turned off
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(a) Book Arrival

(b) Champagne (c) Dog (d) Love Bird

(e) Outdoor (f) Pantomime (g) Newspaper

Figure A.2: Visual samples of the selected scenes.

except for one reading lamp on a desk in front of the subject, which was used
to illuminate the keyboard when entering subjective scores. In this way, subjects
could concentrate on the 3D perception, as opposed to entering the scores using
the keyboard.

A.2.2 Test Stimuli
Scene content and camera baseline are requisite factors for stereoscopic imaging and
also affect users’ perception on crosstalk. Therefore, scene content, camera baseline
and crosstalk level were selected as three observed factors in the subjective tests of
crosstalk perception. In particular, three camera baselines and four crosstalk levels
were applied to six scene contents, which resulted in 72 test stimuli, in total.

A.2.2.1 Scene Content

Seven multi-view sequences (one for training) from the MPEG [8] were chosen
as representative scene contents, as shown in Figure A.2. These scene contents
cover a wide range of depth structures, contrasts, colors, edges and textures, which
were considered as potential factors impacting users’ perception of crosstalk. In
particular, a wide range of depth structures were obtained by including both indoor
and outdoor scenes.
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Table A.1: Number of the selected cameras from left to right and the resulting
camera baselines

Content Camera Camera baseline (mm)
Book. 04-01 58,114,172
Cham. 38-41 50,100,150
Dog. 38-41 50,100,150
Love. 01-04 39,77,116
Out. 04-01 72,135,204
Pant. 38-41 50,100,150
News. 00-03 46,93,139

A.2.2.2 Camera Baseline

Three camera baselines were formed from four consecutive cameras. The leftmost
camera always served as the left eye view and the other three cameras took turns
as the right eye views for 3D images. In this way, three 3D images with different
camera baselines were generated for each scene. Table A.1 gives more information
about the selected cameras and the resulting camera baselines of the 3D images.

A.2.2.3 Crosstalk Level

In order to simulate different levels of system-introduced crosstalk for different
displays, crosstalk artefacts were added to three 3D image pairs, to each of which
four different crosstalk levels were introduced using the algorithm developed in [2].
This algorithm can be summarized by the following equations,

{
Rp

c = Ro + p × Lo

Lp
c = Lo + p × Ro

(A.2)

where Lo and Ro denote the original left and right views, Lp
c and Rp

c are the
distorted views by simulating system-introduced crosstalk distortions, and the pa-
rameter p is to adjust the level of crosstalk distortion. According to equation (A.2),
the simulating algorithm keeps a consistent characteristic of the system-introduced
crosstalk of polarized display by applying the same leakage percentage p to all pix-
els in the entire image, both the left and right views, and different brightness of all
pixels.

In our experiments, the system-introduced crosstalk P is 3%, which should be
added to the simulated crosstalk in image pairs in equation (A.2). Therefore, the
overall system-introduced crosstalk perceived by the users is defined as follows,

{
R

(P +p)
c = Rp

c + P × Lp
c = (1 + P × p) × Ro + (P + p) × Lo

L
(P +p)
c = Lp

c + P × Rp
c = (1 + P × p) × Lo + (P + p) × Ro

(A.3)
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where R
(P +p)
c is the overall system-introduced crosstalk combining both the system-

introduced crosstalk P and the simulated crosstalk p. As crosstalk aroused by
stereoscopic techniques usually ranges from 0 to 15% [16], and the image quality
might be very low if the crosstalk level is large, e.g. over 15% [19], the parameter
p was set to 0, 5%, 10% and 15%, respectively, in our subjective tests. Thus, the
overall crosstalk levels in our experiments were actually P +p, i.e., 3%, 8% 13% and
18%, respectively. As the maximum pixel value change tuned by P ×p is only 1.1475
(255×3%×15%), its effect can be ignored. Therefore, the overall system-introduced
crosstalk is simulated as following based on an additive rule,

{
R

(P +p)
c = Ro + (P + p) × Lo

L
(P +p)
c = Lo + (P + p) × Ro

(A.4)

Equation (A.4) indicates that the different simulated crosstalk levels can be ap-
plied to a stereoscopic display with a consistent system-introduced crosstalk level.
Therefore, the crosstalk level will refer to the overall crosstalk level P + p in this
work.

A.2.3 Test Methodology
A.2.3.1 Single Stimulus

Among different methodologies for subjective quality assessment of Standard Def-
inition TeleVision (SDTV) pictures in ITU-R BT. 500 [10], three widely used
methodologies are Double Stimulus Continuous Quality Scale (DSCQS), Double
Stimulus Impairment Scale (DSIS), and Single Stimulus (SS). In this study, as sev-
eral camera baselines for each scene have been taken into account, it is difficult
to choose an original 3D image as the reference. Therefore, we adopted the SS
method. The SS method was also used in assessing the quality levels of stereo-
scopic images with varying camera baselines in the literature [19, 5]. In addition,
in order for subjects to have sufficient time to generate their 3D perception and
have an extensive exploration of still 3D images, a minor modification was made
on the SS method such that the subjects could freely decide the viewing time for
each image as in [19].

A.2.3.2 Test Interface

In order to support the adaptive SS methodology, a special interface was developed
to conveniently display the stereoscopic images in a random order. In addition, a
subject could conveniently and freely decide when he/she moved to the next image
pairs by pressing ‘Ctrl’ key on the keyboard. The score of the current image pairs
was recorded by pressing a ‘Numerical’ key instead of writing on an answer sheet.
Other special considerations, such as displaying in full screen, disabling unnecessary
keys, updating the scores and so on, were also included in the developed interface.
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A.2.3.3 Subjects

Before the training sessions, visual perception related characteristics of the sub-
jects were collected, including pupillary distance (measured by a ruler), normal or
corrected binocular vision (tested by the Snellen chart), color vision (tested by the
Ishihara), and stereo vision (tested by the TV-04 and TV-07 in ITU-R BT. 1438
[9]).

A total of 28 subjects participated in the tests, consisting of 15 males and 13
females, aged from 23 to 46 years old. The binocular vision of all the subjects was
above 0.80 with the mean of 1.05 and the standard deviation of 0.28. Although 7
subjects had monocular vision differences of either 0.4 or 0.2, all the subjects could
perceive the binocular depth.

A.2.3.4 Training Sessions

Subjects participated in both training and test sessions individually. During the
training sessions, an example of five categorical adjectival levels (see Table A.2) was
shown to the subject in order to benchmark and harmonize their measuring scales.
The Book Arrival scene was selected by expert viewers in such a way that each
quality level was represented by an example image and that these example images
could cover a full range of quality levels within the set of test stimuli. When each
example image was displayed, the operator verbally explained the corresponding
quality level to the subject. In addition, a detailed explanation of every scale was
provided to subjects in form of written instructions (see Table A.2). Subjects were
encouraged to view the representative examples as long as they wished and asked
questions if they needed any further clarifications. The training sessions would
continue until subjects could understand and distinguish the five different quality
levels.

A.2.3.5 Test Sessions

During the test sessions, subjects were first presented with three dummy 3D images
from the Book Arrival content, which were not used in the training sessions. These
dummy images were used to stabilize subjects’ judgment, and the corresponding
scores were not included in the subsequent data analysis. Following the dummy
images, 72 test images were randomly shown to the subjects. A new 3D image was
shown after a subject had entered his/her score for the previous one. During the
test period, the subjects were not allowed to ask questions in order to avoid any
interruption during the entire session.

A.2.4 Subjective Results Analysis
The subjective scores of the 72 test stimuli given by 28 subjects are analysed in
this subsection. Particularly, we aim to analyse the relationship between crosstalk
perception and three potential significant factors, including scene content, camera
baseline and crosstalk level.
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Table A.2: Explanations of five categorial adjectival levels and their training exam-
ples from Book Arrival

Explanation
Examples
(baseline,
crosstalk)

5
Imperceptible: you cannot see any crosstalk or you can
perceive very slightly only when you pay special attention
to a certain region.

0mm,3%

4
Perceptible but not annoying: you can see a little bit
of crosstalk at a first glance, but the quality of the whole
image is still good.

58mm,3%

3 Slightly annoying: there is obvious crosstalk. However
you can accept viewing such quality, reluctantly. 114mm,8%

2 Annoying: the 3D perception still can be formed however
you refuse to accept viewing such quality in daily life. 114mm,13%

1 Very annoying: the 3D perception is hardly formed and
you feel uncomfortable. 172mm,18%

A.2.4.1 Normality Test and Outlier Removal

In order to apply arithmetic mean value as Mean Opinion Scores (MOS) and use
parametric statistical analysis methods, such as ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA),
the normality of subjective scores across subjects needs to be validated. The β2
test recommended in [10] based on calculating the kurtosis coefficient was adopted
for a normality test. We classified the β2 test results into three groups: normal
(2 ≤ β2 ≤ 4), close to normal (1 ≤ β2 < 2 or 4 < β2 ≤ 5), and abnormal (β2 < 1
or β2 > 5). If the total proportion of normal and close to normal was more than
80%, we assumed that the subjective scores in our tests subject to the normal
distribution. The results showed that the majority of stimuli (55 over 72) were
normal distributed and (11 over 72) were close to normal, while others (6 over
72) were not. Therefore, we can assume that the subjective scores subject to the
normal distribution. A screening test of subjects was also performed according to
a guideline in [10]. Subjects who had produced votes significantly distant from the
average scores should be removed. Consequently, one outlier was detected and the
corresponding results were excluded from the following analysis.

A.2.4.2 Observations

After removing the outlier, MOS and 95% Confidence Interval (CI) were computed
and plotted as a function of camera baseline and crosstalk level for all the six scene
contents separately, as shown in Figure A.3. A number of observations can be made
based on the results in those plots.

Generally speaking, the MOS values decrease as the level of crosstalk distortions
increases. However, the decreasing degree of MOS for Dog and Pantomime is not
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Figure A.3: MOS and CI (significance of 95%) of subjective scores on crosstalk
perception for scene contents.

significant as those in other four scenes. When considering the impact of camera
baseline, we can observe that there is a general tendency of reduction of the MOS
values of crosstalk perception with increasing camera baseline. However, while this
tendency is significant for the near indoor scenes (Champagne and Newspaper), it
is less significant for others, especially for Dog and Pantomime. Therefore, we can
summarise the observations as follows:

• observation i: crosstalk level and camera baseline have an impact on crosstalk
perception.

• observation ii: the impact of crosstalk level and camera baseline on crosstalk
perception varies with scene content.

In addition, the individual curves in Figure A.3 show that even the highest MOS
values of Champagne and Newspaper are still below 4, which indicates that the
system-introduced crosstalk is more perceptible in close up scenes. Furthermore,
we also noticed that there exist exceptions where MOS values increase with the
increasing of camera baseline and crosstalk level. Hence, crosstalk perception might
be influenced by other perceptual attributes, such as perceived depth.
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Table A.3: Impact of crosstalk level(CL) and camera baseline(CB) on crosstalk
perception for each Scene

Cham. Dog. Love. Out. Pant. News.
CL

√ √ √ √ √ √
CB

√ √ √ √ − √
CL*CB − √ √ √ − √

A.2.4.3 Statistical Analysis

In order to verify the observations and evaluate the impact of the independent
variables (scene content, camera baseline, crosstalk level) on the dependent vari-
able (crosstalk perception), we utilized ANOVA to analyse the subjective scores
obtained in our tests. ANOVA is a general technique that can be used to test the
equality hypothesis of means among two or more groups. These groups are clas-
sified by factors (independent variables whose settings are controlled and varied
by the operator) or levels (the intensity settings of a factor). An N -way ANOVA
treats N factors and the null hypothesis includes: i) there is no difference in the
means of each factor; ii) there is no interaction between n-factors (2≤ n ≤ N).
The null hypothesis is verified using the F -test and can be easily judged by the p-
value. When the p-value is smaller than 0.05, the null hypothesis is rejected, which
means there is a significant difference in means. In particular, there is a significant
difference between the levels of a factor such that the factor has significant effect;
or the difference between the levels of one factor is not same for the levels of other
factors such that there is an interaction between different factors.

We used Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) statistics toolbox for
our analysis. Tables A.3-A.5 show the ANOVA results for different factors. In these
results, ‘

√
’ indicates that the corresponding factor has a significant effect on the

crosstalk perception or multiple factors have interactions in terms of the impact on
the crosstalk perception, and ‘−’ means the factor has no significant effect, or there
is no interaction between multiple factors.

When considering the observation i, we first tested the impact of crosstalk level
and camera baseline on crosstalk perception for each scene content. As shown in
Table A.3, both crosstalk level and camera baseline have a significant impact on
the crosstalk perception in each scene content, generally speaking. However, an
exception is that camera baseline has no significant impact on crosstalk perception
for Pantomime. In addition, for most scenes except for Champagne and Pantomime,
the crosstalk level and camera baseline have interaction in terms of the impact on
crosstalk perception.

Regarding the observation ii, the impact of scene content on crosstalk perception
between every two scenes has been reported in Table A.4. It can be seen that there
is a significant difference between scene contents in terms of crosstalk perception
for most scene content pairs. However, there are two exceptional pairs, Champagne
and Newspaper, as well as Outdoor and Dog. In other words, there is no significant
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Table A.4: Impact of scene content(SC) on crosstalk perception between every two
scenes.

Cham. Dog. Love. Out. Pant. News.
Cham. n/a

√ √ √ √ −
Dog.

√
n/a

√ − √ √
Love.

√ √
n/a

√ √ √
Out.

√ − √
n/a

√ √
Pant.

√ √ √ √
n/a

√
News. − √ √ √ √

n/a

Table A.5: Impact of crosstalk level (CL), camera baseline (CB) and scene content
(SC) on crosstalk perception for all the scenes

CL CB SC CL*CB CL*SC CB*SC CL*CB*SC√ √ √ √ √ √ −

difference between Champagne and Newspaper when their crosstalk perceptions
are considered. The same argument also applies to Outdoor and Dog, although it
may seem that Pantomime and Dog are similar when judging from Figure A.3.

All these observations can be further verified if we consider three factors together
for crosstalk perception on the whole test stimuli. Table A.5 shows that crosstalk
level, camera baseline and scene content have significant impacts on crosstalk per-
ception, respectively, and they have 2-factors interactions in terms of the impact
on crosstalk perception. However, 3-factors interaction does not have a significant
impact on crosstalk perception.

A.3 Understanding of Crosstalk Perception
After identifying the significant factors, their relationship with the perceptual at-
tributes of crosstalk can be modelled. Because the perceptual attributes of crosstalk
are the sensorial results of HVS and closer to perceptive viewpoint, the gap be-
tween low-level significant factors and high-level users’ perception on crosstalk can
be bridged.

Ten test stimuli with different amplitudes of the significant factors were selected
to represent the perceptual attributes of crosstalk, as shown in Figure A.4. The
red rectangular regions highlight the selected regions in the images for the sake of
discussion of the crosstalk, and have been enlarged and placed on a top right or
left corner of each image. These stimuli consist of two scene contents (Champagne
and Dog), which were applied five combinations of camera baselines and crosstalk
levels, respectively. Specifically, the selected scene contents have comparatively
large differences in depth structures and image contrast.
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(a) 100mm,3% (b) 50mm,13% (c) 100mm,3% (d) 50mm,13%

(e) 100mm,13% (f) 100mm,13% (g) 100mm,13% (h) 100mm,13%

(i) 100mm,18% (j) 150mm,13% (k) 100mm,18% (l) 150mm,13%

Figure A.4: Left eye view for scene contents Champagne and Dog with different
combinations of camera baseline and crosstalk level.

When these test stimuli were perceived on a stereoscopic display in a certain order
of changing significant factors, we summarized the visual variations of crosstalk to
its perceptual attributes, which in turn are shadow degree, separation distance
and spatial position of crosstalk. Shadow degree and separation distance are 2D
perceptual attributes existing in single eye view and they are still maintained in
3D perception. On the other hand, spatial position emphasizes the perceptual
attribute of crosstalk in 3D perception when the left and right views are fused.

A.3.1 2D Perceptual Attributes
A.3.1.1 Shadow Degree of Crosstalk

We define it as the distinctness of crosstalk against the original view. If the shadow
degree increases, crosstalk becomes more annoying. When viewing the Champagne
and Dog presentations from top downwards in the first and third columns, it can
be noticed that the shadow degree of crosstalk becomes stronger with the increase
of the crosstalk level. It indicates that crosstalk level relates to shadow degree
of crosstalk. Moreover, the shadow degree is more visible in the Champagne pre-
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sentations when compared to the Dog presentations. This is due to the different
contrast structures in Champagne and Dog presentations. Thus, the contrast of
scene content also relates to shadow degree of crosstalk. In fact, the contrast of
scene content and crosstalk level reflect the shadow degree of crosstalk mutually,
which implies that the 2-factors interaction between crosstalk level and contrast of
scene content has a relationship with the shadow degree of crosstalk.

A.3.1.2 Separation Distance of Crosstalk

We define it as the distance of crosstalk separated from the original view. Crosstalk
is more annoying with increasing the separation distance. When viewing the Cham-
pagne and Dog presentations from top downwards in the second and fourth columns,
it can be noticed that the separation distance of crosstalk becomes larger with the
increase of camera baseline. It indicates that camera baseline reflects the separa-
tion distance of crosstalk, which shows that camera baseline has a relationship with
separation distance. Moreover, the separation distance of crosstalk is more visible
in Champagne presentations as opposed to Dog. This is due to different relative
depth structures in Champagne and Dog presentations, thus depth of scene content
also relates to separation distance of crosstalk. Actually, the camera baseline and
relative depth structure of scene content together, namely, disparity, determine the
separation distance of crosstalk. This confirms that the 2-factors interaction be-
tween camera baseline and depth of scene content relates to separation distance of
crosstalk.

A.3.1.3 Interaction between 2D Perceptual Attributes

If we pay attention to the change of crosstalk level and camera baseline together
when viewing the Champagne and Dog presentations from left to right in the first
and third rows, it can be noticed that the shadow degree and separation distance of
crosstalk interact mutually. It reflects that the interaction between crosstalk level
and camera baseline has a relationship with the interaction between 2D percep-
tual attributes. Moreover, less shadow degree and separation distance of crosstalk
can be perceived with the Dog presentations when the same camera baseline and
crosstalk level changes were applied as that of Champagne because of the differ-
ence of scene content including both contrast and relative depth structure. Thus,
scene content relates to interaction between 2D perceptual attributes. Further-
more, this also confirms that the impact of crosstalk level and camera baseline on
crosstalk perception varies with the scene content. Thus, the 3-factors interaction
between crosstalk level, camera baseline and scene content has a relationship with
the interaction between 2D perceptual attributes.

A.3.2 3D Perceptual Attribute
Spatial position of crosstalk is defined as the impact of crosstalk position in 3D
space on perception when the left and right views are fused and 3D perception is
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Table A.6: Relationship between perceptual attributes of crosstalk and signifi-
cant factors: crosstalk level (CL), camera baseline (CB), contrast of scene content
(SC C), depth of scene content (SC D), both contrast and depth of scene content
(SC CD)

Perceptual attributes Related factors
2D: Shadow degree CL, SC C, CL*SC C

2D: Separation distance CB, SC D, CL*SC D
Interaction between 2D perceptual attributes CL*CB, SC CD, CL*CB*SC CD

3D: Spatial position SC D in visible crosstalk region

generated. Specifically, we observed that spatial position of crosstalk only impacts
the visible crosstalk satisfying requirements of shadow degree and separation dis-
tance of crosstalk. In our experiments, the crosstalk of foreground objects usually
has more impact on perception than background objects due to the fact that the
foreground objects are closer to the test subjects and have larger disparity because
of parallel camera arrangement and rectification. Therefore, relative depth struc-
ture of scene content in the region of visible crosstalk relates to the perceptual
attribute spatial position of crosstalk. Additionally, focus of attention might also
have an important role behind the observation from our experiments. However, as
in the data evaluated in this work, foreground objects were always also a priori the
focus of attention. In future work, we will further investigate the influence of focus
of attention on the crosstalk perception.

A.3.3 Summary
Table A.6 lists the relationship between the perceptual attributes and related fac-
tors as explained earlier. As can be seen from the table, the 2D perceptual attributes
include all the significant factors in Table A.5, which indicates that 2D perceptual
attributes can characterize low-level significant factors while in a more perceptual
level of HVS. Moreover, the table also shows that 2D perceptual attributes alone
are not enough to explain the visual perception of crosstalk. Thus, 3D perceptual
attribute should be modeled to predict the users’ perception on crosstalk. It indi-
cates that an objective metric proposed directly from the significant factors in Table
A.5 is not comprehensive. However, selecting those stimuli with distinct visual vari-
ations corresponding to the significant factors indeed reduces the complexity and
facilitates observation of the perceptual attributes.

A.4 Objective Quality Metric
An objective metric for crosstalk perception can be developed based on modelling
2D and 3D perceptual attributes of crosstalk. In this section, we will explain what
kinds of existing maps can reflect the perceptual attributes, how these maps are
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combined to construct a perceptual objective metric, and the experimental results
of the metric.

A.4.1 2D Perceptual Attributes Map
The 2D perceptual attributes were illustrated in Figure A.4 using the left eye view
with crosstalk added distortion as in equation (A.4). It can be noticed that shadow
degree, separation distance of crosstalk, and their interaction are most visible in
the edge region with high contrast. The Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) quality mea-
sure proposed by Z. Wang et al. [22] can describe the 2D perceptual attributes
of crosstalk to some extent. SSIM assumes that the measurement on structural
information provides a good estimation of the perceived image quality because the
HVS is highly adapted to extract structural information from a visual scene.

A Matlab implementation of the SSIM is accessible from [20]. In addition, an
SSIM map of a test image is also provided, which allows a closer look at specific
regions instead of the entire image. Considering the combination of 2D and 3D
perceptual attributes in a single objective metric, the SSIM map with quality mea-
sure on all the pixels is preferred, as opposed to the SSIM with a single quality
measure for the entire image. SSIM is constructed based on the comparisons of
three components: luminance, contrast, and structure, between an original image
without any distortions and its degraded version. In our case, the original image
is the one shown on the stereoscopic display without any crosstalk Lo, and the
distorted version is the one with both system-introduced and simulated crosstalk
Lc. Finally, the SSIM map is defined as follows,

Ls = SSIM(Lo, Lc) (A.5)

where SSIM denotes the SSIM algorithm and Ls is the generated SSIM map of the
left eye view.

Figure A.5 is a representative illustration of SSIM map derived from the crosstalk
distorted Champagne and Dog presentations in Figure A.4. In the SSIM map, 0
(black) at a pixel means the largest difference between the original and crosstalk
added image and 1 (white) denotes no difference. For Champagne, it can be seen
that when the crosstalk level is larger in the first column, the shadow degree of
crosstalk represented by the SSIM map is darker. Also, when the camera distance
is larger in the second column, the separation distance of crosstalk represented
by the SSIM map becomes wider. In addition, their mutually interaction is also
described by the SSIM map when the shadow degree and separation distance change
synchronously in the first and third rows. The same situation exists with the Dog
presentation. Moreover, it can be seen that different shadow degrees and separation
distances of crosstalk for Champagne and Dog with the same camera baseline and
crosstalk level can also be expressed by the SSIM map, which means that the scene
content difference is also characterized. Thus, the SSIM map can reflect these 2D
perceptual attributes, namely, shadow degree of crosstalk, separation distance of
crosstalk and their interactions.
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(a) 100mm,3% (b) 50mm,13% (c) 100mm,3% (d) 50mm,13%

(e) 100mm,13% (f) 100mm,13% (g) 100mm,13% (h) 100mm,13%

(i) 100mm,18% (j) 150mm,13% (k) 100mm,18% (l) 150mm,13%

Figure A.5: Illustrations of SSIM map on Champagne and Dog.

A.4.2 3D Perceptual Attribute Map

Spatial position of crosstalk describes users’ perception of crosstalk in 3D space,
which can be characterized because visible crosstalk of foreground objects should
have more impact on perception than background objects. Therefore, in order to
form a 3D perceptual attribute map, depth structure of scene content and region
of visible crosstalk should be combined.

Relative depth structure of scene content can be represented by the depth map.
Depth estimation algorithms are usually performed in two approaches: i) from one
single image using monocular cues; and ii) from stereo or multi images using stereo
(triangulation) cues. The latter is usually more accurate but requires corresponding
intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters of the stereo images. Since the perfor-
mance of the metric relies on the accuracy of the depth estimation algorithm, we
adopt the latter approach and the Depth Estimation Reference Software (DERS)
[21] version 4.0 was employed in this paper. The depth map of the original right
eye view Ro is calculated as follows,

Rdep = DERS(Ro) (A.6)
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Figure A.6: Illustrations of depth map of Champagne and Dog when camera baseline
is 150mm.

Figure A.7: Illustrations of filtered depth map of Champagne and Dog when camera
baseline is 150mm and crosstalk level is 3%.

where DERS denotes the DERS algorithm proposed in [20] and Rdep is the gen-
erated depth map of the right view. Rdep is normalized to represent a relative 3D
depth in which 0 denotes the farthest depth value and 255 the nearest. Figure
A.6 gives an example of the depth map of Champagne and Dog. The farthest and
nearest depth values are 7.7m and 2.0m for Champagne, and 8.2m and 2.5m for
Dog, respectively. However, they are both normalized by a same factor 5.7m. It
can be seen that the foreground object champagne is much brighter than that in
the Dog presentation. Therefore, the foreground of Champagne is much closer to
its nearest depth plane than that of Dog.

The region of visible crosstalk is also defined based on the SSIM map, because we
observed that crosstalk is more visible in the regions where the pixel value of SSIM
map is smaller than a threshold. A threshold 0.977 was obtained experimentally
from our experiments. Therefore, the following equation is used to define the filtered
depth map as 3D perceptual attribute map,

Rpdep(i, j) =

{
Rdep(i, j) ifLs(i, j) < 0.977
0 ifLs(i, j) ≥ 0.977

}
(A.7)
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where i and j are the pixel index, and Rpdep denotes the filtered depth map cor-
responding to the visible crosstalk region of left eye image, as illustrated in Figure
A.7 .

A.4.3 Objective Metric for Crosstalk Perception
As aforementioned, the 2D and 3D perceptual attributes can be represented by
the SSIM and filtered depth maps. Therefore, the overall crosstalk perception
is supposed to be an integration of the two maps. Since 3D perceptual attributes
discover that visible crosstalk of foreground objects has more impacts on perception
than background objects, more weights should be assigned to the visible crosstalk of
foreground than background. In other words, SSIM map should be further weighted
by filtered depth map. Thus, the integration is performed in the following equation,

Cpdep = Ls × (1 − Rpdep/255) (A.8)

Vpdep = AV G(Cpdep) (A.9)

where Cpdep and Vpdep denote the combined map and the quality value predicted
by the objective metric, respectively. AV G denotes the average operation. In the
equation (A.8), the filtered depth map Rpdep is normalized into the interval [0, 1]
first by the maximum depth value 255, and then subtracted it from 1 to comply
with the meaning of SSIM map that a lower pixel value in SSIM map means a larger
crosstalk distortion. When two pixels with identical values in the SSIM map locate
in the foreground and background, respectively, the Cpdep value of the foreground
pixel will be smaller than the background pixel after combining with the filtered
depth map.

A.4.4 Experimental Results
The performance of an objective quality metric can be evaluated by a comparison
with respect to the MOS values obtained in subjective tests. The proposed metric
was compared with traditional 2D metrics Vpsnr and Vssim as well as other three
metrics Vdep, Vpdis and Vdis, which combine the 2D and 3D perceptual attributes
in different approaches as in the following equations.

Vpsnr = PSNR(Lo, Lc) (A.10)

Vssim = AV G(Ls) (A.11)

Vdep = AV G(Ls × (1 − Rdep/255)) (A.12)

Rdis = SSDMF (Ro, Lo) (A.13)
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Rpdis(i, j) =

{
Rdis(i, j) ifLs(i, j) < 0.977
0 ifLs(i, j) ≥ 0.977

}
(A.14)

Vpdis = AV G(Ls × (1 − Rpdis/255)) (A.15)

Vdis = AV G(Ls × (1 − Rdis/255)) (A.16)

where Vpsnr and Vssim are the 2D metrics calculated between the original and
crosstalk added left image, instead of original left and right images. Vdep is a
combination of SSIM map Ls and the depth map Rdep instead of the filtered depth
map Rpdep as in the metric Vpdep. It means that Rdep weights the entire image
while Rpdep only weights the region of visible crosstalk in the image. Rdis denotes
the disparity map of the right eye image, which is the result of a combination
of relative depth structure of scene content and camera settings, such as camera
baseline. Since Rdis also contains the information about relative depth structure
of scene content, we attempt to compare the performance of the different metrics
based on the disparity and depth maps, respectively. In the equations, the filtered
disparity map Rpdis was obtained from Rdis using the same approach as Rpdep from
Rdep, and metrics Vpdis and Vdis followed the same combination as in building Vpdep

and Vdep, respectively. Particularly, we adopted a stereo correspondence algorithm
using the Sum of Squared Difference plus Min Filter (SSDMF ) to estimate the
disparity map [18] in equation (A.13). The disparity map is a gray image with
black denoting the smallest disparity 0 pixel and white being the largest 255 pixel.

For evaluating each metric V , root mean squared error (RMSE), Pearson correla-
tion coefficient, and Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient have been selected
as the evaluation criteria. They are calculated between objective values MOSp

after a nonlinear regression using Equation (A.17), suggested by the VQEG, and
the subjective scores MOS.

MOSp = b1/(1 + exp(−b2 × (r(V ) − b3))) (A.17)

where b1, b2 and b3 are the regression coefficients, r(V ) is the raw value calculated
from metric V , and exp is the exponential function. The main purpose of equation
(A.17) is to unify r(V ) for each metric to the range of MOS. Table A.7 reports the
evaluation results.

According to the evaluation results, the objective metric for crosstalk perception
Vpdep can achieve a higher correlation against the subjective MOS values when
compared to traditional 2D metrics (Vpsnr and Vssim), and other metrics (Vdep, Vpdis

and Vdis). The performance of the proposed metric is better than Vpsnr and Vssim,
which indicates that the metric taking 3D characteristics into consideration can
give a better prediction of crosstalk perception than 2D metrics. However, different
combinations of 3D characteristics might have different prediction capabilities. It
can be seen from Table A.7 that the metric Vdis has a worse performance than its
counterpart Vssim. Moreover, the performance of Vpdep and Vpdis is better than the
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corresponding metrics Vdep and Vdis, respectively. This indicates that weighting
the region of visible crosstalk only might be in accordance with users’ perception.
However, Vpdis exhibit slightly poorer performance when compared to the proposed
metric Vpdep, which implies that relative depth instead of absolute depth is more
suitable for the weighting operation. Therefore, Vpdep that models the perceptual
attributes of crosstalk has the best performance. As the Pearson correlation of
the proposed metric Vpdep is 88.4%, it is promising for evaluating the crosstalk
perception of stereoscopic images.

In order to have a closer look at the proposed metric of crosstalk perception Vpdep

in our subjective dataset, we validated its performance on different scene contents.
Figure A.8 shows the scatter plot of the MOS values versus predicted quality values
MOSp on different scene contents. Based on the experimental results, the perfor-
mance of the proposed metric does not have a significant difference between scene
content while the impairments levels can significantly influence the performance.
In particular, the proposed metric has better performance in predicting crosstalk
perception of stereoscopic images with low and high impairments than images with
medium impairments. We think that the performance difference might originate
from the filtered depth map where the dominating perception on the maximum
crosstalk of different impairments levels should be considered. However, this con-
clusion needs to be further verified in future work.

A.5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have conducted subjective tests for stereoscopic crosstalk percep-
tion with varying parameters of scene content, camera baseline and crosstalk level.
The statistical results show that crosstalk level, camera baseline and scene con-
tent have significant impacts on crosstalk perception, respectively, and they have
2-factors interactions in terms of the impact on crosstalk perception. Moreover,
the perceptual attributes (shadow degree, separation distance and spatial position)
of crosstalk are summarized by observing the visual variations when the signifi-
cant factors (crosstalk level, camera baseline and scene content) change. These
perceptual attributes are the sensorial results of the HVS and classified into two
categories: 2D and 3D perceptual attributes. Subsequently, an objective metric for

Table A.7: Evaluation results of different metrics on subjective dataset
Metrics RMSE Pearson Spearman

Vpsnr 0.465 0.821 0.763
Vssim 0.461 0.825 0.784
Vpdep 0.382 0.884 0.859
Vdep 0.448 0.836 0.844
Vpdis 0.416 0.860 0.808
Vdis 0.574 0.709 0.688
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Figure A.8: Scatter plot of MOS of crosstalk perception versus predicted values
MOSp.

crosstalk perception has been proposed by combining SSIM map and filtered depth
map. The experimental results with respect to our subjective evaluation scores
have demonstrated promising performance of this metric, achieving more than 88%
correlation with the MOS results. The performance of the proposed quality met-
rics is better than traditional 2D models and other compared metrics with different
combination methods.
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Abstract
Crosstalk is one of the most annoying distortions in the visualization stage of stereo-
scopic systems. Specifically, both pattern and amount of crosstalk in multi-view
autostereoscopic displays are more complex because of viewing angle dependabil-
ity, when compared to crosstalk in 2-view stereoscopic displays. Regarding system
crosstalk there are objective measures to assess it in auto-stereoscopic displays.
However, in addition to system crosstalk, crosstalk perceived by users is also im-
pacted by scene content. Moreover, some crosstalk is arguably beneficial in auto-
stereoscopic displays. Therefore, in this paper, we further assess how crosstalk is
perceived by users with various scene contents and different viewing positions using
auto-stereoscopic displays. In particular, the proposed subjective crosstalk assess-
ment methodology is realistic without restriction of the users viewing behavior and
is not limited to the specific technique used in auto-stereoscopic displays. The
test was performed on a slanted parallax barrier based auto-stereoscopic display.
The subjective crosstalk assessment results show their consistence to the system
crosstalk meanwhile more scene content and viewing position related crosstalk per-
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ception information is provided. This knowledge can be used to design new crosstalk
perception metrics.
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B.1 Introduction
The human visual system (HVS) reconstructs three-dimensional (3D) perception
from two-dimensional (2D) left and right retinal images. A stereoscopic 3D system
mimics the HVS behavior by simultaneously capturing a pair of 2D images from
slightly different positions, and then separately delivering them to respective eyes.
Consequently, 3D perception is generated in the HVS. This simple principle of
stereoscopic 3D was first demonstrated by Charles Wheatstone in his published
drawings in 1833.

Stereoscopic display is a key device in such a stereoscopic 3D system, and various
techniques are used to (de)multiplex the different views, such as wavelength, polar-
ization, time and angle, as reviewed in [7]. The former three techniques are usually
adopted in stereoscopic displays which require wearing viewing anaglyph glasses,
polarized glasses or shutter glasses, respectively. The last angle based technique is
often implemented in auto-stereoscopic displays which do not require any glasses.
Instead, an optical filter is added in front of the screen (e.g. parallax barriers,
lenticular lenses).

However, none of the aforementioned techniques can avoid crosstalk, which is
one of the most annoying distortions in the visualization stage [12]. In particular,
crosstalk is produced by imperfect view separation that causes a small proportion
of one eye image to be seen by the other eye as well. Crosstalk artefacts are usually
perceived as ghosts, shadows, or double contours by human subjects.

Since the mechanisms behind occurrence of crosstalk are significantly differ-
ent across these techniques, e.g. see a review in [15], crosstalk in certain (auto-
)stereoscopic displays exhibits different characteristics both in pattern and amount.
Usually the crosstalk in auto-stereoscopic displays is more complex when compared
to stereoscopic displays because of multi-view and viewing angle dependability.
Specifically, objective crosstalk measurement is developed to derive system crosstalk
from the measurement of the sensors’ output luminance (e.g. camera [2], Fourier
optics instrument [3]) or perceived luminance by the observers [1] versus viewing
angle. It shows that the system crosstalk in auto-stereoscopic display has the fol-
lowing three features which distinguish itself from the one in stereoscopic display:
a) the crosstalk depends on the observation positions; b) most of the crosstalk
comes from neighbor views but also other views; c) the amount of crosstalk from
neighbor views varies along the horizontal and vertical axes of the screen.

In addition to system crosstalk, the perceived crosstalk by end users, when a
stereoscopic media is displayed, is impacted by more factors. Characteristics of
displayed scene content, such as binocular parallax [12, 16, 10], depth structure
[16], image contrast [16, 10, 8], edges [16, 8], texture and details [16, 8] are found
to have an impact on users’ perception of crosstalk. Moreover, some crosstalk is
argued to have benefit in multi-view auto-stereoscopic displays in [6]. Therefore, we
are interested in assessing the crosstalk perception when both the system crosstalk
features of auto-stereoscopic displays and characteristics of scene content are taken
into consideration. Consequently, a subjective crosstalk assessment methodology
for auto-stereoscopic displays is proposed. This methodology is realistic without
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restriction of subjects’ viewing behavior and not limited to the specific technique
used in auto-stereoscopic displays. Thereby, a comprehensive database of crosstalk
perception on auto-stereoscopic display for a wide variety of situations has been
created, which can be used to design position and scene content sensitive crosstalk
perception metrics.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In next section, assessment
set up is described. In Section B.3, subjective crosstalk assessment is carried out.
The subjective results are analyzed in Section B.4. Finally, concluding remarks are
given in Section B.5.

B.2 Assessment Set Up
Several equipments and systems are needed to construct the realistic crosstalk as-
sessment environment.

B.2.1 Auto-stereoscopic Display

It should be noted that our subjective crosstalk test methodology can be used
for any auto-stereoscopic display with all kinds of implementation techniques. In
this test, we adopted the ‘Tridelity MV4200’ [13] auto-stereoscopic display which
is available in our lab. The Tridelity display is a slanted parallax barriers auto-
stereoscopic display and supports either 5 or 9 views. In our case, we displayed the
test stimuli by choosing the 5 views with pattern of · · · V3, V4, V5, V1, V2, V3,
V4, V5, V1, V2, V3 · · · horizontally distributed and having the native resolution
of 1936×1360 pixels. In theory, the worst crosstalk happens when V5 and V1 are
seen by one eye at the same time since the difference between these two views is
the most significant. The suggested optimal viewing distance of the display is 3.5m
[13] with neighbor views interval to be about 62mm.

We have checked that the Tridelity display follows the three features of system
crosstalk in auto-stereoscopic display as summarized in Section B.1. Moreover, we
have observed that both view interval and system crosstalk pattern from neighbor
views vary along the viewing distance. Figure B.1 illustrates the captured images
by camera when the displayed image having totally white image at V3 while totally
black image at the other 4 views. It can be seen from the left image that interval
between the white light beams from V3 becomes larger when the viewing distance
is farther. Specifically, we also measured the interval between neighbor views which
is 47mm, 63mm, and 72mm at the viewing distance of 2.6m, 3.6m, and 4.6m, re-
spectively. At these viewing distances, we further captured the system crosstalk
introduced from the neighbor views, as you can see in the right images from top
downwards in Figure B.1. It shows that the system crosstalk (black) at near view-
ing distance is worst and becomes best around the optimal viewing distance but
becomes worse again at far viewing distance.
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Figure B.1: Captured images by camera, view interval and crosstalk pattern.

B.2.2 Head Tracking System
With the rapid development of interactive human machine interface, several ap-
proaches with open sources available online can support the tracking of head po-
sition. For example, the Wiimote Virtual Reality Desktop [14] and Kinect Prime
SensorT M NITE 1.3 Framework [9] can both be developed to a head tracking sys-
tem. In order not to add any disturbance to the subjects, we decided to use Kinect
system which does not require wearing anything by the subjects.

The Kinect system consists of a Kinect sensor and the software. In particular, the
Kinect sensor is a horizontal bar with one RGB camera and two depth sensors. Both
the output RGB and depth sensing videos of the Kinect sensor are at a frame rate of
30 Hz and in resolution of 640×480 pixels. The software enables advanced gesture
recognition, facial recognition and tracking. The sensor can maintain tracking
through an extended range of approximately 0.8m-6m. The resolution is about
1.3mm and 7.6mm per pixel at viewing distance of 0.8m and 4.5, respectively.
The skeleton tracking is adopted in our tracking system. The basic assumption of
skeleton tracking is that the user’s upper body is mostly inside the field of view.
Specifically, the skeleton tracking algorithm uses the label map output by a user
segmentation process to generate a skeleton. A calibration pose is used to adjust
the skeleton model to the user’s body proportions within a few seconds and activate
the head tracking accordingly. The output of the skeleton tracking is the positions
and orientations of the skeleton joints. In our case, we only use the head position in
world coordinates in units of mm. If the user is not visible for more than 10 seconds,
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Figure B.2: Visual samples of the selected scenes. From top left to bottom right:
Cafe, Outdoor, Pantomime, Dog, Love Bird, Poznan Street, Balloons, Poznan Hall,
Book Arrival. Among which, the top row is for training.

the user is considered lost. Therefore, we restricted the subjects in a certain region
in front of the auto-stereoscopic display as detailed in Subsection B.2.5.

B.2.3 Score Tracking
In addition to head tracking, we need track the score that the subjects input at
corresponding head position as well. A Bluetooth Numpad was adopted such that
the subjects can hold the Numpad while they move in the viewing region. When
the subjects input a score using the number keyboard, both the pressed score and
the current head position are recorded simultaneously by the developed software.

B.2.4 Scene Content
Based on our previous experience, scene content covering a wide range of depth
structures, contrasts, colors, edges and textures is considered as a potential fac-
tor impacting users’ perception of crosstalk. Correspondingly, nine multi-view se-
quences (three for training) from the MPEG [4] were chosen as representative scene
contents, as shown in Figure B.2.

B.2.5 Lab Environment
auto-stereoscopic display is restricted in a 2.0m×2.0m square region. Specifically,
suppose the world coordinates system is defined as follows, the origin point O is
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the display center, the XY plane is the display plane with X axis horizontal and Y
axis vertical to the floor, and Z axis is vertical to the XY plane and facing to the
subjects. The square moving region has X from -1.0m to 1.0m and Z from 2.5m
to 4.5m. This region was chosen based on both the optimal viewing distance of
our auto-stereoscopic display and the tacking range of the Kinect sensor. Both the
display and Kinect were put on a table at the same display plane and the distance
between their centers to the floor is 2.4m and 2.1m, respectively.

The sitting chair for subjects with five wheels can be moved freely on the floor.
Moreover, the height of the chair can be adjusted by the subjects easily. The
subjects who sit on the chair should have their eyes in the same height as the
display center. We used 5 same-height anchor points hanged from ceil to calibrate
the height of the subjects’ eyes. Four anchor points marks the four corners of the
moving region and one more at the middle of back corners.

During the subjective tests, all the doors and windows of the test room were
closed and covered by black curtains. In addition, the lights in the room were
turned off except for two reading lamps behind the auto-stereoscopic display as
a background. We used the EyeOne Display2 to measure color temperature and
illuminance of background, which were 2500K and 63lux, respectively. Moreover,
the measured color temperature, gamma, and luminance on the screen were 6500K,
2.2 and 95.5cd/m2, respectively.

B.3 Subjective Crosstalk Assessment
This section provides the details about the revised Single Stimulus (SS) test method-
ology that we used to conduct the subjective crosstalk assessment.

B.3.1 Single Stimulus
The most important reason that the double stimulus methods cannot be adopted
in this study is that there is no existence of the reference pictures for crosstalk
perception, since there is always system crosstalk by the auto-stereoscopic display
and perceptible to the subjects. The SS method was also used in assessing the
quality levels of stereoscopic images with varying camera baselines in the literature
[11, 16] when it is difficult to choose the reference.

B.3.2 Training Sessions
Each subject had to complete a training session to get an idea of how to evaluate the
test stimuli. As listed in Table B.1, five categorical adjectival levels with illustrated
examples were used to benchmark and harmonize the subjects’ measuring scales.
These examples were selected by expert viewers in such a way that each quality
level was represented and that these examples could cover a full range of quality
levels within the set of test stimuli. The scale is discrete from 1 to 5 in a way of
lowest to highest quality. When each example was displayed, the operator verbally
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Table B.1: Explanations of five categorical adjectival levels and their training ex-
amples

Explanation Example

1
Very annoying: Crosstalk is so much, that the 3D percep-
tion is hardly to be formed and you feel a little uncom-
fortable.

Café-Worst

2
Annoying: Crosstalk is much, although the 3D perception
still can be formed but you refuse to accept viewing such
quality in daily life.

Café-Best

3 Slightly annoying: there is obvious crosstalk. However
you can accept viewing such quality reluctantly.

Outdoor-
Worst

4
Perceptible but not annoying: you can see a little bit
crosstalk at a first glance, but the quality of the whole
image is still good.

Outdoor-
Best

5
Imperceptible: you cannot see any crosstalk or you can
perceive very slightly only when you pay special attention
to a certain region.

Pantomime-
Best

explained the corresponding quality level to the subject as described in Table B.1.
For example, when the training picture Cafe was shown, the subject was told to
move his position to find a position where he perceived the worst crosstalk, and
quality level ’very annoying’ was explained. Then, he was told to move to a position
where he perceived the best crosstalk and quality level ’annoying’ was stated. The
same procedure was repeated for training pictures Outdoor and Pantomime for
other three quality levels ’slightly annoying’, ’perceptible but not annoying’ and
’imperceptible’.

Subjects were encouraged to view the representative examples as long as they
wished and asked questions if they needed any further clarifications. Specifically,
it was emphasized that the subjects should ignore color changes and other abnor-
malities that were not related to crosstalk. The training sessions would continue
until subjects could understand and distinguish the five different quality levels.

B.3.3 Test Sessions
The head tracking system was activated by the calibration pose as mentioned earlier
when the test session started. The test session for every subject consisted of 6 sub
sessions. In each sub session, one multi-view image, randomly chosen from the test
stimuli (Dog, Love Bird, Poznan Street, Balloons, Poznan Hall, Book Arrival), was
shown 7 minutes. During the sub session, the subject should

• Move his body freely in the viewing region without following any static pat-
terns or searching for high or low values patterns, but keep head not slanted.

• Judge the quality without thinking so much and trust his first feeling.
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• Enter the score using Numpad while keep his back on the chair as he did
during training and his head still in the exact position where the score is
corresponding to.

• Cover as many positions as possible in the moving region.

These sub sessions were continued with one minute break in between. During the
test period, the subjects were not allowed to ask questions in order to avoid any
interruption during the entire session.

B.3.4 Subjects
Before the training sessions, a visual screening test was performed to the subjects,
including normal or corrected vision acuity larger than 1.0 (tested by the Snellen
chart), no colorblind vision (tested by the Ishihara), and stereo vision smaller than
30 arcsecond (tested by the Randot SO-002). Pupillary distance of subjects (mea-
sured by a ruler) was also collected. A total of 25 qualified subjects (15 males and
10 females, aged from 21 to 50 years old) took part in the tests.

B.4 Subjective Results Analysis
The viewing position related subjective scores of the 6 scene contents given by 25
subjects are analyzed in this section. Particularly, we observed the relationship
between the subjective and objective crosstalk measurement both in raw data and
interpolated data ways.

B.4.1 Two Analysis Ways
Since all the subjects had their own moving trajectory in the viewing region and
did not cover almost any same position among the subjects, the concept mean
opinion score (MOS), confidential interval (CI) and screening of subjects defined
in the ITU-R BT.500 [5] as common methods of results analysis cannot be applied
in this case anymore. Therefore, we proposed two analysis ways which are based
on raw data and interpolated data respectively to observe the relationship between
the subjective and objective crosstalk measurement.

The raw data approach is based only on the raw subjective scores obtained from
the subjects, without any interpolation to generate interpolated subjective scores,
while the interpolated data approach is based also on the interpolated subjective
scores from the raw subjective scores. By interpolation, a surface passes through
all the raw subjective scores is estimated, therefore, we are able to calculate the
values of the surface at any position between the known raw subjective scores. In
particular, we adopt the cubic interpolation, which is the simplest method that
offers true continuity between the raw subjective scores. The first and second rows
of Figure B.3 and B.4 are the raw data scatter as a function of viewing positions
for all the six scene contents separately, and the interpolated data surface from raw
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subjective scores correspondingly. For both approaches, we further plot the slices
at viewing distance of 3.5m, as shown in the third and fourth rows of Figure B.3
and B.4, where the green curves are the direct slice curve, while the red curves are
the SinN(a1 × sin(b1 × x + c1) + · · · + aN × sin(bN × x + cN )) regression curves
from the direct slice data. In particular, the value N is 3, 4 or 5 for different scene
contents depending on the period experimentally.

B.4.2 Subjective versus Objective Crosstalk Measurement
In theory, the scores are viewing position related and follow certain distribution
according to characteristics of the auto-stereoscopic display. As it can be seen
from the raw data scatter and interpolated data surface in the first and second
rows of Figure B.3 and B.4, the best (red) and worst (blue) subjective scores occur
periodically based on the viewing position, especially obvious on the interpolated
data surface. In particular, when the Z distance is larger, the period exhibited
in X axis becomes larger for all the scene content in Figure B.3 and B.4, which
is because of the interval between neighbor views becomes larger as measured in
Subsection B.2.1. Moreover, the crosstalk is more annoying (blue) at the near Z
distance than far Z distance as you can see from scene content Balloons, Poznan Hall
and Book Arrival. It also can be noticed in the right images from top downwards
in Figure B.1. Therefore, the subjective crosstalk assessment is consistent with
the objective crosstalk measurement. Additionally, Figure B.3 and B.4 shows the
obvious difference among the subjective scores in various scene contents. Thus, the
subjective crosstalk assessment is more comprehensive than the objective crosstalk
measurement, which is also scene content related.

If we further look at the slice of the raw data scatter and interpolated data surface
at viewing distance of 3.5m, more details regarding the horizontal distribution can
be seen. Both the green curves at third and fourth rows of Figure B.3 and B.4 are
not smooth, we believe, it is because of the sparse collected raw data. According to
the theory and objective crosstalk measurement, there should be a perfect periodical
curve having 6.45 cycles in 2 meters (6.45≈2m/62mm/5). Thus, SinN regression is
used on the raw and interpolated data respectively to approve the perfect periodical
curve. It can be seen that most of the red curves have 6 or 7 cycles, which is also
consistent with the objective measurement.

B.5 Conclusion and Further Work
In this paper, we have proposed a novel and realistic subjective crosstalk assessment
methodology on auto-stereoscopic display with consideration of different scene con-
tents and viewing positions. The subjective results show their consistence to the
characteristics of auto-stereoscopic display, while provide more detailed crosstalk
perception information in terms of viewing position and scene content when com-
pared to the objective crosstalk measurement. Furthermore, the resulting inter-
polated surface can be used to design of crosstalk perception metrics for auto-
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stereoscopic display. However, based on the analysis on the collected data, it in-
dicates that this methodology can be improved in ways of increasing the head
tracking accuracy, decreasing the discrepancy among subjects by training, having
post processing (e.g. region based MOS and outlier removal) under the condition
of relatively dense raw data.
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Figure B.3: Visualization of subjective scores on crosstalk perception for scene con-
tents. From top to bottom: raw data scatter, interpolated data surface, slice at
distance of 3.5m on raw data, slice at distance of 3.5m on interpolated data.
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Figure B.4: Visualization of subjective scores on crosstalk perception for scene con-
tents. From top to bottom: raw data scatter, interpolated data surface, slice at
distance of 3.5m on raw data, slice at distance of 3.5m on interpolated data.
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Abstract
Stereoscopic three-dimensional (3D) services have become more popular recently
amid promise of providing immersive quality of experience (QoE) to the end-users.
In practice, stereoscopic QoE can be influenced by a complex combination of differ-
ent factors. In this work, we focus on an analysis of stereoscopic QoE based on the
simplest stereoscopic imaging system (including indispensable capturing and dis-
playing stages) and its requisite factors. A series of subjective stereoscopic quality
assessments have been conducted to investigate the influence of several requisite
factors on stereoscopic QoE, including scene content, camera baseline, screen size
and viewing position. Thereby, a comprehensive database for stereoscopic QoE was
available. Moreover, based on our previous work on crosstalk assessment, crosstalk
level has been recognized as another requisite factor in the simplest stereoscopic sys-
tems. Thereafter, two perceptual attributes of stereoscopic QoE, namely, crosstalk
perception and depth enabled visual comfort, are summarized as the sensorial re-
sults of the human visual system (HVS). Their relationships with the explored
requisite factors are analyzed and modeled in a mathematical approach. The mod-
els of perceptual attributes are further combined into an objective quality metric
for predicting stereoscopic QoE. The experimental results demonstrate that the
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proposed metric has a high correlation (over 85%) when compared with subjective
quality scores in a wide variety of situations.
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C.1 Introduction
Stereoscopic three-dimensional (3D) media services have recently become popular
thanks to their capability to provide binocular depth which is expected to be the
next big step forward in the evolution of media after addition of color and sound
information. Offering the binocular depth by stereoscopic technology can bring
new experience to viewers, rather than a simple enhancement in the quality sense.

However, stereoscopic 3D services do not always prevail when compared to their
two-dimensional (2D) counterparts. Nowadays, stereoscopic imaging technology is
usually based on simultaneously capturing a pair of two-dimensional (2D) images
using stereo cameras, and then separately delivering them to respective eyes by a
screen based stereoscopic display. Consequently, 3D perception is generated in the
brain through the human visual system (HVS). Although the fundamental principle
of stereoscopic 3D imaging technology sounds straightforward, it is rather difficult
to implement in practice. The simplest stereoscopic system, consisting of the basic
capturing and displaying stages without coding, transmission and representation
steps, usually fails to provide satisfying viewing experience due to various binocular
artefacts. Binocular artefacts that can potentially degrade the stereoscopic quality
of experience (QoE) include depth plane curvature, keystone-distortion, cardboard
effect in the capturing stage and convergence-accommodation rivalry, interocular
crosstalk, shear distortion, puppet theater effect, picket fence effect in the displaying
stage [6]. Under the limitation of current 3D imaging techniques, most binocular
artefacts cannot be eliminated completely.

Due to the existence of binocular artefacts, stereoscopic QoE might be influ-
enced significantly by different visual factors, such as characteristics of content
(e.g. contrast, depth structure), configuration of capturing and displaying systems
(e.g. camera baseline, system-introduced crosstalk, screen size, screen resolution,
pixel width, viewing position), selection of image processing mechanism (e.g. com-
pression, conversion, view synthesis), perceptual-physiological limitations of HVS
(e.g. panum’s fusional area, convergence-accommodation mismatch), cognitive-
emotional factors of viewer (e.g. expectation, attitude, viewing context, culture),
as reviewed in [10]. Stereoscopic QoE can be influenced by a complex combination
of aforementioned factors. Moreover, these influence factors might also have strong
interactions between each other. In order to provide the best experience to cos-
tumers of 3D services, it is crucial and beneficial to investigate the impact of the
influence factors on the overall stereoscopic QoE qualitatively and quantitatively.
Subjective quality testing methodologies are often utilized to perform such tasks.

Some subjective quality tests [25, 29, 17, 18, 24, 3] are in their principle focused
around how the distortions introduced by image processing technologies affect the
stereoscopic QoE. Compression related factors [18, 24, 3] are widely studied. Re-
search efforts have also been dedicated to studying the influence of different cap-
ture and display configurations on stereoscopic QoE independently, such as camera
baseline [25, 24, 11, 8], screen size [12] and viewing position [21, 15]. Though these
studies strengthen our knowledge about stereoscopic perception mechanism, a com-
prehensive understanding of how the influence factors in the simplest stereoscopic
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system, namely, requisite factors, affect stereoscopic QoE is still missing. Although
the grid patterns distorted by the stereoscopic display system are visualized for a
rectilinear grid in front of the camera system under various settings of most req-
uisite factors in [28], further influence of requisite factors on the perceived quality
for human subjects needs to be evaluated quantitatively.

Nevertheless, a subjective test is usually expensive in time and labor, and un-
suitable for real-time applications. To overcome these drawbacks, objective metrics
that can automatically predict the perceived quality are desired. Such metrics can
be employed to monitor, benchmark, and optimize a stereoscopic media system.
However, an effective quality metric cannot be proposed without a deep under-
standing of the perception mechanism of stereoscopic 3D presentations.

Development of objective quality models for stereoscopic media is still in its early
stages. Researchers first started with exploring how well 2D quality metrics can
be applied to stereoscopic quality assessment [4, 36]. Subsequently, a few objective
metrics taking into account the characteristics of stereoscopic images have been
proposed [20, 9, 22]. However, most objective stereoscopic metrics are designed
to assess quality degradations caused by lossy compression schemes. To model
the non-compression quality degradations, the authors of [16] proposed a metric
linearly combining three quality measures, including perceived depth, visual fatigue
and temporal consistency. We have also proposed a metric for modeling crosstalk
perception [32, 35] based on the perceptual attributes of crosstalk. Specifically,
perceptual attributes can be considered as the sensorial results of the HVS, which
are useful for better understanding of perception mechanism in stereoscopic vision
and further employed in the development of the objective quality metric.

In this work, subjective tests [33] have been conducted to investigate the influ-
ence of some requisite factors on stereoscopic QoE, including scene content, camera
baseline, screen size and viewing position, in different conditions. Particularly, both
the characteristics of test stimuli and the limitations of HVS have been taken into
consideration explicitly when designing the test configurations. Moreover, another
requisite factor, crosstalk level, has been recognized. Based on our understand-
ing of requisite factors and stereoscopic QoE, two perceptual attributes, including
crosstalk perception and depth enabled visual comfort, have been identified. Both
perceptual attributes have been modeled mathematically and then combined into
an objective metric to predict stereoscopic QoE. The metric has been validated
against two databases containing wide different conditions of requisite factors and
shown proposing performance.

The main contributions of this paper are twofold. First, the conducted subjective
tests in the simplest stereoscopic system provide a comprehensive database (Q2S-
QoE database) for QoE mechanism investigation. This database will be open to
the public as long as the paper is accepted. Second, an objective quality metric has
been proposed to predict the stereoscopic QoE based on an appropriate analysis of
several requisite factors and perceptual attributes.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section C.2, the details
of the subjective tests are presented. Section C.3 explains the requisite factors and
perceptual attributes of QoE, as well as their relationships. The objective QoE
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metric and experimental results are presented in Section C.4. Finally, concluding
remarks are given in Section C.5.

C.2 Subjective QoE Tests on Stereoscopic Images
Several recommendations for subjective quality evaluation of visual stimuli have
been standardized by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), e.g. the
widely referenced ITU-R BT.500 [14] for television picture quality assessment. For
subjective evaluation of stereoscopic television pictures, ITU-R BT.1438 [13] has
made a few preliminary steps, but it still lacks of necessary details. The authors
of [7] have summarized the lacks in a form of additional requirements. In our
subjective tests, we followed these methodologies and further customized them
for assessment of stereoscopic QoE. In the following, we will provide the details
about the test laboratory environment where the evaluations were conducted, how
the test configurations were designed, which test method was adopted, and what
results were obtained from these tests.

C.2.1 Laboratory Environment
C.2.1.1 Display System

The polarization technique, as illustrated in Figure C.1, was used to present stereo-
scopic images in the tests. Specifically, two Canon XEED SX50 projectors with
resolution of 1360×768 were placed on a chief ASE-2000 Adjusta-Set slide stacker.
The stacker can be adjusted within +/ − 7◦ swivel, +/ − 20◦ tilt and +/ − 7◦

leveling ranges. Two Cavision linear polarizing glass filters with size of 4in×4in
were installed orthogonally in front of the projectors. In this way, two views were
projected and superimposed onto the backside of a 2.40m×1.20m silver screen. The
distance between the projectors and the silver screen was about 3m, forming a pro-
jected region occupying the central area of the silver screen with a width of 1.98m
and height of 1.06m. Images with different resolutions were displayed in their ac-
tual sizes in order to simulate different screen sizes. The subjects equipped with
polarized glasses were asked to view the stereoscopic images on the opposite side
of the silver screen. Both the configurations of screen size and viewing positions
are designed in a holistic approach, as will be explained in detail in the following
subsections.

C.2.1.2 Alignment of Display System

Prior to the tests, the display system was calibrated to align the two projectors. In
particular, the positions of the two projectors were adjusted to guarantee that the
center points of projectors, projected region and silver screen, positioned on the
same horizontal line (central horizontal line as shown in Figure C.1) and the line
was perpendicular to the silver screen. Moreover, the angles of stackers and the
keystones of the projectors were adjusted with the help of projected Hermann grid
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Figure C.1: The polarized display system.

images. The adjustment of display system was finished once the two Hermann grid
images from the left and right projectors were exactly overlapped.

C.2.1.3 Measurement of System-introduced Crosstalk

After the alignment, system-introduced crosstalk was measured. As defined in
[27], the terminology and mathematical definitions of crosstalk are diverse and
sometimes contradictory. We adopt the definition of system-introduced crosstalk
as the degree of the unexpected light leakage from the unintended channel to the
intended channel. In particular, we measured the leakage in a situation where
the left and right test images have the maximum difference in brightness. The
system-introduced crosstalk is measured mathematically as follows,

Pl =
LxGL(WB) − LxGL(BB)
LxD(WB) − LxD(BB)

(C.1)

where WB denotes a pair of test images (the left image is completely in white,
whilst the right in black), and BB is another image pair both in black. LxD

denotes the luminance measured on silver screen and LxGL denotes the luminance
after the right lens of polarized glasses, which is cling to the silver screen. Pl

denotes the system-introduced crosstalk from the left channel to the right, which
was approximately 3% in our experiments.

C.2.1.4 Room Conditions

The test room had the length of 11.0m, width of 5.6m and height of 2.7m. During
the subjective tests, all the doors and windows of the test room were closed and
covered by black curtains. In addition, the lights in the room were turned off except
for one reading lamp to shed light on the answering sheet when entering subjective
scores.
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Figure C.2: The comfort zone of a display system and generated points of stimulus
in the space.

C.2.2 Test Design
Binocular disparity is especially invoked in stereoscopic displays and presented to
viewers for inducing the perception of stereoscopic depth. However, current stereo-
scopic displays often have convergence-accommodation mismatch that the screen is
always accommodated regardless wherever the convergence point is located. This
convergence-accommodation mismatch is not a natural function of the HVS and
can further cause viewers discomfort. Therefore, the comfort zone for stereoscopic
displays [19] is usually limited. The authors of [7] pointed out that such comfort
zone can change across stereoscopic displays and the maximum disparity of comfort
zone for certain displays can be calculated. As can be seen in Figure C.2, two green
points located at the positions within the maximum disparity of comfort zone can
be viewed comfortably, while the red point beyond the maximum disparity might
cause uncomfortable viewing experience. A test stimulus with different disparity
levels between the left and right images can generate plenty of green or red points at
different positions in the space. Thus, we believe that the generated points located
in different ranges of comfort zone result in different viewing experiences. Based on
the calculated maximum disparity of the display system in our subjective quality
experiments, different kinds of stimuli with different disparity levels were generated
to cover a full range of QoE levels. In total 240 test cases (10 scene contents ×
3 camera baselines × 2 screen sizes × 4 viewing positions) have been included, as
detailed in the following subsection.

C.2.2.1 Maximum Disparity of Display

The maximum disparity of our display system is calculated using the following
equations as in [7] and the viewing positions are further selected according to the
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maximum disparity.

Zf = d − 1
1/d + dof

, Zb =

{
1

1/d−dof − d, if d < 5
∞, if d ≥ 5

(C.2)

Df =
Zf × e

(d − Zf ) × pw
, Db =

Zb × e

(Zb + d) × pw
(C.3)

where d, e, pw and dof are the viewing distance, pupillary distance, pixel width of
the display and depth of focus (DOF), respectively, Zf and Zb denote the foreground
and background distances of the comfort viewing zone in meter, and Df and Db are
the corresponding maximum foreground and background disparity levels in terms
of pixel. When d is below 5, Df is equal to Db. The values of e and dof are usually
assumed to be 65mm and 0.2diopter, respectively. Additionally, pw is also fixed
in our display system, which is 1.46mm calculated by dividing the screen width
(1.98m) by the horizontal resolution (1360). Therefore, the viewing distance is the
only variable determining the maximum disparity.

We designed two viewing distances 2.2m and 3.9m resulting in the maximum
disparity levels to be 20 and 35 pixels, respectively. Additionally, another two
positions at 15◦ away from the center were used in order to investigate the impact
of viewing position on stereoscopic QoE assessment. Subsequently, the four viewing
positions were named as Near Center (V1), Near Side (V2), Far Center (V3), and
Far Side (V4), respectively, as illustrated in Figure C.1.

C.2.2.2 Maximum Disparity of Test Stimuli

Test stimuli with a wide range of disparity levels were generated from different scene
contents, camera baselines and image resolutions. These three factors determine
disparity. Particularly, camera baseline reflects the general disparity information
of all objects in a scene, while the disparity difference between different objects is
dependent on relative depth structures in the scene content. Moreover, disparity is
usually measured in a unit of pixel rather than metric unit; it is, thus, affected by
the resolution of imaging sensor.

Five indoor and seven outdoor scenes, as shown in Figure C.3, were selected
from a publicly available 3D image quality EPFL-QoE database [1, 2]. Among
these scenes, the contents Trees and Grass were selected as training example and a
dummy test stimulus, respectively. All the scene contents were originally captured
at the resolution of 1920×1080 and stored in high quality without any perceptible
compression distortions. The main consideration of combining outdoor and indoor
scenes is to assess different depth ranges of scene content for various disparity
structures. In addition, these scene contents also contain various complex features
in contrast, textures and colors. The captured images had been applied by spatial
and color alignment using a relative vertical and horizontal translation based on
point correspondences and histogram matching, respectively, in the EPFL-QoE
database. Thus no further post-processing was not required in our experiments.
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(a) Trees (b) Grass (c) Construction (d) Moped

(e) Sculpture (f) Closeup (g) Bikes (h) Hallway

(i) Tables (j) Sofa (k) Notebook (l) Feet

Figure C.3: Snapshots of 12 scenes selected from the EPFL-QoE database.

For each scene content, three camera baselines (10cm, 20cm and 30cm) and two
resolutions (1280×720 and 720×405) were selected to constitute different dispari-
ties, which were located in different ranges of maximum disparity levels (20 and 35
pixels) of our display. In particular, three baselines were shot originally, but two
resolutions were down-sampled from the original one of 1920×1080. Consequently,
two screen sizes corresponding to these two resolutions were simulated because all
the images were presented in their actual sizes. Since the viewers watched the im-
ages on the screen directly, the influence factor of resolution can be actually replaced
by screen size and it was divided into two categories, namely, Large (1.86m×1.00m)
and Small (1.05m×0.56m). When the two screen sizes were combined with the two
designed viewing distances, four fields of views (FOV) were consequently formed
which were 15◦ (Small, Far), 27◦ (Small, Near; Large, Far) and 46◦ (Large, Near).

Table C.1 lists the constructed maximum disparity for each scene content at
different camera baselines and screen sizes. It can be seen from the table that scene
contents in the configurations of (10cm, Large), (10cm, Small) and (20cm, Small)
were mostly located in the range of maximum display disparity of 35 pixels. This
indicates that these stimuli can be viewed without any discomfort at a far viewing
distance. Other configurations were beyond 35 pixels but to different extents of
uncomfortable viewing. In near viewing distance, scene content in the configuration
of (10cm, Small) is the only one mostly located in its comfort zone (20 pixels).
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Table C.1: Maximum disparity of different scene contents at three camera baselines
and two screen sizes

Content Large Small
10cm 20cm 30cm 10cm 20cm 30cm

Construction 16 36 54 9 20 31
Moped 29 65 59 17 37 55

Sculpture 19 43 64 11 24 36
Closeup 20 46 72 11 26 40

Bikes 26 50 77 14 28 44
Hallway 50 103 156 28 58 88
Tables 23 49 78 13 28 44
Sofa 23 45 69 13 25 39

Notebook 36 77 131 20 43 74
Feet 35 72 134 20 40 75

C.2.3 Test Methodology
C.2.3.1 Single Stimulus

Among different methodologies for subjective quality assessment of SDTV pictures
in ITU-R BT. 500 [14], three widely used methods are Double Stimulus Continuous
Quality Scale (DSCQS), Double Stimulus Impairment Scale (DSIS), and Single
Stimulus (SS). In this study, as several camera baselines for each scene have been
considered, the original reference 3D images were not available. Therefore, the SS
method was used, which has also been widely adopted in assessing stereoscopic
image quality levels with varying camera baselines in [25, 29, 8].

C.2.3.2 Subjects

A total of 30 subjects (18 males and 12 females, aged from 23 to 47 years old)
recruited from the Norwegian University of Science and Technology participated
in the tests. Before the training sessions, a screen test was performed to collect
visual characteristics of subjects, including pupillary distance (measured by a ruler),
normal or corrected binocular vision (tested by the Snellen chart), color vision
(tested by the Ishihara), and stereo vision (tested by the TV-04 and TV-07 in
ITU-R BT. 1438 [13]). All the subjects had binocular visual acuity larger than 1.0,
stereo vision smaller than 30 arcsecond and no colorblind subjects were detected.
The pupillary distance of subjects varied from 62 to 74 millimeters.

C.2.3.3 Training Session

In the tests, all the subjects were divided into 15 groups, each of which consisted of
two subjects. All of them participated in both training and test sessions. During
the training sessions, two subjects seated at the Far Center and Far Side viewing
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Table C.2: Explanations of five categorical adjectival levels and training examples
of the Trees scene

Levels Explanation Examples
(baseline, size)

Excellent Positive
Negative: Enjoy the experience
very much. (10cm, Large)

Good Positive>Negative: Accept viewing such
quality happily in daily life. (20cm, Large)

Fair Positive≈Negative: Accept viewing such
quality but reluctantly. (30cm, Small)

Poor Positive<Negative: Refuse to accept view-
ing such quality. (40cm, Small)

Bad Positive�Negative: Feel headache and do
not want to view 3D again. (50cm, Large)

positions. A 5-scale adjectival categorical measure with a presentation example
from the Tree content at each quality level was used to benchmark and harmonize
the measure scale between subjects, as shown in Table C.2. When an example
image pair was presented, the test operator verbally explained the corresponding
quality level to the subjects. The subjects were told to judge quality by comparing
the positive 3D effect with the negative. The positive effect refers to the binocular
depth, immersiveness and reality, while the negative effect can be caused by dis-
comfort arising from 3D fusion limitations, visible binocular artifacts and geometric
distortions. In addition, a detailed definition of each scale was provided to the sub-
jects in form of written instructions (see Table C.2). The subjects were encouraged
to view the representative examples as long as they wished and ask questions if they
needed any further clarifications. An answering sheet marked with the correspond-
ing quality level (diagonal line on the continual scale) was shown to the subjects
when the example image pairs were displayed in order for them to become familiar
with the same procedure to be performed in the real test sessions. The training
sessions would continue until the subjects could understand and distinguish the five
different quality levels.

C.2.3.4 Test Session

Since the number of test configurations (240) was too large for a single session,
each test session was split into two sub-sessions. During each sub-session, 60 test
images were randomly presented to two subjects (A and B) seated at respective
positions. If starting from the positions of Far Center (subject A) and Far Side
(subject B) in the first sub-session, they would switch to the positions Near Side
(subject A) and Near Center (subject B), respectively, in the second sub-session.
They could also start from Near positions and switch to Far positions subsequently.
Additionally, at the beginning of each sub-session, the subjects were presented by 3
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dummy versions derived from the Grass scene in an order of (50cm, Large), (10cm,
Small) and (30cm, Large), to calibrate their quality judgment. The voting on the
dummy images was excluded from the subsequent analysis. During the whole test
period, the subjects were not allowed to ask questions anymore to guarantee that
the test was not interrupted. Each sub-session lasted about 15 minutes, in which
each image was shown for 10 seconds, plus another 5 seconds to enter the score
on the answering sheet. To avoid visual fatigue, a 5 minutes break was inserted
between two sub-sessions. In total 15 testing samples were obtained for each viewing
position.

C.2.4 Observations on the Subjective Scores
The subjective quality scores on the stereoscopic 3D images were observed first by
plotting figures, indicating their relationship with scene content, camera baseline,
screen size and viewing position.

C.2.4.1 Normality Test and Outlier Detection

Quantitative quality of the test stimuli can be performed by averaging the voted
quality scores across the participated subjects. Therefore, Mean Opinion Score
(MOS) is often used in current quality assessment methodologies, in which the
subjective scores are assumed to be subject to the normal distribution. In this work,
a β2 test [14] based on the kurtosis coefficient was employed for normality validation.
We classified the β2 test results into three categories: normal distribution (2 ≤
β2 ≤ 4), close to normal distribution (1 ≤ β2 < 2 or 4 < β2 ≤ 5) and non-
normal distribution (β2 < 1 or β2 > 5). If the ratio of normal and close to normal
distributions was more than 80% out of the total test stimuli, we can reasonably
assume that the subjective scores follow a normal distribution. The results showed
that the majority of stimuli (159 of 240) were normally distributed and (48 of 240)
were close to normal, while the rest (33 of 240) were not. Therefore, the subjective
scores across the subjects can be assumed to be reasonably subject to the normal
distribution. In addition, subjects who produced votes significantly distant from the
average scores should be removed from result analysis. Thus, an outlier detection
was performed according to the guidelines described in [14], but no outliers were
detected in our experiments.

C.2.4.2 MOS and Observations

The MOS values and 95% Confidence Interval (CI), computed from the raw qual-
ity scores, are plotted in Figure C.4 with respect to the camera baselines under
different viewing conditions for the 10 scene contents. It can be seen that the CIs
are usually very small indicating a high consistence of the quality scores across
subjects. Generally speaking, the MOS values significantly vary across different
scene contents and decrease when increasing the camera baseline. Therefore, both
scene content and camera baseline may have strong impact on QoE individually.
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Moreover, when increasing the camera baseline, the decreasing slope of MOS in
Moped, Hallway, Tables and Notebook scenes is more significant than that in other
scenes. This indicates that the differences on MOS among camera baselines are not
same in each scene contents, which implies an interaction between camera baseline
and scene content in QoE assessment. By taking the factor of screen size into ac-
count, it can be seen that the difference on MOS between Large and Small sizes
with the scenes of Construction and Bikes is larger than that with Closeup and
Tables. Thus, there might also be an interaction between screen size and scene
content. For the contents of Moped, Bikes, Hallway, Sofa, Notebook and Feet, the
difference on MOS between Large and Small sizes at different camera baselines is
relatively large. Thereby, an interaction might exist between screen size and cam-
era baseline or even scene content. However, no clear difference on MOS has been
observed between the viewing distances of Near and Far, Center and Side, since
the MOSs of different viewing positions stick to each other in all scene contents,
camera baselines and screen sizes. Therefore, viewing positions can be considered
to have no significant impact on QoE.

C.3 Exploring the Relationship between Requisite
Factors and QoE

The indicated relationship between above requisite factors and stereoscopic QoE
can be further confirmed by extracting significant factors from a statistical analysis.
Moreover, a separate requisite factor, crosstalk level, will be explored in this section.
Subsequently, the perceptual attributes of stereoscopic QoE can be employed to
bridge the gap between low-level requisite factors and high-level users’ viewing
experience.

C.3.1 Requisite Factors
C.3.1.1 Significant Factors in Subjective Tests

In order to verify the above observations and evaluate the impact of the independent
variables (scene content, camera baseline, screen size, viewing position) on the
dependent variable (stereoscopic QoE), we have employed ANalysis Of VAriance
(ANOVA) to analyze the subjective quality scores. ANOVA is a useful tool to test
the equality hypothesis of means between two or more sample groups using p value.

We have used the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) statistics
(version 17.0) for result analysis. Figure C.5 shows the ANOVA analysis results
under an entire null hypothesis. In the figure, SC, CB and LS denote the within-
subjects factors including scene content, camera baseline and screen size, respec-
tively, NF and CS denote the between-subjects factors, including two groups of
viewing positions, Near versus Far and Center versus Side. The symbol * indicates
existence of interaction between two factors, and the horizontal red line equal to
0.95 represents the threshold of significant difference. It can be seen from Figure
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C.5 that SC, CB, LS*SC, LS*CB, SC*CB and LS*SC*CB are beyond the signifi-
cant difference threshold. Thus, these are significant factors for stereoscopic QoE.
It means that scene content and camera baseline have significant impact on QoE
individually, and there are 2-factors and 3-factors interactions between screen size,
scene content and camera baseline in terms of stereoscopic QoE. However, other
factors have no significant impact or interaction on stereoscopic QoE. The ANOVA
analysis results are in accordance with the observations in the previous section.

C.3.1.2 Crosstalk Level

Nowadays, system-introduced crosstalk exists in almost all stereoscopic screen dis-
plays. Although crosstalk reduction and cancelation technologies are often adopted
to eliminate the crosstalk artifact, neither of them can completely eliminate it.
Therefore, crosstalk level of display is another requisite factor in current stereo-
scopic display systems. The crosstalk levels of various stereoscopic displays are
different. As measured in Subsection C.2.1.3, the crosstalk level in our projected po-
larized display is approximately 3%. While in Hyundai S465D display, the crosstalk
level is about 1.3% in the max white brightness. These are two polarized displays
employed in Q2S-QoE and EPFL-QoE databases, respectively. In these polarized
displays, the consistence of the system-introduced crosstalk has also been verified
over the display, between projectors, and among different combinations of bright-
ness between left and right test images. The system-introduced crosstalk can be
simulated by the algorithm developed in [5], as summarized in the following equa-
tion: {

Rc = Ro + P × Lo

Lc = Lo + P × Ro

(C.4)

where Lo and Ro denote the original left and right views shown on the stereoscopic
display, Lc and Rc are the perceived images influenced by the system-introduced
crosstalk of stereoscopic display, and the parameter P is the crosstalk level.

C.3.2 Perceptual Attributes

Perceptual attributes are the sensorial results of HVS, thereby they can more ac-
curately represent QoE perception rather than the requisite factors. It was pointed
out in [25] that the overall QoE is a trade-off between perceived image distor-
tion, perceived depth and visual strain. Particularly, crosstalk is one of the most
annoying distortions degrading stereoscopic image perception in the visualization
stage. In addition, perceived depth and visual strain condition each other in ways
of strong perceived depth usually brings more visual strain while weak perceived
depth often related to less visual strain. We named this attribute as depth enabled
visual comfort and found that it can be represented by a derivation from comfort
zone to some extent.
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C.3.2.1 Crosstalk Perception

It can be assumed that crosstalk can always be perceived during the subjective
tests (i.e., the Q2S and EPFL QoE tests) under two conditions. One is that both
displays in Q2S-QoE and EPFL-QoE databases have system-introduced crosstalk
levels, which were measured as 3% and 1.3%, respectively. The other is that the
camera baseline of the test stimuli in Q2S-QoE and EPFL-QoE tests is adequately
large and the maximum reaches 300mm and 600mm, respectively, because it is
known from the subjective tests in [25, 29] that higher crosstalk levels are more
visible at larger camera base distances. Thus, it is inevitable that the participants
perceived the visible crosstalk when assessing the perceived quality in the Q2S-QoE
and EPFL-QoE tests. Moreover, the perceived visual stimuli can be simulated by
equation (C.4).

As implied in [35], crosstalk perception further relies on its three perceptual
attributes, namely shadow degree, separation distance, and spatial position of
crosstalk. In particular, shadow degree and separation distance of crosstalk are
the distinctness and distance of crosstalk against from the original view, respec-
tively. They are 2D perceptual attributes which can be perceived via single eye
view. While spatial position of crosstalk is 3D perceptual attribute, which is the
impact of crosstalk position in 3D space on perception when the left and right views
are fused and 3D perception is generated. Furthermore, these 2D perceptual at-
tributes interact mutually and the 3D perceptual attribute only impacts the visible
crosstalk satisfying requirements of 2D perceptual attributes.

C.3.2.2 Depth Enabled Visual Comfort

A visual stimulus located in the comfort zone of a stereoscopic display indicates
that it is below the perceptual-physiological limitations of HVS and cannot cause
uncomfortable viewing experience. However, visual comfort does not always exist
for stimuli with different disparity levels due to the limited comfort zone of current
stereoscopic displays. Therefore, we believe that the stimuli located in different
parts in the comfort zone will raise different viewing experiences.

As illustrated in Figure C.2, the points of a specified image pairs (stimulus)
on particular display can be categorized into two groups: inside (green points)
and outside (red points) of the comfort zone of display. The inside points can be
viewed without discomfort, while the outside points can be introduced with visual
discomfort. It indicates that the visual comfort should be related to the ratio of
the points located in the comfort zone of the display system. However, the ratio
is not a single indicator. If all the points of a stimulus are located in the comfort
zone, viewers usually prefer those points closer to the maximum disparity, since
they can provide stronger depth perception while not causing any discomfort. This
implies that visual comfort can also be dependent on disparity amplitude of those
points inside the comfort zone. Therefore, we believe that the depth enabled visual
comfort of stereoscopic QoE should reflect both the ratio of points located in the
comfort zone of the display system and their disparity amplitude.
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C.3.3 Analysis of Relationship between Requisite Factors and
Perceptual Attributes

In our previous work [35], we have found out that crosstalk level, camera baseline
and scene content have significant impacts on crosstalk perception, and also they
have 2-factors interactions between each other in terms of the impact on crosstalk
perception. Specifically, shadow degree of crosstalk is related to crosstalk level and
contrast of scene content and their interaction, while separation distance of crosstalk
is related to camera baseline and depth of scene content and their interaction.
Thereby, the interaction between 2D perceptual attributes depends on interaction
between camera baseline and crosstalk level, interaction between contrast and depth
of scene content, and the 3-factors interaction among camera baseline, crosstalk
level and scene content. Moreover, spatial position of crosstalk has a relationship
to the depth of scene content in the visible crosstalk region.

When depth enabled visual comfort is considered, it is a mutual result between
test stimuli and stereoscopic display. Relevant factors of test stimuli include depth
of scene content, camera baseline and image resolution, since they can determine
the disparity in pixel unit. On the other hand, the comfort zone of a stereoscopic
display is usually determined by the viewing distance, pupillary distance, depth of
focus (DOF) and pixel width of the display, as shown in equation (C.2). However,
only pixel width of screen and viewing position are variable, since pupillary distance
and DOF of an individual viewer are usually assumed to be constant. In addition,
as viewing distance is found to have no significant effect to QoE in Subsection
C.3.1.1, we have set the viewing distance to be 3 times of the display height in our
experiments, which is also conform to standard suggestions. Moreover, the QoE
significant factor screen size is exhibited in the screen resolution and pixel width,
and it is necessary to make the image resolution of test stimuli same to the screen
resolution.

The aforementioned relationship between perceptual attributes of QoE and req-
uisite factors is summarized in Table C.3. It can be seen that the relationship
between a single perceptual attribute and its factors is relatively clear. However,
it is still unclear how these perceptual attributes contributed to the stereoscopic
QoE, which will be explored in the next section by proposing objective metric and
making use of the subjective scores.

C.4 Towards a Stereoscopic QoE Metric

An objective quality metric for stereoscopic QoE in the simplest stereoscopic system
can be developed by modeling the aforementioned perceptual attributes. This
section explains the derivation of the metric and the validation of the metric with
respect to Q2S-QoE and EPFL-QoE databases, respectively.
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Table C.3: Relationship between QoE perceptual attributes and requisite factors:
crosstalk level (CL), camera baseline (CB), size of screen(S S), resolution of screen
(S R), pixel width of screen (S PW), viewing position (VP), contrast of scene con-
tent (SC C), depth of scene content (SC D), both contrast and depth of scene
content (SC CD)

Perceptual attributes Related factors
Crosstalk perception Shadow degree CL, SC C, CL*SC C

Separation distance CB, SC D, CL*SC D
Shadow degree *
Separation distance

CL*CB, SC CD,
CL*CB*SC CD

Spatial position SC D in visible
crosstalk region

Depth enabled visual
comfort

Disparity of test
stimuli

CB, SC D, S R, and
their 2-factors and 3-
factors interaction

Comfort zone of
stereoscopic display S PW(S S/S R), VP

C.4.1 Crosstalk Perception
We have modeled the crosstalk perception by combining two maps, namely, a struc-
tural similarity (SSIM) map and a filtered depth map, representing the 2D and 3D
perceptual attributes of crosstalk, respectively [35]. In this work a filtered disparity
map with relative depth is employed to replace the filtered depth map with absolute
depth in [35] in order to represent spatial position more appropriately. Although
these two maps often exhibit similar performance of crosstalk perception, the ad-
vantage of using disparity map is that camera intrinsic and extrinsic parameters
which are often not available in stereo image pairs are not required when estimating
the disparity map. Therefore, the proposed metric in this work can be applied in
practical systems.

C.4.1.1 SSIM Map

The SSIM quality measure proposed by Z. Wang et al. [26] assumes that the
measurement of structural information provides a good estimation of the perceived
image quality. The structural similarity measure is constructed based on compar-
ison of three components: luminance, contrast, and structure, between an original
image in perfect quality and its distorted version. In our case, the original image
is the one showed on the stereoscopic display without any crosstalk Lo, and the
distorted version is the one perceived by the viewer with both system-introduced
and simulated crosstalk Lc. Thus, the SSIM index map can be defined as follows,

Ls = SSIM(Lo, Lc) (C.5)
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where SSIM denotes the SSIM model in [26] and Ls is the generated SSIM index
map of the left eye view.

C.4.1.2 Disparity Map

Disparity defines the difference captured by two cameras instead of eyes in com-
puter stereovision, and a disparity map can be estimated based on two-frame stereo
correspondence algorithms. In this work, we adopted a method using the Sum of
Squared Difference plus Min Filter (SSDMF) [23] to estimate the disparity infor-
mation.

Rdis = SSDMF (Ro, Lo) (C.6)

where Rdis denotes the disparity map computed by SSDMF. The disparity map is
a gray image with black pixels denoting the smallest disparity 0 whilst white pixels
being the largest 255.

Subsequently, a filtered disparity map is defined based on the SSIM index map,
as following in equation (C.7):

Rpdis(i, j) =
{

Rdis(i, j) if Ls(i, j) < 0.977
0 if Ls(i, j) ≥ 0.977 (C.7)

where i and j are the pixel indices, Rpdis denotes the filtered disparity map corre-
sponding to the visible crosstalk region of left eye image.

C.4.1.3 Metric for Crosstalk Perception

Based on the above analysis, crosstalk perception can be considered as an inte-
gration of the SSIM index map and the filtered disparity map. Consequently, a
crosstalk perception index is defined, as following in equation (C.8):

Vcp = AV G(Ls × (1 − Rpdis/255)) (C.8)

where AV G and array multiply .∗ denote the average operation and the element-by-
element multiplication, respectively. Vcp is the final predicted value of the objective
metric for crosstalk perception. As can be seen in the equation, the filtered disparity
map Rpdis is normalized into the interval [0, 1] first by dividing the maximum depth
value 255, and then by subtracting it from 1 in order to be consistent with the
physical meaning of SSIM index map that a lower pixel value in SSIM index map
indicates a larger crosstalk distortion.

C.4.2 Metric for Depth Enabled Visual Comfort
As analyzed in Subsection C.3.2.2, both the ratio of points located in the comfort
zone of a display system and the disparity amplitude of those points should be
modeled in presenting depth enabled visual comfort perceptual attribute. Specif-
ically, the maximum disparity of comfort zone can be calculated using equations
(C.2) and (C.3) and the disparity amplitudes of points can be represented by the
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disparity levels of the corresponding pixel pairs in stimuli, namely, disparity map.
Subsequently, the metric is defined in the following equation:

Vdevc =
∑

Rdis(i, j)
D × Res

, if Rdis(i, j) ≤ D (C.9)

where i and j are pixel indices, Res is the resolution of the stimulus, D denotes
the maximum disparity of comfort zone, and

∑
denotes the sum operation. Vdevc

can express both the ratio and disparity amplitude of those points in the comfort
zone by summing up the disparity amplitude of the points in the comfort zone,
and then divided it by the resolution of the stimulus and the maximum disparity
of the comfort zone. In particular, the maximum disparity D in the denominator is
used for normalization and its values for the Hunydai display and our rear projected
system are 42.3, 26.8 and 15.0 pixels, respectively, as shown in Table C.4. Moreover,
Vdevc reaches its maximum 1 when all the pixels of a stimulus have a same disparity
equal to D, indicating maximal perceived depth and visual comfort. On the other
hand, it reaches the minimum 0 while the stimuli has zero disparity or only disparity
outside the comfort zone, where the former indicates no perceived depth and the
latter no visual comfort.

C.4.3 Objective Metric for Stereoscopic QoE
The overall stereoscopic QoE is an integrated result of crosstalk perception and
depth enabled visual comfort. Thus, the objective metric for predicting the overall
QoE is developed by combining them linearly, as explained in equation (C.10):

VQoE = (1 − α) × Vcp + α × Vdevc (C.10)

where α is a weight in the interval of [0, 1] to balance the crosstalk perception and
depth enabled visual comfort in the overall stereoscopic QoE VQoE. In particular,
an optimal value of α can be calculated by cross validation, as explained in the next
subsection. For a certain α, when the disparity of a stimulus increases, the crosstalk
perception becomes more visible whilst the Vcp decreases towards 0. However, Vdevc

may first increase in prior to that most of the disparity reaches D and then decrease
afterwards.

C.4.4 Experimental Results
The performance of an objective quality metric can be evaluated by a comparison
with respect to the MOS values obtained in subjective quality tests. The proposed
metric has been validated against both the Q2S-QoE and EPFL-QoE databases.
The requisite factors of the two databases vary in different levels increasing the
complexity and robustness of the database, as listed in Table C.4, and thus can
provide a better verification of the proposed metric.

As the metric employs the weight α, a cross validation was adopted to demon-
strate the performance of the proposed metrics. A 3 runs of 3-fold cross validation
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Table C.4: Overview of Q2S and EPFL QoE databases with most of the requisite
factors in the simplest stereoscopic system

Database EPFL-QoE[8] Q2S-QoE[33]

Test cases 54 = 9SC × 6CB ×
1SS × 1V P

240 = 10SC ×
3CB × 2SS × 4V P

Scene content (SC) Captureed(JPEG) Captureed(JPEG)
Camera baseline (CB) 100-600mm 100-300mm

Polarized display Hyundai S465D Rear projected sys-
tem (Figure C.1)

Crosstalk level 1.3% 3%

Screen size (SS) 1.01m × 0.57m
1.86m × 1.00m;
1.05m × 0.56m

Screen Resolution 1920 × 1080 1280 × 960;
720 × 405

Pixel width 0.53mm 1.46mm

Viewing position (VP) 2m 3.9m, 2.2m,
Center and Side

Assumed viewing position 1.71m 1.68m, 1.00m
Maximal disparity 42.3 pixel 26.8 pixel;15.0 pixel

was applied to an integrated database combining the Q2S-QoE (240 test cases) and
EPFL-QoE (54 test cases) databases. Specifically, in a K-fold cross validation, the
samples in the integrated database are randomly partitioned into K subsamples.
An arbitrary single subsample has been extracted from the K subsamples and used
as the test set for evaluating the metric, while the rest K-1 subsamples have been
used for training the weight. The cross validation process is then repeated K times
(the folds), in which each of the K subsamples is used exactly once for the test. K
results from the folds are then averaged to produce a single estimation. An N runs
of K-fold cross validation involves running K-fold cross validation N times and the
average of the N results is taken as the final estimation result.

The proposed metric was compared with two commonly used 2D image quality
metrics Vpsnr and Vssim, as well as other stereoscopic QoE metrics Vdis, Vsdis, Vsdiss

and Vcdis proposed in our previous work [30, 31, 34] using the following equations.

Vpsnr = PSNR(Lo, Lc) (C.11)

Vssim = AV G(Ls) (C.12)

Vdis = AV G(1 − Rdis/255) (C.13)

Vsdis = AV G(Ls × (1 − Rdis/255)) (C.14)
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Vsdiss = (1 − β) × AV G(Ls × (1 − Rdis/255)) + β × S (C.15)

where Vpsnr and Vssim are the 2D metrics calculated between the original and
crosstalk added left image, instead of original left and right images. Vdis is the
average disparity of the stimuli which represents the scene content and camera
baseline without taking into account the properties of the display. Vsdis made
use of the SSIM map Ls to integrate the system-introduced crosstalk, and Vsdiss

further takes the significant factor screen size into consideration with a weighted
combination. The values of S have been set to 1.86, 1.05 and 1.01 corresponding
to different screen sizes in the test databases, respectively.

To evaluate these metrics, Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), Pearson correla-
tion coefficient, and Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient have been selected
as the criteria. They are calculated between the objective values MOSp after a
nonlinear regression using equation (C.16), suggested by the Video Quality Ex-
perts Group (VQEG), against the subjective scores MOS.

MOSp = b1/(1 + exp(−b2 × (r(V ) − b3))) (C.16)

where b1, b2 and b3 are the regression coefficients, r(V ) is the predicted quality value
calculated by a metric V , and exp is the exponential function. The main purpose
of the nonlinear regression is to unify r(V ) to the range of the MOS values.

Table C.5 lists the evaluation results of all the objective metrics in respect to the
integrated database. When the parameter α or β has been used, a 3 runs of 3-fold
cross validation was applied. In particular, the parameters were optimized in the
training set and the evaluation results were calculated in the test set. Corresponding
to the results in Table C.5, α was optimized to be 1 for 7 times, 0.87 for 1 time
and 0.84 for 1 time, and β was optimized to 0.05 for 5 times and 0.04 for 4 times.

According to the results, the proposed metric VQoE and two other metrics Vdevc

and Vsdiss exhibit similar performance and are significantly better than Vpsnr, Vssim

and Vcp while slightly better than Vdis and Vsdis. This shows that 2D metrics (Vpsnr,
Vssim) without considering 3D characteristics and the metric Vcp based on crosstalk
perception alone cannot provide a good prediction of stereoscopic QoE. Moreover,

Table C.5: Evaluation results of different metrics
Metrics RMSE Pearson Spearman

VQoE 0.463 0.854 0.801
Vcp 0.778 0.528 0.407

Vdevc 0.469 0.852 0.800
Vpsnr 0.860 0.289 0.324
Vssim 0.821 0.419 0.344
Vdis 0.513 0.820 0.744
Vsdis 0.510 0.821 0.747
Vsdiss 0.456 0.859 0.805
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it can be seen that Vdis and Vsdis without taking screen size into consideration have
a slightly worse performance than Vsdiss, which indicates that the compensation
of screen size is necessary but its effect is limited. This phenomenon can also be
observed from the value (0.05 or 0.04) of parameter β. Moreover, Vdis and Vsdis

have similar performance indicating that combining SSIM map Ls with disparity
map Rdis cannot significantly improve their performance. This might be due to the
low crosstalk level of the used displayed systems and the small difference between
them. Such a guess was verified again by VQoE , where Vcp and Vdevc have been
combined while Vcp has been assigned almost no weight. This phenomenon implies
that crosstalk perception is not quite perceptible in these two databases, while
it does not suggest that crosstalk perception has no contributions to stereoscopic
QoE. When system-introduced crosstalk achieves certain level, crosstalk perception
often plays a significant role in the overall QoE perception. Furthermore, VQoE is
more tenable and convincing when compared to Vsdiss, although they have similar
performance. Since VQoE is constructed by the perceptual attributes of QoE, while
Vsdiss is composed by some significant factors, thus VQoE is more understandable
from perceptual view point. Therefore, we have chosen VQoE as the best metric for
stereoscopic QoE prediction instead of Vdevc and Vsdiss.

C.5 Conclusions
In this study, we have investigated the influence of four requisite factors on stereo-
scopic QoE assessment, including scene content, camera baseline, screen size and
viewing position, by conducting a series of subjective quality tests. Typical test
configurations have been designed to cover a full range of stereoscopic QoE changes
in terms of disparity coverage between maximum disparity supported by displays
and constructed disparity by test stimuli. The observation from the MOS result
plots and the ANOVA statistical results demonstrated that scene content, cam-
era baseline, as well as the interactions between screen size, scene content and
camera baseline, have significant impacts on stereoscopic QoE, while other factors,
especially viewing position related, have virtually no significant impact. Further-
more, the system-introduced crosstalk level has been identified to be a significant
factor of crosstalk perception, which together with depth enabled visual comfort
are two perceptual attributes of stereoscopic QoE. Based on the understanding of
these perceptual attributes, an objective metric for predicting stereoscopic QoE
has been proposed and validated against two stereoscopic quality databases by a
cross validation, showing a high correlation (over 85%) with the subjective quality
evaluation. However, the robustness of the proposed metric to other stereoscopic
displays with different system-introduced crosstalk levels and screen sizes need to
be further validated. Moreover, this study has been limited in the simplest stereo-
scopic imaging system, potential extensions to include all stages in the processing
chain of 3D signals and the associated artefacts, e.g. compression artefacts, will
also be investigated in future work.
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Figure C.4: MOS and CI (significance of 95%) of subjective scores for all test images.
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Figure C.5: Significant difference histogram of a 5-way ANOVA.
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Abstract
The stereoscopic 3D industry has fallen short of achieving acceptable quality of
experience (QoE) because of various technical limitations, such as excessive dis-
parity, accommodation-convergence mismatch. This study investigates the effect
of scene content, camera baseline, screen size and viewing location on stereoscopic
QoE in a holistic approach. 240 typical test configurations are taken into account,
in which a wide range of disparity constructed from the shooting conditions (scene
content, camera baseline, sensor resolution/screen size) was selected from datasets,
making the constructed disparities locate in different ranges of maximal disparity
supported by viewing environment (viewing location). Second, an extensive sub-
jective test is conducted using a single stimulus methodology, in which 15 samples
at each viewing location were obtained. Finally, a statistical analysis is performed
and the results reveal that scene content, camera baseline, as well as the inter-
actions between screen size, scene content and camera baseline, have significant
impact on QoE in stereoscopic images, while other factors, especially viewing lo-
cation involved, have almost no significant impact. The generated mean opinion
scores (MOS) and the statistical results can be used to design stereoscopic quality
metrics and validate their performance.
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D.1 Introduction

The introduction of three-dimensional television (3DTV) to the home environment
is approaching and has been compared to the transition from black-and-white to
color TV. The most important incentive for deploying 3DTV is that it can offer
richer immersive and realistic experience by introducing binocular depth. Nowa-
days, 3DTV has adopted stereoscopic 3D imaging technology which is believed to
be the most mature and cost effective technique, when compared to integral imag-
ing and holography. Specifically, stereoscopic imaging is based on capturing a pair
of two-dimensional (2D) images, and then separately delivering them to respective
eyes. Consequently, 3D perception is generated in the human visual system (HVS).
However, due to excessive disparity and accommodation-convergence mismatch,
stereoscopic imaging technology still fails to provide satisfying viewing experience
with all different cases. Therefore, kinds of factors and their impact on quality of
experience (QoE) of stereoscopic imaging need to be thoroughly investigated.

It is already known that stereoscopic 3D experience is influenced by a complex
combination of different factors. Typically, these factors include the characteristics
of 3D content, the configurations of capture and display systems, selections of image
processing mechanism, and the perceptual-physiological limitations of HVS. In [6],
a comprehensive summery of factors affecting stereoscopic QoE are listed.

Usually subjective tests are conducted to understand how part of aforementioned
influence factors impact the overall QoE. Some of these tests [17, 19, 12, 13, 16, 3]
focused on how the distortions induced by image processing technology affect QoE.
Compression related factors [13, 16, 3] are widely studied. Some efforts have also
been devoted to studying the influence of different capture and display configura-
tions on QoE. Factors, such as camera baseline [17, 16, 7, 5], screen size [8] and
viewing location [15, 11], are studied independently. While these works deepen
our knowledge, a comprehensive understanding on requisite factors for stereoscopic
imaging is still missing. Here requisite factors refer to the factors in the simplest
stereoscopic system containing capture and display systems only. Although the
authors of [18] demonstrated how a rectilinear grid in front of the camera system
has been distorted upon display under various settings of most requisite factors,
further influence of requisite factors on the perceived quality for human subjects
needs to be evaluated quantitatively.

In our study, we use a holistic approach to investigate the influence of some
requisite factors, such as scene content, camera baseline, screen size and viewing
location on stereo QoE in variety of conditions. Particularly, both the characteris-
tics of test stimuli and limitations of HVS were taken into consideration explicitly
when designing the test configurations. Thus, the test configurations were prepared
in order to cover a full range of QoE for a certain display. Then extensive subjective
tests were conducted and statistical analysis was carried out to study the influence
of requisite factors to QoE.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section D.2, we present the
test conditions. The test methodology is described in Section D.3. The subjective
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Figure D.1: The display system for subjective tests.

results are analyzed statistically in Section D.4. Finally, concluding remarks are
given in Section D.5.

D.2 Test Conditions
Since there is a strong interaction between scene content, camera baseline, screen
size and viewing location on QoE, a variety of situations covering a full range of
QoE for certain display have been designed. In the following, we will provide the
details of the display system that was used to perform the subjective tests and show
how the test configurations were designed.

D.2.1 Display System
Polarization technique was used to present 3D images, as illustrated in Figure
D.1. Specifically, two Canon XEED SX50 projectors with resolutions of 1360×768
were placed on a Chief ASE-2000 Adjusta-Set Slide Stacker. The stacker can be
adjusted with +/−7◦ swivel, +/−20◦ tilt and +/−7◦ leveling range. Two Cavision
linear polarizing glass filters with sizes of 4×4” were installed orthogonally in front
of the projectors. In this way, two views were projected and superimposed onto
the backside of a 2.40m×1.20m silver screen. The projected distance between the
projectors and the silver screen was about 3 meters, forming a projected region
occupying the central area of the silver screen with the width of 1.98m and height
of 1.06m. Images with different resolutions were displayed in an actual size mode
in order to simulate different screen sizes. The subjects were asked to view the 3D
images with polarized glasses on the opposite side of the silver screen at predefined
locations.

Prior to the subjective tests, the display system was adjusted in order to minimize
the equipment-introduced crosstalk. In particular, the positions of projectors were
adjusted to guarantee that the center points of projectors, projected region and
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silver screen, located in the same horizontal line (center horizontal line as shown
in Figure D.1) and the line was perpendicular to the silver screen. Moreover, the
angles of stackers and the keystones of the projectors were adjusted with the help
of projected Hermann grid images. The adjustment of display system was finished
when expert viewers could not observe any crosstalk on the projected Hermann
grid image.

During the subjective tests, all the doors and windows of the test room were
closed and covered by black curtains. In addition, the lights in the room were
turned off except for one reading lamp to lighten the answering sheet when entering
subjective scores.

D.2.2 Test Design
Binocular disparity is especially invoked in stereoscopic displays and presented
to viewers for inducing the perception of stereoscopic depth. However, current
stereoscopic displays have convergence-accommodation mismatch that the screen
is always accommodated regardless where the convergence point is located. This
decorrelation is not a natural function of the HVS and can further cause viewers’
discomfort. Therefore, there is a limited comfortable zone for stereoscopic display
[14]. Moreover, the authors of [4] pointed out that such comfortable zone varies
across stereoscopic displays. They employed equations to calculate the maximal
disparity for comfortable viewing of certain display. We believe that stimuli located
in different range of comfortable zone can provide different viewing experiences.
Therefore, based on the calculated maximal disparity of the display system in our
subjective quality experiments, kinds of stimuli with different disparity levels were
generated to cover a full range of QoE. 240 test configurations in total (10 scene
contents×3 camera baselines×2 screen sizes×4 viewing locations) were designed.
The details are given as following. First, the maximal disparity of our display
system is calculated using the following equations as in [4] and viewing locations
are further selected according to the maximal disparity.

Zf = d − 1
1/d + dof

, Zb =

{
1

1/d−dof − d, ifd < 5
∞, ifd ≥ 5

(D.1)

Df =
Zf × e

(d − Zf ) × pw
, Db =

Zb × e

(Zb + d) × pw
(D.2)

where d, e, pw and dof are the viewing distance, pupillary distance, pixel width of
the display and depth of focus (DOF), respectively, Zf and Zb denote the foreground
and background distances of the comfort viewing zone in meter, while Df and Db

are the corresponding maximal foreground and background disparity in terms of
pixel. When d is smaller than 5, Df equals to Db. Especially, e and dof are usually
assumed to be 65mm and 0.2diopter, respectively. Moreover, pw is also fixed in our
display system, which is 1.46mm (1.98m/1360). Thus, the viewing distance is the
only variable decides the maximal disparity.
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We designed two viewing distances 2.2m and 3.9m which resulted in the maximal
disparity to be 20 and 35 pixels, respectively. In addition, an ordinary scenario at
the home environment is that a couple usually watches TV programs side by side
in sofa. Thus, the side effect of 3D perception was designed to be investigated
also by adding another two viewing locations with 15 degrees away from the center
positions. Therefore, x and y coordinates of the four viewing locations were (0m,
2.2m), (0.6m, 2.2m), (0m, 3.9m), and (1.1m, 3.9m), in which we assumed that the X
and Y axis were parallel and perpendicular to the silver screen respectively and the
origin was the projection point of the screen center on the ground. Subsequently,
the four locations were named as Near Center, Near Side, Far Center, Far Side,
respectively.

Second, test stimuli with a wide range of disparities were constructed from dif-
ferent scene contents, camera baselines and image resolutions. These three factors
have mutual influence on disparity. Particularly, camera baseline determines the
general disparity information of all objects in a scene, while the disparity differ-
ence between different objects is dependent on their relative depth structures of
the scene content. Moreover, since disparity is usually treated as pixel unit in an
image instead of metric unit, the disparity in a unit of pixel is also influenced by
the resolution of an imaging sensor.

Five indoor and seven outdoor scenes, as shown in Figure D.2, were selected
from the EPFL database [1, 2]. Among these scenes, contents Trees and Grass
were selected as the training examples and dummy test stimuli, respectively. All
the scene contents were originally captured at the resolution of 1920×1080 and
stored at a high quality without any perceptible compression distortions. The main
consideration of combining outdoor and indoor scenes is to assess different depth
ranges of scene content for various disparity structures. In addition, these scene
contents also contain various complex features in textures and colors. The captured
images were post processed by spatial and color alignment and then used as the test
stimuli. For each scene content, three camera baselines (10cm, 20cm and 30cm)
and two resolutions (1280×720 and 720×405) were selected to constitute different
disparities, which were located in different range of maximal disparities (20 and 35
pixels) of our display. In particular, three baselines were shot originally, but two
resolutions were sampled from 1920×1080 using bicubic interpolation. Two screen
sizes corresponding to the two resolutions (1280×720 and 720×405) were simulated
because the images were presented in their actual sizes. Since screen size was what
perceived directly by viewers, we would rather call the factor resolution as screen
size and name the two screen sizes 1.86m×1.00m and 1.05m×0.56m as Large and
Small, respectively. If the two screen sizes were combined with the two designed
viewing distances, there were four field of views (FOV) which were 15◦, 27◦(two
cases) and 46◦. Table D.1 lists the constructed maximum disparity for each scene
in various camera baselines and screen sizes, which were measured manually by
the authors. It can be seen from the table that scene contents in configurations of
(10cm, Large), (10cm, Small) and (20cm, Small) were mostly located in the range
of maximal display disparity 35 pixels. This indicates that these stimuli can be
viewed without any discomfort in a far viewing distance. Others configurations were
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Figure D.2: Visual samples of different scenes selected from the EPFL database.
From top left to bottom right: Trees, Grass, Construction, Moped, Sculpture,
Closeup, Bikes, Hallway, Tables, Sofa, Notebook, Feet.

Table D.1: Maximum disparity of different scene contents at three camera baselines
and two screen sizes.

Title 10cm 20cm 30cm
Large Small Large Small Large Small

Construction 26 9 36 20 54 31
Moped 29 17 65 37 59 55

Sculpture 19 11 43 24 64 36
Closeup 20 11 46 26 72 40

Bikes 26 14 50 28 77 44
Hallway 50 28 103 58 156 88
Tables 23 13 49 28 78 44
Sofa 23 13 45 25 69 39

Notebook 36 20 77 43 131 74
Feet 35 20 72 40 134 75

beyond 35 pixels but in different extents for the cases of uncomfortable viewing.
When a near viewing distance was considered, scene content in configuration of
(10cm, Small) is the only one in the comfortable viewing zone.

D.3 Test Methodology
D.3.1 Single Stimulus
Among methodologies for subjective quality assessment of SDTV pictures in ITU-
R BT. 500 [10], three widely used methods are double stimulus continuous quality
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scale (DSCQS), double stimulus impairment scale (DSIS), and single stimulus (SS).
In this study, as several camera baselines were considered for each scene in subjec-
tive tests, an original reference 3D image was not available. Therefore, we adopted
the SS method. The SS method was also adopted for assessing the quality levels of
stereoscopic images with varying camera baselines in [7].

D.3.2 Subjects
Before training sessions, visual perception related characteristics of subjects were
collected, including pupillary distance (measured by a ruler), normal or corrected
binocular vision (tested by the Snellen chart), color vision (tested by the Ishihara),
and stereo vision (tested by the TV-04 and TV-07 in ITU-R BT. 1438 [9]). A total
of 30 subjects took part in the tests, consisting of 18 males and 12 females, aged
from 23 to 47 years old. All the subjects have binocular visual acuity larger than
1.0, stereo vision smaller than 30 second of arc and no colorblind. The pupillary
distance of subjects varied between 62 and 74 millimeters.

D.3.3 Train Session
In this study, two subjects as a group were involved in both training and test
sessions. During the training session, the two subjects sit in Far Center and Far Side
viewing locations, where the examples of the five categorical adjectival levels for
Trees (see Table D.2) were shown in order to benchmark and harmonize the measure
scale among subjects. These examples had been selected by expert viewers in a way
that each quality level is represented by an example and that the full range of quality
levels within the set of test stimuli is covered. When an example was presented, the
experimenter verbally explained to the subjects with the corresponding quality. The
subjects were told to judge quality by comparing from the positive 3D effect to the
negative, in which the positive effect includes the binocular depth, immersivity and
reality, while the negative effect consists of discomfort arising from fusion limitation,
visible binocular artifacts and geometry distortion. In addition, a detailed definition
of each scale was provided to the subjects in a form of written instructions (see Table
D.2). The subjects were encouraged to view the representative examples as long as
they wished and ask questions if they needed any further clarifications. Answering
sheet marked with the corresponding quality level (diagonal line on the continual
scale) was shown to the subjects when the examples were displayed in order to
make them be familiar with the same procedure which would process in the real
test session. Training sessions would continue until the subjects could understand
and distinguish the five different quality levels.

D.3.4 Test Session
Since the number of test configurations (240) was too large for a single session,
each test session was spitted into two sub-sessions by the experimenter. During
each sub-session, 60 test images were randomly displayed to two subjects A and
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Table D.2: Explanations of five categorical adjectival levels and training examples
of the Trees scene

Levels Explanation Examples
(baseline, size)

Excellent Positive
Negative: Enjoy the experience very
much. (10cm, Large)

Good Positive>Negative: Accept viewing such qual-
ity happily in daily life. (20cm, Large)

Fair Positive≈Negative: Accept viewing such qual-
ity but reluctantly. (30cm, Small)

Poor Positive<Negative: Refuse to accept viewing
such quality. (40cm, Small)

Bad Positive�Negative: Feel headache and do not
want to view 3D again. (50cm, Large)

B. If they started with Far Center (A), Far Side (B) in the first test sub-session,
then they would switch to Near Center (B), Near Side (A) in the second test sub-
session, or they can start with Near locations first. Additionally, at the beginning
of each test sub-session, the subjects were first presented with 3 dummy 3D images
of Grass (50cm, Large), (10cm, Small) and (30cm, Large) in order. These dummy
images were used to stabilize the subject’s judgment only, and the corresponding
scores were not used in the analyses. During the whole test period, the subjects
were not allowed to ask questions anymore and have any interruption during entire
test sessions. Each sub-session lasted about 15 minutes, where each test image
was displayed for 10 seconds, with another 5 seconds for entering the score on the
answering sheet. A 5 minutes break was arranged to make the subjects relax the
eyes and body, but still stay in the test environment. In this way, we obtained 15
samples for each viewing location, because in total 15 groups of subjects attended
the test.

D.4 Results Analysis
The subjective scores of the 3D images evaluated by 30 subjects are analyzed in
this section. Particularly, we aim to analyze how QoE depends on scene content,
camera baseline, image size and viewing location.

D.4.1 Normality Test and Outlier Removal
In order to apply arithmetic mean value as Mean Opinion Score (MOS) and use
parametric statistical analysis such as ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA), the nor-
mality of subjective scores across subjects needs to be satisfied. The β2 test [4]
based on calculating the kurtosis coefficient was adopted for a normality test. We
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classified the β2 test results into three groups, which were normal (2 ≤ β2 ≤ 4),
close to normal (1 ≤ β2 < 2 or 4 < β2 ≤ 5) and abnormal (β2 < 1 or β2 > 5). If
the total ratio of normal and close to normal was more than 75%, we assume the
subjective scores are distributed normally. The results showed that the majority
(159 of 240) were normal and (48 of 240) were close to normal while others (33 of
240) were abnormal. Therefore, the subjective scores across the subjects followed a
normal distribution. The screening of subjects was also performed according to the
guidelines described in [4]. Subjects who had produced votes significantly distant
from the average scores should be removed. No outlier was indentified.

D.4.2 MOS and Observations
After the outlier removal, MOS and 95% Confidence Interval (CI) were computed
and plotted as a function of camera baseline and viewing conditions for all the
10 scene contents separately, as shown in Figure D.3. It can be seen that the
confidence intervals are usually very small, which indicates that results given by
different subjects are highly correlative and that the training/test sessions were
effective. A number of observations can be made based on the results in those
plots.

Generally speaking, the MOS values are quite different across scene contents and
they decrease as the camera baseline increases. Therefore, both scene content and
camera baseline may have impact on the QoE individually. Moreover, when the
camera baseline increases, the amount of reduction in MOS for Moped, Hallway,
Tables and Notebook scenes is more obvious than that in other scenes. It indicates
that the differences among camera baselines are not same for each scene contents,
which may indicate that there is an interaction between camera baseline and scene
content. Moreover, when considering the factor of screen size, it can be seen that the
difference between Large and Small sizes on Construction and Bikes is larger than
that on Closeup and Tables. Thus, there might be an interaction between screen
size and scene content. For the contents Moped, Bikes, Hallway, Sofa, Notebook and
Feet, we can also see that the difference between Large and Small sizes at different
camera baselines is relatively large. Thereby, the interaction between screen size
and camera baseline or even between screen size, camera baseline and scene content
might exist. However, no clear difference has been observed between Near and Far,
Center and Side, since different viewing locations stick to each other in all scene
contents, camera baselines and screen sizes. Therefore, viewing locations might
have no impact of on QoE.

D.4.3 Statistical Analysis
In order to verify the aforementioned observations, ANOVA was adopted to study
the impact of independent parameters (scene content, camera baseline, screen size
and viewing location) on dependent parameter (stereo QoE). ANOVA is a general
technique that can be used to test the equality hypothesis of means among two or
more groups. These groups are classified by factors (independent variables whose
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settings are controlled and varied by the experimenter) or levels (the intensity set-
tings of a factor). An N-way ANOVA treats N factors and the null hypothesis
includes 1) there is no difference in the means of each factor; 2) there is no inter-
action between n-factors (2 ≤ n ≤ N). The null hypothesis is verified using F-test
and can be easily judged through p-value. When p-value is smaller than 0.05, the
null hypothesis is rejected, which means there is a significant difference in means.
In particular, there is a significant difference between the levels of a factor such that
the factor has significant effect; or the difference between the levels of one factor
is not same for the levels of other factors such that there is an interaction between
different factors.

We used Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) statistics 17.0 for
the analysis and Figure D.4 shows the results of ANOVA analysis for the entire
null hypothesis. In the figure, C, B and LS denote within-subjects factors scene
content, camera baseline and screen size, respectively. NF and CS denote two
groups of viewing locations, Near versus Far and Center versus Side, which are
between-subjects factors. The * denotes interactions between these factors, and the
horizontal red line equaling to 0.95 indicates a threshold for a significant difference.
It can be seen from the figure that C, B, LS*C, LS*B, C*B and LS*C*B are bigger
than the significant difference threshold. It means that scene content and camera
baseline have significant impact on QoE individually, as well as there are 2-factors
and 3-factors interactions between screen size, scene content and camera baseline
in terms of QoE. However, other factors have no significant impact or interaction
on QoE. These results are consistent with what we have observed in Subsection
D.4.2.

D.5 Conclusions
In this study, we have investigated how four factors scene content, camera baseline,
screen size and viewing location impact the overall stereoscopic QoE. Typical test
configurations were designed to cover a full range of QoE in terms of disparity cov-
erage between constructed disparity by shooting condition (scene content, camera
baseline, sensor resolution/screen size) and maximal disparity supported by view-
ing environment (viewing location). Then a series of subjective evaluations of QoE
were conducted. Both the observations from MOS scatter plots and ANOVA sta-
tistical results show that scene content, camera baseline, as well as the interactions
between screen size, scene content and camera baseline, have significant impact on
QoE of stereoscopic images, while other combinations, especially viewing location
involved, have no significant impact.

The ground truth as well as the statistical analysis of results can be further used
to compare and design objective stereo quality metrics. We have also developed an
objective metric to model QoE, the preliminary results shows a correlation ratio of
87% with the ground truth. Such metrics can be applied to prepare scene content of
shot and set camera parameters for photographers, as well as recommend optimal
screen sizes and viewing locations.
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Figure D.3: MOS and CI (significance of 95%) of subjective scores for all test images.
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Figure D.4: Significant difference histogram of a 5-way ANOVA.
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Abstract
Stereoscopic quality of experience (QoE) is the result of a complex combination
of different influencing factors. Previously we had investigated the effect of factors
such as scene content, camera baseline, screen size and viewing position on stereo-
scopic QoE using subjective tests. In this paper, we propose two objective metrics
for predicting stereoscopic QoE using bottom-up and top-down approaches, respec-
tively. Specifically, the bottom-up metric is based on characterizing the significant
factors of QoE directly, which are scene content, camera baseline, screen size and
crosstalk level. While the top-down metric interprets QoE from its perceptual
attributes, including crosstalk perception and perceived depth. These perceptual
attributes are modeled by their individual relationship with the significant factors
and then combined linearly to build the top-down metric. Both proposed metrics
have been validated against our own database and a publicly available database,
showing a high correlation (over 86%) with the subjective scores of stereoscopic
QoE.
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E.1 Introduction
Stereoscopic three-dimensional (3D) media services are becoming increasingly pop-
ular and expected to be the next big step forward in the evolution of media after
addition of color and sound information. Providing the third dimension (binocular
depth) by stereoscopic media is thought to be a fundamental change in the revo-
lution of the image presentations and believed to bring new experience to viewers,
not just an enhancement of the quality.

However, stereoscopic 3D services do not always prevail when compared to their
two-dimensional (2D) counterparts. Nowadays, stereoscopic imaging is based on
simultaneously capturing a pair of 2D images, and then separately delivering them
to respective eyes. Consequently, 3D perception is generated in the human vi-
sual system (HVS). Although the principle is simple, it is difficult to implement
stereoscopic imaging in practice. Various limitations, such as excessive dispar-
ity, accommodation-convergence mismatch and binocular artefacts may exist with
current techniques and potentially degrade the stereoscopic quality of experience
(QoE). It is therefore imperative to quantify the QoE of stereoscopic imaging sys-
tems.

Specifically, the degrees of aforementioned limitations exhibited in stereoscopic
QoE are the result of a complex combination of different influencing factors. These
factors include the characteristics of 3D content, the configurations of capture and
display systems, selections of image processing mechanism, and the perceptual-
physiological limitations of HVS. Usually subjective testing is adopted to quanti-
tatively evaluate the influence of factors on the overall QoE, since it is the most
reliable way of assessing the perceived quality. Our previous subjective tests [14]
have qualified how scene content, camera baseline, screen size and viewing position
impact stereoscopic QoE.

Nevertheless, subjective testing is slow, expensive, and inconvenient for most ap-
plications. To deal with these drawbacks, objective metrics that can automatically
predict the perceived quality are desired. Such metrics can be employed to monitor,
benchmark and optimize the media system. However, an effective quality metric
cannot be proposed without a deep understanding of the perception mechanism.

So far, the development of objective quality models for stereoscopic media is still
in its early stage. Researchers first started with exploring whether or not 2D qual-
ity metrics can be applied to stereoscopic quality assessment [1, 15]. Subsequently,
a few objective metrics that take into account the characteristics of stereoscopic
images have been proposed [5, 3, 6]. However, most of the stereoscopic objective
metrics are designed to assess quality degradations caused by lossy compression
schemes. In fact, a minimum stereoscopic system having acquisition and restitu-
tion stages only, already fails to provide satisfying viewing experience. To model
the non-compression quality degradations, the authors of [4] proposed a metric lin-
early combining three measurements, including perceived depth, visual fatigue and
temporal consistency. We have proposed a metric for crosstalk perception [13] in a
top-down approach, which makes use of the perceptual attributes of crosstalk. In
addition, two similar objective metrics [11, 12] for QoE assessment were proposed
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Table E.1: Overview of EPFL and Q2S-QoE subjective tests
Database EPFL[2] Q2S-QoE[14]
Test stimuli 9SC × 6CB × 1SS × 1V L 10SC × 3CB × 2SS × 4V L

SC Various characteristics in color, texture, depth,
but no perceptible compression distortions

CB [m] 0.1;0.2;0.3;0.4;0.5;0.6 0.1;0.2;0.3
SS [m] 1.02 × 0.57 1.86 × 1.00; 1.05 × 0.56

VP(x,y) [m] (0.0, 2.2) (0.0, 2.2); (0.6, 2.2); (0.0,
3.9); (1.1, 3.9)

Post-proc. Geometric and color adjustment
Display Hyundai S465D Polarized projectors
Glasses Circular Linear
Resolution 1920 × 1080 1280 × 960; 720 × 405
Test methods Single stimulus
Training Illustrated examples for five categorical levels
Test session Random display with dummy at the beginning
Participant 14 Male, 6 Female 18 Male, 12 Female

in a bottom-up approach with respect to the EPFL database [2] containing acquisi-
tion distortions and our own database Q2S-QoE [14] including both acquisition and
restitution distortions, respectively. In this paper, we combine the two bottom-up
metrics into a single metric for characterizing all the significant factors contribut-
ing to QoE and propose a new top-down metric for QoE by describing perceptual
attributes from the perception viewpoint.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the subjective
tests and significant factors of QoE are introduced briefly. Then in Section E.3,
we present the bottom-up and top-down objective quality metrics in detail. Both
metrics are verified on EPFL and Q2S-QoE databases and the experimental results
are reported in Section E.4. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section E.5.

E.2 Subjective Evaluation
As a first step towards a reliable objective quality metric, subjective tests were
conducted to obtain the human judgement on QoE. Moreover, significant factors
were found to guide the design of objective metrics. In the following, we will provide
some details of the tests.

E.2.1 Subjective Tests of QoE
As listed in Table E.1, both the EPFL and the Q2S-QoE subjective tests followed
a similar evaluation methodology. The main difference was in the test stimuli pre-
sented. In particular, more viewing conditions were designed in Q2S-QoE subjective
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tests in order to cover a full range of QoE. The design principle is that we believe
that stimuli located in different ranges of comfort zone can provide different viewing
experiences. Therefore, the comfort zone of the display system in our subjective
tests was calculated [14]. For a particular display system, this comfort zone only
varies when the viewing position changes. Thus, viewing positions were selected to
create stimuli with different disparity levels located in different ranges of comfort
zone supported by viewing conditions.

E.2.2 Factors Contributing to QoE
Based on the analysis on the EPFL database, it was concluded that the influence
of the camera distance on the quality of the stereoscopic images is largely scene-
dependent [2]. Furthermore, when the Q2S-QoE database was analyzed [14], we
demonstrated that scene content, camera baseline, as well as the interactions be-
tween screen size, scene content and camera baseline, have significant impact on
QoE in stereoscopic images, while other factors, especially viewing position, have
virtually no significant impact.

However, crosstalk level of the display system was not observed in these two
subjective tests. In [10], we demonstrated that crosstalk level, camera baseline and
scene content have significant impacts on crosstalk perception, respectively, and
that these three factors have various interactions in terms of impact on crosstalk
perception. Since crosstalk is one of the most annoying distortions in the visual-
ization stage of a stereoscopic imaging system, it obviously impacts QoE. Thus,
crosstalk level is another significant factor.

E.3 Objective Quality Metrics
We believe that objective metrics can be proposed from two viewpoints, namely
bottom-up and top-down. A bottom-up metric describes the significant factors
contributing to QoE, while a top-down metric models the perceptual attributes of
QoE, to predict the viewing experience. This section will present these processes
in detail.

E.3.1 Bottom-up Metric
Based on our understanding of QoE factors mentioned earlier, significant factors
to be modelled for predicting QoE are scene content, camera baseline, screen size
and crosstalk level, as well as some of their interactions. As we illustrated in [12],
the disparity map is impacted mainly by scene content, camera baseline, screen
size/image resolution and their interactions. This means that the significant factors
of the disparity map are the sum of the six significant factors of QoE plus a single
factor, screen size, when crosstalk level is not considered. This similarity between
disparity map and QoE regarding significant factors proves the disparity map as
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an efficient expression of QoE. Thus, the metric was developed as follows:

Rdis = SSDMF (Ro, Lo) (E.1)

Vbu = AV G(1 − Rdis/255) + w × S (E.2)

where Ro and Lo are the original right and left displayed image pair. Rdis, S and w
denote the disparity map, screen size and weight of screen size on QoE, respectively.
SSDMF and AV G denote the SSDMF method in [7] for disparity estimation and
the averaging operation. Vsdis is the quality metric, which combines the disparity
and screen size.

The metric in [11] for QoE takes into consideration crosstalk level but not screen
size. Since the crosstalk level can be reflected by an SSIM map [13], the QoE metric
was then modelled by the following equations:{

Rc = Ro + p × Lo

Lc = Lo + p × Ro

(E.3)

Ls = SSIM(Lo, Lc) (E.4)

Vcdis = AV G(Ls × (1 − Rdis/255)) (E.5)

where p is the level of crosstalk distortion, and Rc and Lc denote the distorted right
and left views after adding crosstalk. Ls denotes the left view SSIM map which
is obtained using the SSIM algorithm in [9]. Vcdis is the final predicted value,
which is the averaged from a weighted disparity map by the SSIM map. The value
of p should be set according to the equipment introduced crosstalk level. In our
experiments, p is assumed to be 3%.

In this paper, we combine the above two metrics into a single metric to describe
all the significant factors of QoE. Furthermore, a special case when disparity is
very small is also included. We believe that 3D perception does not exist anymore
when the disparity is small enough and QoE should be expressed by a conventional
2D metric instead. Meanwhile, there should be no abrupt change at the transition
zone from 3D metric to 2D metric. Moreover, both the transition zone and the
final 2D perception are determined by the content. The bottom up metric is thus
summarized as follows,

Cbu =
{

AV G(Ls × (1 − Rdis/255)) ifAV G(Rdis(i, j)) ≥ C
(1 − C/255) × AV G(Ls) ifAV G(Rdis(i, j)) < C

(E.6)

Vbu = Cbu + α × S (E.7)

where threshold C varies across different scene contents. When the average of
Rdis is larger than C, the combination Cbu follows as equation E.5, otherwise, it
multiplies a 2D metric AV G(Ls) by a constant 1 − C/255. Moreover, the final
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bottom-up metric Vbu is the linear combination between Cbu and S in the same
way as equation E.2. Specifically, the content dependent threshold C is the average
of minimal disparity of each content in our database. The values of S were 1.86
and 1.05 for two screen sizes, respectively. An optimal weight 0.07 was obtained
for using an optimization method on the Q2S-QoE database.

E.3.2 Top-down Metric
The top-down metric is proposed based on the understanding of perceptual at-
tributes of QoE. It was pointed out in [8] that the overall QoE is a trade-off be-
tween perceived image distortion, perceived depth and visual strain. Specifically,
crosstalk is one of the most annoying distortions of perceived image distortion and
cause visual discomfort. While binocular depth is the main contribution by stereo-
scopic imaging, we believe that it is also possible to model the QoE from its two
main perceptual attributes, namely a negative attribute crosstalk perception and a
positive attribute depth perception.

The crosstalk perception was modeled in our previous work [13] in a top-down
way. The three perceptual attributes of crosstalk are shadow degree, separation
distance and screen deviation of crosstalk. In particular, shadow degree of crosstalk
is determined by the contrast of scene content and crosstalk level, while separation
distance of crosstalk is decided by camera baseline and relative depth structure of
scene content together, namely, disparity. Both attributes can be reflected by SSIM
map. Moreover, screen deviation of crosstalk is the distance between reconstructed
object and viewer screen, and perception of crosstalk is mostly dominated by the
crosstalk which has the maximal screen deviation. Thus, maximal disparity was
used for representing the maximal screen deviation. The crosstalk perception metric
is therefore the integration between the SSIM map and maximal disparity as follows,

Vc = AV G(Ls)/MAX(Rdis) (E.8)

We believe that the depth perception should reflect both the percentage of pixels
whose depth located in the comfort zone of the display system and the depth
amplitude of those pixels. In particular, the depth amplitude could be represented
by depth plane or pixel disparity. Moreover, since the viewing position which
impacts the comfort zone is not a significant factor influencing QoE, only one depth
threshold is specified. Thus the depth perception part is defined by the following
equation:

Vd = SUM(Rdis(i, j))/Res ifRdis(i, j) ≥ D (E.9)

where Res is the resolution of the display image, D denotes the depth threshold,
which is 11 pixels in our case. This threshold is obtained using an optimization
method on the Q2S-QoE dataset.

Finally, the overall QoE is the linear combination between crosstalk perception
Vc and depth perception Vd as shown in the following equation:

Vtd = Vc + β × Vd (E.10)
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Table E.2: Evaluation results of different metrics
Database Criterion PSNR SSIM Vbu Vtd

EPFL
RMSE 0.998 0.901 0.421 0.508

Pearson 0.509 0.503 0.915 0.874
Spearman 0.514 0.424 0.927 0.885

Q2S-QoE
RMSE 0.774 0.716 0.394 0.862

Pearson 0.424 0.546 0.888 0.862
Spearman 0.460 0.545 0.848 0.745

where β is a weight. The optimal weight calculated on the Q2S-QoE dataset was
0.08.

E.4 Experimental Results
Both proposed metrics are validated against the EPFL and Q2S-QoE databases.
They are compared with traditional 2D metrics PSNR and SSIM, which are calcu-
lated between the original left and the crosstalk added left image, as in [12].

To evaluate each metric V, root mean squared error (RMSE), Pearson correlation
coefficient, and Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient are selected as criteria.
They are calculated between objective values MOSp after a nonlinear regression
using equation E.11, suggested by VQEG, and the subjective scores MOS.

MOSp = b1/(1 + exp(−b2 × (r(V ) − b3))) (E.11)

Table E.2 gives the evaluation results of objective metrics on both databases.
It can be seen that both proposed metrics exhibit similar performance and are
significantly better when compared to PSNR and SSIM. This implies that metrics
considering 3D characteristics can give better prediction of stereoscopic QoE when
compared to purely 2D metrics. Moreover, the performance of Vtd is slightly
inferior to that of Vbu in both databases. However, an advantage of Vtd is that
it can describe the best viewing experience, which could exist. This happens when
all pixels have their depth in comfort zone and the decrease of depth perception
compensates the increase of crosstalk perception contributing to QoE. However,
Vbu makes QoE always increase with the decreasing disparity. The latter however,
could not be verified in this paper because of the lack of available dataset in which
the disparity is very small. As the Pearson correlation of the proposed metrics are
over 86% on both databases, the proposed metrics are promising for evaluation of
QoE in stereoscopic presentations.

E.5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced results from prior QoE subjective tests and briefly
identified the main contributing factors in stereoscopic QoE. We have mainly sum-
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marized a bottom-up metric and proposed a top-down metric for QoE in details.
Both metrics take the characteristics of QoE on stereoscopic images into considera-
tion from different viewpoints. Specifically, the bottom-up metric describes the sig-
nificant factors and the top-down metric models the perceptual attributes of QoE,
respectively. The experimental results on EPFL and Q2S-QoE databases demon-
strated the promising performance of the proposed metrics, achieving more than
86% in Pearson correlation with MOS. However, the robustness of both proposed
metrics to small disparity cases and the type of displays with different crosstalk
levels and screen sizes need to be further validated in future work.
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Abstract
Subjective quality assessment is widely used to understand and to study human
perception of multimedia quality and as a basis for developing objective metrics to
automatically predict the quality of audiovisual presentations. There are several
recognized international protocols and procedures for reliable assessment of qual-
ity in multimedia systems and services, with emphasis on speech, audio and video
modalities. However, the aspect of certification is not yet well understood in this
context. This paper discusses various issues regarding certification of multimedia
quality assessment. To be concrete, the discussion is illustrated by the procedure
implemented to assess 3D video compression technologies within the MPEG effort
for the definition of a 3D video coding standard. Selected results from four lab-
oratories, Acreo, EPFL, NTNU and UBC, which participated in the assessment
are presented. This case study is used in an early attempt to define a process for
certification of subjective test campaigns, based on a cross-validation of the test re-
sults across different laboratories, towards the ultimate goal of quality of experience
(QoE) certification.
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F.1 Introduction

With the rapid growth of three-dimensional (3D) video technology, standardized
compression algorithms for 3D video are needed. In 2011, MPEG committee issued
a Call for Proposal (CfP) on 3D video coding technology with the objective to
“define a data format and associated compression technology to enable the high-
quality reconstruction of synthesized views for 3D displays” [5]. Both stereoscopic
and auto-stereoscopic multiview display technologies were targeted. Responding
to this call, 22 proponents submitted their 3D video coding algorithms for com-
petition. In order to analyze and to compare the performance of the proposed
technologies a formal subjective quality evaluation was carried out, and a set of
test video sequences, encoded with the proposed technologies, was produced. The
European COST Action QUALINET (European Network on Quality of Experi-
ence in Multimedia Systems and Services) was invited by MPEG to take part in
the evaluation campaign of this test material, referred to as 3DV tests in the rest
of this paper.

We believe a critical issue in any subjective evaluation is the establishment of
a proper certification mechanism to carry out quality evaluations, such as those
performed in 3DV tests. Certification usually refers to the confirmation of certain
attributes of an object, organization, person, or a process of production [1]. For
example, the ISO 9000 family of standards have been designed and issued by ISO
to ensure manufacturers can meet certain requirements for the quality of their man-
agement. In video quality assessment scenarios, such as in 3DV tests, a standard
certificate mechanism also becomes critical. Naturally, a recognized quality assess-
ment experiment conducted by different laboratories, using identical video content
and following similar methodologies and instructions, can serve as an appropriate
platform for demonstrating the certification procedure of quality assessment. In
such a process, cross-laboratory analysis should be performed to find out whether
or not consistent results can be obtained. To this end, four laboratories partic-
ipating in 3DV test have made an effort to illustrate steps towards certification
mechanisms. A cross-laboratory analysis has been performed to estimate the cor-
relation of quality scores obtained by each laboratory and to perform a significance
test. These analyses show that laboratories employing different subjects could still
produce highly correlated results, as they follow similar guidelines to carry out
assessments. This confirms that the participating laboratories fulfill an essential
condition towards their certification.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section F.2 discusses is-
sues and important steps towards a formal certification procedure of video quality
assessment. Section F.3 introduces the MPEG 3DV quality test. Test results ob-
tained in the four laboratories and relevant analyses are presented in Section F.4.
Finally, concluding remarks and discussions on future work are provided in Section
F.5.
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F.2 Towards Certification Procedure
As introduced in Section F.1, certification generally refers to the confirmation of
certain characteristics of an object, a person, or an organization. This confirmation
is often but not always, provided by some form of external review, academic degree,
or assessment. In first-party certification, an individual or organization providing a
good or service, offers assurance that it meets certain claims. In second-party cer-
tification, an association to which the individual or organization belongs, provides
such an assurance. Third-party certification involves an independent assessment
declaring that specified requirements pertaining to a product, a person, a process
or a management system have been met [1].

As an important step towards QoE certification, the European COST Action
QUALINET is making an effort to better understand the concept of certification
in QoE assessment scenario. The QUALINET Memorandum of Understanding
states:“Observing that there are currently no European networks focusing on the
concept of QoE, this certification task also aims at bringing a substantial scientific
impact on fragmented efforts carried out in this field, by coordinating the research
under the catalytic COST umbrella, and at setting up a European network of
experts facilitating transfer of technology and know-how to industry, coordination
in standardization, and certification of products and services.” [9, 8]

The general objective of certification is to assess and to guarantee uniformity
of devices, processes or installations, thus allowing improving interoperability and
checking quality targets. In this context, a certification process may target either
products, such as laboratories and codec, or services such as quality assessment, or
even some content.

Within QUALINET, the certification process may follow one or more of the
following main approaches:

• Certification entity based: This approach is more centralized, as certification
entities should also be certified themselves. Such an approach may, in prin-
ciple, be more credible and reliable, but requires a well defined process to
certify the certification entities.

• Auto-certification: This approach is not centralized. Each organization may
certify itself its systems or services, based on a specific and agreed procedure.
At the expense of a lighter process, the reliability and credibility of such an
approach may be less certain.

• Peer-certification: This approach is not centralized neither, but requires other
entities (not necessarily certified themselves) to provide confirmation or opin-
ions about the degree of fulfillment of identified requirements by a system or
service. The use of social networks and open peer review mechanisms, if prop-
erly implemented, can contribute to increase the reliability and credibility of
such an approach.

In addition to the above, certification process may also involve the following ele-
ments and entities:
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• Certification applicant: an institution making a certification request (to a
certification entity) for a product, service or content.

• Certification entity: an institution or individual, which has either undergone
a process to become an authority, or simply acts as an open peer reviewer.

• Certificate or label: a diploma or label that provides a proof to applicant,
endorsing the product or service provided fulfills a well-defined set of re-
quirements, along with other information such as the underlying conditions,
including duration of the certificate.

Depending on the types of certifications to be addressed, adequate certification
methodologies can be defined involving the following main steps:

• Certification request: the applicant should present to the certification entity
a request, indicating the type of certification requested and providing all
the information and elements necessary for this task. This information and
elements will be defined in details in a procedure designed for each type of
certification, e.g., laboratory facilities certification or content certification.

• Certification assessment: the certification entity will perform the appropriate
steps defined, certifying or not the relevant product, service or content.

• Certificate or label: in the case of positive outcome, the applicant will be
provided with a proof stating that it may use a label for its products, services
or contents, along with additional information and conditions such as the
duration of the certificate.

Currently, several accreditation companies professionally perform ISO/IEC 17025
certifications by using specified procedures [2] and forms [4, 3]. If such a procedure
is considered, the existing ISO/IEC 17025 standard needs to be taken into account.
Since the main goal of certifications consists of guaranteeing that certain standards
are met, the issue of providing a legal liability or privacy protection mechanisms
might also need to be taken into consideration. More importantly, quality assess-
ment results across different laboratories will play a kernel role in a certification
procedure, e.g., certified laboratories should produce correlative results when con-
ducting similar quality evaluations. The next sections of this paper concentrate on
this last issue as a first and key step towards certification in quality assessment,
with emphasis on a use case in 3D video quality evaluation.

F.3 3DV Tests - Background, Methodology and
Laboratory Set Up

F.3.1 Test Material
The 3DV CfP defines some “classes” of test sequences, i.e. sets of spatio-temporal
resolutions, and some target coding bit rates. Among them, Class A, with frame
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size of 1920 × 1088 pixels and a frame rate of 25 frames per second, and Class B,
with frame size of 1024×768 pixels and a frame rate of 30 frames per second, along
with four target coding bit rates, were used for the evaluation of the proponent
technologies. For both stereoscopic and auto-stereoscopic codec comparisons, the
test materials included four different contents in Class A (Poznan Street, Poznan
Hall2, Undo Dancer, GT Fly) and four different contents in Class B (Kendo, Bal-
loons, Lovebird1, and Newspaper). All test materials were progressively scanned
and used 4:2:0 color sampling with 8 bits precision per pixel.

The video data evaluated in the subjective tests were generated from a dense set
of synthesized views provided by proponents and fed uncompressed into 3D mon-
itors thanks to a specially designed video server configuration. Particularly, two
test scenarios, namely, a 2-view input configuration, to be evaluated on stereoscopic
display, and a 3-view input configuration, to be evaluated on both auto-stereoscopic
as well as stereoscopic display, were considered. The depth data and camera pa-
rameters for view synthesis and rendering were also provided. Readers can refer to
the 3DV CfP for more details [5].

F.3.2 Proponents
By responding to the CfP, 22 proponents submitted their codec descriptions, and
encoded and decoded test sequences at requested target bit rates. Two anchors,
i.e., H.264/AVC and HEVC, were also included in the set of coding technologies
under assessment.

F.3.3 Laboratories, Hardware, Software, and Instrumentation Set
Up

The 3DV tests involved 12 evaluation laboratories from around the world. Each
laboratory was assigned a certain number of test sessions, either stereoscopic, auto-
stereoscopic, or both, based on the availability of hardware and other facilities.
All laboratories used the exact same evaluation methodology, described below,
including the same monitors (a 46” Hyundai S465D polarized stereoscopic monitor
and a 52” Dimenco BDL5231V auto-stereoscopic monitor, with native resolutions
of 1920x1080 pixels), the same implementation of Graphical User Interface (GUI),
and similar test room configuration.

The hardware and software environments used in all laboratories were designed
and tested to ensure meeting well specified requirements by conducting dry runs
before actual evaluations took place.

Eighteen naive viewers evaluated the quality of each test sequence. Since a max-
imum of 3 (5) subjects could be seated in front of a stereoscopic (auto-stereoscopic)
monitor, without deteriorating the perception of the 3D rendering, several subjects
could be grouped to attend a same test session. Hence, the test room set up,
common in all the laboratories, included 3 to 5 subjects seating in a row, perpen-
dicular to the center of the monitor, for the auto-stereoscopic and the stereoscopic
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viewings, respectively. The viewers were seated at roughly 3.5 meters from the auto-
stereoscopic monitor, as required in [5], and at roughly 2.3 meters from the stereo-
scopic monitor, as suggested in the ITU-R BT.710 recommendation for HDTV [7].
The laboratory setup was controlled in order to ensure the reproducibility of results
by avoiding as much as possible, involuntary influence of external factors. The test
rooms were equipped with a controlled lighting system with a 6500K color tem-
perature and an ambient luminance at 15% of maximum screen luminance. Each
laboratory reported the details of the calibration settings used for each monitor, as
well as the gender percentages and average age of their sample of viewers, and the
exact number of subjects per session.

F.3.4 Test Data Rendering

In order to render correctly the test materials on the stereoscopic and auto-stereoscopic
monitors, the following processing was performed on the raw video files received
from proponents. For the auto-stereoscopic display, 28 yuv files, each containing
a different view for the same video sequence, were interleaved and merged into a
single avi file, using an interleaving software tool provided by Dimenco. For the
stereoscopic viewing, two pre-selected yuv video sequences, corresponding to the
left and right views, were cropped and horizontally shifted in order to obtain a
pre-defined depth for each content (different shift parameters were set for different
content) and finally interlaced (right view on top) and padded to produce a full
HD resolution video.

F.3.5 Evaluation Methodology: Stimulus Presentation and
Rating Scale

The Double Stimulus Impairment Scale (DSIS) evaluation methodology was se-
lected to perform the tests. Subjects were presented with pairs of video sequences
(i.e., stimuli), where the first was always an unimpaired, reference, video (stimulus
A) and the second, the same content processed (stimulus B). Subjects were asked
to rate the quality of each stimulus B, keeping in mind that of stimulus A. A dedi-
cated GUI was developed for the test campaign: before each video sequence, a grey
screen with the letter “A” (“B”) was shown for two seconds, informing subjects that
the reference (test) stimulus would be shown. After the presentation of each pair
of sequences, a grey screen with the message “Vote” was shown for five seconds.
The test subjects were asked to enter their quality score for the stimulus B in paper
scoring sheets during these five seconds.

An 11-grade numerical categorical scale was used [6]. The rating scale ranged
from 0 to 10, with 10 indicating the highest quality, i.e., the test sequence is indis-
tinguishable from the reference, and 0 indicating the lowest quality.
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F.3.6 Screening
All subjects taking part in the evaluations underwent a screening to examine their
visual acuity, using the Snellen chart, and color vision, using the Ishihara chart.
Their stereo vision was also tested using the Randot test.

F.3.7 Training
Before each test session, written instructions and a short explanation by a test
operator were provided to the subjects. Also, a training session was run to show
the GUI, the rating sheets, and examples of processed video sequences. The train-
ing video sequences were produced using two different contents (Pantomime and
Champagne) and with coding conditions similar to those used to produce the actual
test materials.

It is important to stress that the same training instructions were provided to sub-
jects in all the laboratories. Particularly, during training, specific scores were given
to the training sequences. These scores had been agreed upon across the evaluation
laboratories in order to ensure close correlation and consistency of results.

F.3.8 Test Sessions
A basic test session of DSIS methodology including 24 test pairs, three dummy
stimuli pairs, and one reference versus reference pair, was designed. Thus, the
test materials resulted in a total of: 16 sessions for each of the two classes of auto-
stereoscopic data, 16 sessions for each of the two classes of 2-view stereoscopic data,
16 sessions for the Class A 3-view stereoscopic data, and 32 sessions for the Class
B 3-view stereoscopic data. In each session, the stimulus pairs were presented in
random orders, but never with the same video content in consecutive pairs.

F.4 Selected Test Results and Analysis
Some test sessions were performed by more than one laboratory in order to analyze
inter-laboratory cross-correlations. In this section, we report the results of the test
sessions performed by four laboratories, namely NTNU, Acreo, EPFL, and UBC,
including some crossvalidation analysis for the common sessions.

Different overlapping data within each laboratory groups were used. These in-
cluded:

• Class A, 2-view stereo, 4 sessions (EPFL - UBC)

• Class A, auto stereo, 4 sessions (EPFL - UBC)

• Class B, 2-view stereo, 8 sessions (NTNU - Acreo)

Thus, cross-laboratory results analysis could be performed between EPFL and
UBC, and between NTNU and Acreo. Figure F.1 shows the pairwise scatter plots
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and correlation coefficients on the overlapping data. It can be observed that the
subjective quality results uniformly span over the entire range of quality levels from
0 to 10, which can be considered as an indication of appropriate experiment de-
sign and their implementation. More importantly, there exists a high correlation
between different laboratories. The Pearson linear coefficient measures the distribu-
tion of the points around the linear trend, while the Spearman coefficient measures
the monotonicity of the quality scores between different laboratories, that is, how
well an arbitrary monotonic function describes the relationship between two sets
of data. The results show that the data from NTNU and Acreo, as well as EPFL
and UBC, are highly correlated.

Additionally, an ANOVA analysis, where two laboratories were considered as be-
tween group variables and the different Processed Video Sequence (PVS) as within
group variables, was performed on the raw data, yielding a significant main effect
of the “laboratory” variable on the results of the two pairs of laboratories (for in-
stance, on the NTNU-Acreo data: F(1, 34) = 5.6, p = 0.02 < 0.05). One could
also observe an expected significant effect of the PVS (for instance on NTNUAcreo
data: F(223, 7582) = 112.6, p = 0.00 < 0.05), as well as, a significant interaction
between the PVS and laboratories, (For instance on NTNU-Acreo data: F(223,
7582) = 2.2, p = 0.00 < 0.05). Considering the data from NTNU-Acreo, a linear
transformation:

y = 0.9375 · x + 0.7423 (F.1)

(Figure F.2) will make the significant main effect of laboratories disappear (F(1,
34) = 0.00, p = 1.0 > 0.05), but the significant main effect of PVS (F(223, 7582)
= 111.7, p = 0.00 < 0.05) and interaction between PVS and laboratories remain
(F(223, 7582) = 2.2, p = 0.00 < 0.05). In addition to the above observations,
a Student t-test was applied to each pair of PVS from the different laboratories,
identifying the significant different PVS, shown in Figure F.3 for the NTNU-Acreo
comparison. It can be observed that the significant different PVSs are spread quite
evenly over the entire quality range. However, when compared to NTNU, the
subjects at Acreo gave significantly higher scores for the mid range qualities, and
clearly lower scores at the lower end of the scale. Finally, Figure F.4 compares the
score difference between UBC and EPFL at different bit rate levels. Note that in
this figure the video bit rate increases from “Rate 1” to “Rate 5”. As it is observed,
for both the stereo and auto-stereoscopic cases, the score differences are higher at
lower bit rates (i.e., low video quality), indicating that subjects had difficulties to
precisely quantify low quality content.

This additional comparative analysis indicates that although correlations be-
tween laboratories are high and exhibit good correspondence, more complex differ-
ences exist in the voting patterns that cannot be modeled by simple transforma-
tions, like for instance the linear transformation in Figure F.2.
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F.5 Conclusions and Further Work
This paper presented cross validation analysis from a recent MPEG 3DV quality
test campaign conducted with the help of a European COST Action QUALINET.
The test results, obtained from four laboratories in Europe and North America,
participating in this test campaign, have been presented and analyzed. Various
analyses demonstrated that different laboratories can produce similar quality as-
sessment results when they follow appropriately selected evaluation procedures.
The quality test across different laboratories with the identical video contents pro-
vides an appropriate first step for laboratory certification purpose. An effort is
under way by COST Action QUALINET towards a better understanding of certi-
fication mechanism of QoE in multimedia services and systems. This could lead to
the definition of a roadmap, which could hopefully help in the implementation of
appropriate certification mechanisms in QoE for multimedia applications.
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Figure F.1: Scatter plots of 3DV quality test among four laboratories.
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Figure F.2: Scatter plot between NTNU and Acreo with estimated regression line.

Figure F.3: Scatter plot between NTNU and Acreo of significantly different PVSs.
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Figure F.4: Score differences between EPFL and UBC at different bit rates.
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